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Apart from the fulfilling of the requiremen 

doctor of philosophy degree, this thesis has 

prpose. It has been our 

of the 

"two-fold 

irstiv,``to'rec 

Obscurity the life story of James Oswald, Minister of Yeth4eï , 

and, secondly', to show his dontributio contribution to' the Scottish Common 

Sense School of philosophy. The research has been motivated 

by . genuine interest in Scottish history and the challenge t 

mëet a need.. Professor John Baillie had mentioned in the 

course of one of the conferlences between advisor and student 

that he had often come across Oswald's name in the course of 

his reading, but little seemed to be known about him. This 

was a guiding thought in the preparation of the thesis, and it 

hes been our desire to bring to light as 

bd.égra.pläical details of Oswald's" life, p 

©n his application of 

r as possible the 

iraP special emphasis 

osop.hv to religion. 

The material. for writing the biography has been limited by 

the fact that there are no diaries, and but few personal letter 

to draw upon. This has made it necessary to depend, to a very 

large extent, upon Kirk Session, Presbytery, and General Assembly 

records for points of character and position in professional 

life ;. with the result that many of the connecting details that 

would give a . 
more distinct "flesh and blood" portrayal of the 

man are likely to be found wanting. An endeavor has been made 

to meet this laek by speçial attention to what is suggSsted o 



biographical interest in Oswal.d's own writings, a stud,y of the 

diaries and memoirs in which the period abounded, and visits 

to the parishes in which Oswald m:inistered . 

would here like.to express my- appreciation to those who 

have been so willing with their guidance help. To Principal 

Hugh Watt and Professor John Baillie, my advisors, 1 owe much . 

for their interest and aid in laying out the Plan of the work 

I am indebted to Principal Duthie, and directing its course. 

he Scots Congregational College, who, when Professor Baillie 

had to be away on a mission for the Church, was kind enough to 

give of his time and the benefit of valuable suggestions.. I 

am grateful for the cooperation I received from the ,various 

libraries where many rare and valuable books were made access- 

ible to m.e; and wish to thank Mr. Primrose and Miss E. Leslie 

of the New CQ11ege Library, Dr, Campbell of the Library of the 

Church of Scotland, and the staff of the Edinburgh University,,- 

Library for giving me of their time so graciously and. freely. 

Mr. C. Finlayson, of the latter group, is especially remembered" 

for having made the fine photographic reproduction of Oswald's 

portrait which appears at the beginning of this work. 

cannot forget the spirit and interest of many Scots friends who 

contributed in a real way to the completion of the work, such as 

Miss I. Brown, the congregation of St. Thomas' Parish_ -Church, 

Mrs. Hugh Mackenzie of St. Thomas' Church who voluntarily Leith 

took n the burden of the typing, and ävrrs. George Houston, also 

of St . Thomas', who cared for young Roderick and Morag Mackenzie 

while the typing was in progress. If there is any merit I owe,; 

much to them. The mistakes are my own. 



The plan of the thesis is to ,portray James Oswald,the 
the 

man, to show the relation of his life to /times in which he 

lived, and to provide a study of ,his contribution to the 

history of thought. The first chapter is biographical, and 

includes the facts gathered from church records, sermons, and 

letters. The chapter immediately following makes a rapid 

survey of the main movements of the century as they were felt 

in Scotland, and is intended wherever possible to show their 

direct points of contact with Oswald's life. This was though 

necessary in as much as it is a.'oon truth that one can not 

know a man apart from his time. 

The third chapter deals with the philosophy of: Common 

Sense according to the position Oswald held. The organization 

of it has been to use sections in order to facilitate reference. 

Chapter four deals with Oswald's theology." It follcaws, 

general, the plan of his own work. Therefore, it will' be noted 

that a subject such as "Revelation", which is ordinarily aeáord- 

ed a primary place in a theological discussion, is held.... over 

the 'very ̀' last. 

The fifth chapter deals with Oswald's contribution to the 

vexing problem of patronage that caused so much ill feeling 

within ,the Church during the latter part of. the eighteenth and 

the opening years of the centu 

The/ 



Vl. 

The sixth chapter gives he opinions of OswaldIs critics, 

and they are grou.ped, ,according to hether they were favorable 

or unfavorable in their esti te of his ork. 

A word o expia 

sort to quotations 

ion may be `needed to ju 

oughout tie thesis. The main 

as been that, `due to the fact the study has in many wa; 

ground, it was the desire of the author to try as 

son 

broken 

a. s 

possible to guard against making Oswald conform too closely to 

the author's o pre- conceptions and prejudices. 

has been to present Oswald and his thought foremo 

in the chapter on Oswald's cri as Prof essor Ba 

the most valuable contribution would be to ally 

The motive 

ó Especially 

íllie suggested, 

them to speak 

for themselves. Some of the gq.©tës which might have be 
y 

gated to an appendix, were kept in the body of the text for con- 

venience in reference, as, -well as supplying illustrative 

for the particular points being discussed. 

n rele- 

Tt is the author's medest hope that this thesis will be of 

practi cal. value, both to the church historian, and to the student 

of philosophy. Oswald does not belong among those of genius o 

the century, to be sure. But his life is worthy of study 

true understanding of moderatism is desired, or if one is seeking 

a possible cure of the ills of the present age. Some modern 

preachers, such as I7r. John Sutherland Bonnell of New York City, 

have been pointing out how closely the eighteenth century parallels 

our own. There is a love of power and ms.terialism today as then. 

There is a, large amount of infidelity and indifference as there 

was then. There is need for something to be done to change lives, 



Oswald was a practical thinker applying himself 

problems of a practical age. There is room fo 

him today as well as for another 

heart but their 

sley. 

Vs 

o the practica: 
someone like 

Both appealed to the 

üVho thods were adapted to temperament. 

knows but what there may be a revival o ähe old CommOn 

Sense philosophy in modern dress* The gaining interest in 

Personalism in the United Mates 

this way. 

seems to point 



Barnes Oswald was born in Dunnet, S etIand, on July 23rd, 

1 03 His father, George Oswald, was the minister of the: 

pa.r°ish. t 
se by lovr-, 

t a f ew mi le s of John O' Gr_ oa..t s, locate( 

Dunnet bay, stands the gle hite house of 

worship. It is the same one that was there in the days of 

:. minister father and son in. the closing years of the Seventeenth 

century and first fifty of the Eighteenth. Though in those 

days it did not look in such good repair and so freshly -White 

washed. Simple in its architectural lines., yet strong 

construction 

and hardtinrorkii 

in 

b..ended well with the unpretentious crofts 

zeal of the people of that none too thickly 

has 

populated farm and shipping community, in Great Britain's 

northernmost mainland county m 

2 

The ancestors of this child, whey was to be later recog-::. 
nized by certain writers of books as one of the "triumvirate 

Of Scottish ph 

north. The origin of 

ii,osopher°,s"3 were. ,of the Zsland,s still :further::: 

the name probably. goes back to some 

early Scaxidinavian settler The first record of a member''.:. 

the family which James Oswald was a direct descendant, wa 

of James Oswald of Kirkwall (1590-1660) who obtained a, .charter ; 

for some tenements in Kirkwall 

`'ßther/' 

from. the arl of Oaithñess:4 

1Hew Scott w.. 

vò1,4, p.223. 

2 
John °Sinclair 

1794 vol. Iz, b.255' 

.. 3 

i t S .lJV V le_s.ia',e-'.. I )Cio EJ iif'A.I.dGt47 i.1OV4 `^*k 

: 

P 324. 
4John Henderson - Caithnes s Fan il_ N"itor 

The Statistical .Account of Scotland, 

Ja mes Çoutts or of the TTni versity of Gl.a sgm, ... 

'p...232s.'.. 



Other members of the family also possessed these lucrative 

means of income, for in a letter to Calder, the Atistorian-' 

about 1850 - Henderson wrote: "There are tenements in Wickand 

Thurso -still known as t Oswald 's tenements, and' a'burial -place 

in Thurso as 'the Oswald's torb".5 

Tames Oswalds grandfather was a Bailie of Jick, and also 

bore the name "James Oswald". Oswald's grandmother was 

Barbara Coghill "of that ilk" Her parents were the.1 proprie- 

tors of a small estate known as Coghill and Gersayi-14a7 acquir- 

ed about 1698 by Alexander Manson of Watten and becoming part 

of the estate of Watten. The Coghills were, so far as the 

historian could say, the only county landholders who bore the 
.... 

. 

Two sons wert:-::-..bornto--:Barbaraand....',3"amea:::126Wale47..... Tames on 
, 

the 26th of January 1654,8 and Georga,:,Aliout:Y1'664;?Soth' 

became-pinistersof the ..GoeIpeI, '."... but of different denOtinitions. 

The/ 

5Jas.T.Calder, Sketch of the Civil and Traditional History:- 
of Caithness from thJTTaETiaury,.p. 

6Henderson, 224_21L14-p.253. 

?Ibid. p.232. 

80aider, op. cit., p.234. 

9Cf. Hew Scott, op. cit., The date given in Henderson, 
(op. cit.) p.232 is 1674. This is a typographical error. 
Another similar mistake appears in the same work, two pages 
further on, in the date of Oswald' s death. It reads 
and should be 1793. Scott's source is the Oswald tomMe. 
Current newspaper records also substantiate the 1793 date!. 



The profession they chose was in keeping with the old 4nglish 

me4ning "Oswaldff, e., "divine poss eseion". 1 
0 

The uncle, 

)40o17:. the EPisPoPal minister efWatten, died some five years 

before Oswald was born There are no known records of 

letters which tell of any :knowledge the nePheW.,mAght hava. had 

of ,his uncle. yet there is every likelihood that OsWald was 

1,01d, of cherapter. The marble- _MeMerlala.t.ablOt.a. 

in the church at Watten, inscribed in Latin, contained a sin - 

care tribute to the minister. The following literal trans- 

lation as quoted by the Caithness Historian, Calder, reveals 

what his people thought of him: 

Here reposes the dust of James Oswald, the worthy 
pastor of the church of Watten, a man of pleasant 
countenance, and of genius above what is common; 
who possessed a wonderfully happy power of address- 
ing an audience, and who, while he convinced the 
understanding, also moved the heart; kind and 
affable, adorned with sanctity, and all those 
other virtues which became him as a minister of the 
Gospel; a friend of the distressed, and a peace- 
maker. Hence he had. influence among all 
parties, both in moulding the minds of the ignorant 
to Prudence and in reconciling those who were at 
enmity. 11 

The Uncle also had had to his credit an. M.A.degree earned at 
. 

. . . 

the University of Aberdeen in 1674 wh, en a Young 'Man of'twenty. 

In that far off country, away from the centers 'Icif 

one/ 

:LOGeorge F. Black, The surnames of Scotland Their 
1.5.1.611L, keanipal_yllan2Lay, p.642. 

11Calder 222_,(1.L,,pp.233-234. In his footnote on p.233 
he tells the source of his translation: "1 am indebted...to Yr. 
John Mackay, architect, native of Caithness... In a note to me, 
Mr. Mackay says It is from a beautifully-framed copy in 
phonography, translated from the original, in my. possession". 

12JohniPeter Anderson, Ed,, Officers and Graduates of 
University amd-Kings College Aberdeen alding 
Club, p.208. 



One 'c ould hard ect many of the 'people- to have' had the 

opportunity to g o to college or university. so 

trained could be a source of help and encáü.ragement not only 

in his ministry of"the word, but in his guidance in the field. 

education l. The char. it.y schools were regularly 

visited by appointees of the Fresb,yter,y® Oswald hirnself'was 

later act in this capacity for the Presbytery of. Caithness.° 

Despite the ces that had to be co 

funds,, and other possible drawbacks 

ed lack of 

dard of training 

and the distinction attained by clergymen of the Qounty in. 

which Oswald was born was high.)*. Oswald's father did his 

part by earning an M.A, degree from Edinburgh University.15 

Oswald's Education and Life in. the Manse 

ale have little or no light on the boyhood days of young 

Oswald. There would, in all probability, be the usual games 

played by the lads of the County. Discipline at home was 

6 severe in a Presbyterian household, and., _f we can l dge fróm. 

the conduct of the clergy fathers in the business of the church, 

there wa 

parish w 

before 

o exception in: the Oswald home. A couple in the 

e 'charged with 'contumacy. The man was told to corne 

p 

13Ca.ithne 
e byter Records, 24'0 May.. l3 ¡ . 7? 

14 Donald Beaton, The ev. Al.exander Po e Reay Caithness 
.l-2. 

15 
Alexander iltiorgan, Ed., Matriculation Ro11s:Uniyers: 

Edinburgh. 
._. 

16 Henry G.Graham, The Social Life of Scotland in the 
.. . . .:. ... .. . .2i ht eenth 

: vol. Cen,tury, vol 1 
. : P?4. 



before th kirk sessián, but d not appear,.. 

upon Oswald senior had the Presbytery take the matter up. 

They first requested .Oswald to publicly pray f';or...the man, 

This, however, caused no change of heart, 

corne before the kirk 

present at Presbytery. 

before the congregation. 

did the man yet 

lion. He thus ,wa ordered .to be 

They, in turn, appointed 

great chaff went off te 

o appear 

This so .infuriated him that he "in 

ng them he would 'rather want 

marriage all his days than satisfie sic before the congrega- 

tion " such an outburst, however, did not cause the Presby- 

tery to waver. They ordered excommunication for the woman and 

himself if he did not carry out their appointment. Needless 

ay, he .,did as he was directed. 
17 

Oswald's early 'educatio likely con ted of the fare at 

the Thurso tin reading, d a. good proportion of 

religious study, s r s eu tonar`r imp mast of the parish schools 

of the day. l8 A report that Oswald' s Father helped to make 

with other, brethren of the Presbytery on. the Charity School_ 

roma for the Society for. the Propagation of Christian Know - 

ledge, reveals the range of tasks done by the .schoolmaster. , 

and certain ones which, if he did well, - . 
would earn the approval 

of the committee of visitation. The three ministers were well 

satisfied with conditions at the Stroma School, especia..11..y the 

master's diligence in "keeping publick exercise of reading and 

praying/ 

s Presbytery Records, (20th August 1718 

18 Grahárn, op. cit. , vo . II 



There is no record any formal seconda .ray ec.hool work ; 

done by Oswald.. It is likely that he profited. by the teac..hi 

of ,h.,1,s f ather and by a tutor. Alexander 

orary, tells of being carried through the f 
23 in a uìrder.by his fa Oswald would have had the benefit 

of a University trained father. The Presbytery records of 

oney being set aside for the training of 

young probationers in philosophy, and this could have been 

another opportunity for learning afforded him. From his Anneal 

it can be seen that Oswald had great respect for the work of 

le, a ççantemp~ 

book of Euclid 

Caithness also te 

tutors, and makes a number of complimentary references tó them. 

By no large strain of inference, it can be well taken that he 
24 wrote out of persona.i, experience... 

O d s mother al o was, probabii,i;ty, á hel`pful'" 

guide and teacher for him.` She c from a ä.mil,y of land- 
owners in the County. Her 

had been one of the `Commiss 

sister, Mary, had 

been e ght 

, her, Ri hard Murray of Pennyland, 

deputes of Caithness. Her 

,i.ed Osws.ld ' s_ uncle 'James,'25 There had 

in Mother 'Oswal` family, and that in itself would 

have been a training school for her,` to learn how to bring up".. 

her Own children. 

studl.ed/;,..: 

26Alexander` Carlyle, Aut obiogr 

24Oswald, ApFeal,` 'vol. II, pp. 22 7- 228 

` 5Henderson, pp. 232--2 33. 

Burton, 



studied at one of, the Scottish i'niver:si.t:ies w;re it not fr 
one of iis wr tins; , It was not necessary in his'.;day. tci 
matricul at. e i.n_ order to t a.ke caurses, ,and'' he evidently oh'os.e 

27 
nat to®, He .neither .matriculated :n.or took ,. 

. 

his Lette* s on Patron e-4 however he definitely states having 

spent time as a scholar under the teaching of :"Principal 

Hamilton". He pays great tribute not only to the splendid 

teaching ability of Hamilton, but also to the genuineness of 

his character. "To those who will 'please to recollect", he 

writes, "what ,has passed in our Assemblies since the year 1730, 

it will occur, . that we have been directed . by the sentiments 

and spirit of Principal Hamilton, , whose : sçholárs:many of us 

were, or of those who formed themselves upon the Plan of this 
r 

eminent of religion and -learring ,28 In this he was 

making :a. judgment of Haxniit on that was not une;.ominon , among marry 

student contemporaries, and which lasted on toward the latter 

part of the. century.: For Ramsay of :Oohtertvre tells of the 

opinion of the aged to be that "none was ever better, to dia- 

charge the important trust of a professor of divinity 

Ham.ilton°s influence on his stizdents,=gamsay notes that 

of them professed through life the highest veneration for the 

Of 

memory of this excellent man, whom they took for their model. 

26Lett er s Concerni 
Sc ot lar_d and the. . 

Cons 
from the Ar+itrar 
of Pa ron<a?;e, "pp. 

This is our opinion after a careful study 
ula ti_on rolls of the' four Scottish Universities. 

the Prese n. nt State of the Church of 
e.uent Danger -t,o,. eligion and Learni.ne 
Unconst tuti.onal Exercise of the Law 

28 
Oswald, Letters on Patron 

29John Ramsey, Scotland and 
Ce4tury, vol. I, pp.227 -.228, 

e p. 23. y 

of the Ma:tric 



Oswald must haye noted some; contrast between Dunne 

and Edinburgh, for when :4e travel ̀ back from the imaginative 

scene in the c lsss 

ready" 

e . of emu 

r°ou;h anc 
.. 

s a ch.e,ng 

+Üh e n only A . 
th. three m.;, 

ad a 

0 

-room of thé kindly professor to sonie of the 

häpperin s t took place in Dúnnet, there 

emotion ss well as... of a few years Of time. 

eight, he would remember his father dealing 

irl ra 11. 't ha cr ed the Pentland` Firth and 

nce during the t me of divine service,: one 

On the Monday following;, Oswald 's father 

on their way home, and had them brought 

created :a- disturbance 

morning. 

intercepted 

h 

os 

before the session bailiff. The bailiff, together with a 
v. 

quorum of elders and the ster, asked the defendants to 

explain t 

place e blame 

seandal": Their method of replying ̀ was to 

on their employer. "God judge .him that was 

brought more reproof 

t.the more that 

the cause of 

om the elders., and caused the men 

their master (a Captain Moody) had se t them on the errand in 

the f'w x st p 

the Presbyte 

wed were all put in 

Mr. Oswal . further informs that they did not only 
cross the pentlend Firth, but also profaned the; 
Sabbath by carrying burdens through the Parish of 
Dunnet .: For which _:seg.ndal the session bailiff . 
obliged them to give bond that they would satisfie sic 
for their scandal under the penalty of twenty. pounds 
Scots. Yet when they returned to Orkney, they com.- 
pieanedic to the Justices of the Peace in. that 
country that they were barbarously used, and oppressed 
by . ye minister of 1)unnet , and gaye into the Lord jus- 
tices of peace this petition full:' of scurrilous re- 
flections and most notorious lyes clia on Mr. Oswald. 
The Justices of Peace on this petition presented to 
them, transmitted the said petition with one letter 
to ye Justices of the Peace in this country ancl another 
to the sheriff full of calumnys against Mr. Oswald in particular` / 



particular, and full of express Lon in u.r_ ious 
to the whole church discipline in general. For 
in it they assert that the ju stices of the peace 
re not only judges of all immorality whatsoever, 
but it is their part and none other to examine 
and convert them...if such sentiments prevail and 
take effect, discipline will be entirely ruined. 
In the said letters they further recommend to ye 
judges of this country to recover the obligation 
1VMrr. Osweld's bailiff took of the men. of :Walls, and 
to punish Mr. Oswald as an ornressour sic and 
breaker of the peace. Mr. Oswald adds that ,what 
belongs ̀ to himself, he is ready answer for it ; 
but since the matter shrieks f.arther, viz,, at 
the subversion of all church discipline, `especially 
in this and the neighboring country of Orkney, it 
is thought worthy of the Presbytery's deliberation, 
how such dangerous sentiments and disorderly 'Prac- 
tices may be curbed and redressed. 30 

The ou' come of the'matt`er` was that the Presbytery decided 

to have their Commissioner to the General Assembly lay it' before 

them for directián. The Church's highest judicatory- Stood'-' 

squarely behind the 'ä ticin of both minister and Presb;yrt'erÿ. 

The decision, however re.s not readily acceded to by Captain. 

Moody, and he tried to even the score by `i:nvOlva,ng Oswa.ld' 

father in a court action over a forgery. The punnet session: 
clerk 'had ed for an ̀ i'lliterate, and Moody charged Oswald 

as responsible. A special Presbytery-meeting was held at 

Oswald's request, and he was given permiss`ion to go "South" 

(where the court was to meet ), a note explaining it was custom- 

a.ry to use such a procedure with illiterates in their part 

the country, and the full backing of the Presbytery. The 

incident takes up a considerable number of pages in the Rec p de 

and it is illustrative of the p..oint.s 
.. of contact, - som,et.imes . 

heavy- handed which existed between church ̀̀ and community. 



casional resort to-- ...physical force, a Uncomifon:= 

ishes , of Caithness m It was taken.; as a matter of 

se.,.and a necessary measure to keep certain of the more 

Truly inhabitants in check. Alexander. Pope, minister of 

Reay,- -whose call Oswald later helped--- to.moderate, "chose::as 

elders, not only the most decent and orderly, but_ also the. 

strongest men 3.n the parish, the qualification of strength.. 

being pe.rticula 

had to dofr.31 

necessary for the work which they oï'ten..: 

qualified to 

a country which had a Presbytery that enjo.ined a 

standard of conduct from its people ás rigorous as the, climate, 

there no likelihood that one would make a mistake in ¡M;á:. 

inin.g the.°t the standards for entering . the ministry were also 

exacting® Oswald's probationary trials confirm this. He, 

came through very well. At the age of 221 he deliv- 

ered a lecture on the 39th Psalm, and answered extemporan- 

eously questions in di.vini..t,y. His speech and his answers 

to the quFstinns net With the several members of the Pres- 

bytery's great satisfaction". Before the meeting was over 

he was assigned _ a homily on :-Prpverbs;. 3:11 ("MY son, despise - 

c>t the chastening of the Lord; :neither be .weary of his 

ection") 

11 



12 

Oswald gave -a popular sermon, using the assigned test, Titus 

2: 15ff.32 Following this, he andanother candidate, a Mr. 

Robert Milne, were asked to defend their theses. Both did 

so, and received the Presbytery's approbation, and were 

accordingly licensed. The final step that they were required 

to take was to sign the formula appointed by the General Assem- 

bly of 1712, thus signifying belief in the doctrine of the 
. 

. 

Confession of Faith, and their promise that they would support 

the Church's government and adhere to its rules, regulations, 

and decisions. 
33 

The young licentiates were not allowed ;--o)just relax, and 

rely on the honors won.. FurtherpraOtical assignments were 

given them, and these includedpreaching tot? before Presbytery 

and congragations.J: The first day of the June meeting was.:so 

filled with business that Oswald,s sermon on II Corinthians 12: 

9f. had to be held over until the next day. preached well, 

and the brethren were pleased with his work. He was then told 

to "exercise and act on the Presbytery's Ordinary", which was 

Colossians 1: 8f ("Who also declared unto us your love in the 

spirit. For this cause we also, since the day we heard it, do 

not cease to pray for you, and to desire that ye might be tilled 

with thef knowledge of his will in all wisdom and spiritual 

understanding.."). Besides this he was appointed to suppiy 

at/ 

32 Caithness Presbytery Records, (9th March, 176) 

33 An Abrid ment of the Acts of the General Assembl o 
the Churc o Soo lan 



Pztnnet for t;he ;r e,rne ï nde.r. of aune and the w::f'r;ole month of 

Tuly>; and give in a:report of his activity jet the. August 

meeting .of Presbytery. 

en of t ca e, Oswald was In 

13 

attend :because of illness. He sent word that he had supplied 

Dunnet as ap.pointed, añd- expla:ined the .reasan f.or, his absence 

from: the: meeting-. His sickness -cou:ld n.ot .haye been too ser:- 

ious, for six days later he wás able to stand the remainder. of 

his ..trl;als when the brethren met in the Dunnet church on August 

30th. 

reads, 

This was the day of his ordination, and the record 

The Presbyt:ery ;this ,day =;proceeded to Master J'am.es . ; 

Oswalds extempore tri:al.s, and several qüeetiëìMs 
being pro-posed ,.by the several brethren to him, and'. 
he having givexi satisfactory answers, the Presbytery 
did < unanimously ;approve of this and all the former 
,pieces of his trials, and resolved to proceed to hi:s`. 
ordination.: 

Th,e .. moderator then called for the edict which had been served by 

the .. clerk, and published at the kirk door by the officer, and 

there being, no ; objections -made against the life,- 
doctrine., or conversation of ̀ Master 7ame9 Oswald, 
probationer,,:.the Presbytery resolved to ordain him 
minister of the Gospel at Ilunnet. 34 

in the 

Ministry at Durïñet'` 
. 

hin a ,year t e ti.rne Oswald was t iv`akin a very ape part 
ffairs of the Presb,ytery. He supplied at Wick, along 

with his brother minis 

the death o 

because a:-. vacancy :had been left h 

he Rev. J"a es Oi.iphánt; he served on a committee 

Caithnessm Presbyter Records, 30th. A, g,, 
.é i76 

) b 



of three to 'impugn Presbytery' candidate, William Maékay ' s 
. : 

homily op. the 119th Psalm; he preached ' at Thurso; and he 

helped to moderate at a` proposed of the church at 

Canisbay which the heritors were considering. 

can judge by the ref 

in the pastorate was veryy severe, if we 

ences to the Presbytery minutes. 

A December entry explains that the customary diets of. prayer 

because of the extreme badness of the weatherrt® were not held 

A lebrua 
Ca.ni sba,y 

minute tells that Alexander: Gibson, minister, of 

reported that the weather tiras "so boisterous and n- 

istant these two months bygone they (a committee) could not 

fix a week of settled weather to go over...to visit the school 

at 'St roma of . 
36 

serious 

Oswald see 

enough to keep him 

to have suffered no illnesses, 

°oá the ïeetings. But he did 

have- a`sickness in. the latter part of 'Ju.ne of the. same year, 

and requested to' be e.xcusEd'from . Presbytery for -Tilly. Perhaps 

the dampness of the house an.d the northern climate had something 

to do h his, as coughs and rheumatism were not uncommon 

the populace of :Eunnet . 
37;.. 

oon feeling fit again, and as the years went on he 

ed more honor and recognition. In February of 1728 he was 

hosen moderator of the Presbytery, and a month later he was 

appointed as the Presbytery representative to the General Assemb 

to meet the following May. Both of these off 

electoral,/ 

35 
Ibid. 

36 
Ibid., (7th B!ec.,1726, 1st February, lrïrnï ) 

vol XI, p«51. 

(1726-1'727). 
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electoral,- and each time. he won by, a' plurality cf . 
votes. 

One- 'ean :Imagine' that Oswald., looked forward :with anticipa, .ion 

to attending the Assembly, and seeing Tdinburgh. again. In 

8 

those days it was no easy trip. Ry land it meant travelling 

a good deal of the three hundred and twenty miles or so, over: 

use of the "tracks ofmire, ruts 

involved in such travel in the 

and stones ". dangers 

8th Century, .a minister's- 

departure and return were almost always accompanied b,y the 

prayers of his loved ones. Safely back at home, the;traveller 

"conducted 'family exercises', in which he fervently thanked 

the Lord fo providential deliverance from manifold perils ". 

Oswald was 'reported on by the kirk agent, Nico;1 Spehc.e ;. 

of Edinburgh, having attended all the diets of: the General 

Assembly. , Spence 'also informed that Oswald, toP,ether mith 

James Ferme, minister of Wick,' and "john Sinc7..air, advocate, 

were appointed members of the Commission.4O 

son upon his return to Caithness, Oswald tol 

he had tried without success to get the 

send an itinerant preacher to Caithness; 

were only to be 

Reporting in..per- 

the brethren that 

General Assembly to 

that the catechists 

continued to November; and that he had endeav- 

tired to procure a supply of. Bibles similar to tha ones Master 

Macbeath (minister at Olrig) had obtained the year before. 

The Bibles he found to be 

in the city he purchased 

given to charity schools only. 

"well bound paper book for a re 

which/ 

36Cai:thness Presb tery q.e,cord 9, 
17ú8). :. 

39Graham, 
Social Life o 
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whi.ch: cost _him. 17 shï1i.ing s ste rling", and: f hic`h he pro- 

the record of the transaction from Mast er Davidson, 

book seller. 

or the next o years there were the usual tasks to b 

done, and in the Presbytery Oswald acted once as moderator pro- 

tempore.,42was excused because of 'tvsZetudina.r.,yr! condition for 

43 
not having his :"exercise" ready; supplied at his :Uncle:ts old 

44 
parish, .Iatten, and preached. on Colossians i:`17 ("And he is 

before all things, and by him all things consist" ).45 The 

Presbytery also decided on a matter of practical concern in the 

young pastor's life. They ruled, that his manse should be re- 

paired, and that the half year's salary that had accrued between 

the death of Oswald's fether and his own succession to the 

charge, should be used to defray the costs. 

to by the herz tors of the parish.46 

This was 'ágreed. 

Besides his brother, Richard, the 

Oswald, s family. w all of them girls47 

e were : four others. in 

One of these, : Jean, was 

a party in an affair which was to occt l4 r °a share of the- meetings 

of the -Presbytery for nearly 1F, months. In some ways< it was 

amusing/ 

4 
Ibi:.d. (4th February 1729 ). 

4 Ibid. (4th March, 17 J). 

44 Ibid. (1st April; 1729). 

45 
CF4 £ 

1;hness Pre1b7.ter2 Reec7 rßds (1st Ap1i,1 

d^} 1 9 

June r ¡ - 

(<C.iGa"1 tT'«.ne 1/aJ3). 

47 Henderson, op. cit;; 
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amusingf,but it also was a matter ot real concern among the, 

more serious brothral- and one which -pset Oswald considerablY. 

He -was -$0aroused emotionally On two oceaSiOnSothet he Uttered 

a sharp rebuke on one, and was requestedtpabsent himselffrom 
48 

the meeting by the moderator on another. 

A young probationer, John Sinclair, had been courting 

Jean Oswald, who was living at the home of her brother-in-law, 

the Rev. Andrew Robertson of Ross. Sinclair had stated in 

writings and in conversation his intentions, but he did not go 

through with the marriage. The matter got before the Presby- 

tory which, though Miss Oswald expressed a desire through her 

host, Mr. Robertson, to have the proceedings against Sinclair 

dropped, decided that Sinclair 's conduct merited censure. The 

motion was passed at their meeting of October 19th, 1731. 

- - 

Early in March of the following year, the Rev. Alexander 

Gibson, minister at Canisbay, raised the question of the Sin- 

clair case again, giving his reasons for disagreeing with the 

Presbytery's action on the matter. Previous to this motion 

under question, Gibson - who, incidentally, was the uncle -in - 

law of Sinclair - had had a heated debate with Oswald: and 

neither he nor Oswald were present when the Presbytery passed 

its Act of October 1731. They were having such a heated de- 

bate that the moderator had "seen cause, in the course of their 
- 

- reasoning on that matter, to ramove,.them both'. 
49 

48 Caithness Presbytery Records (0th March 173P). 

49 Caithness Presbytery Records (9th October 1731). 



In the debate 

e.;arG revealed 

ensuing meeti ngs inApri 

hee; of 'chars ter of the 

and Oswald and Gibson 

the latter two their judg- 

hneas Presbytery brethren "in g 

in particular..- may see that 

t was colored by family: ties. Gibson's very first grievance 

was over the undignified vaay the matter had been handled. He 

told of a satirical letter that was supposedly written by the 

Dumfries Presbytery with their moderator's name., Mr Alexander 

bertson, forged on it. Under 

sonstantia case of Sinclair and Miss .Oswald was "dressed 

he felt . 

s of "Leander... ". and 

the authors pleased to represent it, and :the .issue 
of the imaginary process before the Dumfries Presby- 
tery, plainly enough declared how the author inclined 
Mr. Sinclair should be treated by our Presbytery; 
Thomas Leander's license was recanted and he declared . 
incapable of being ever useful in their bounds, only 
it supposed a possible case that by running away from 
his own country he might possibly be .useful somewhere 
else where the unpardonable crime of deserting ° Con 
stantia; might not be known. 50 

Gibson's indignation seems more intent wlth each suc'eeed- 

lag thought of his statement as i.t is :.chronicled in the 're0ó.rd.a:. 

To complete-the-farce, the Rev. Moderator compliments 
our Presbytery with an inclosed ballad, or copy of 
verses made on the subject which he very gravely tells 
us .is to be sung to tho tune of 'l3onne Jean' ; This 
letter being commended to the care of our.c.lerk, was 

-by. him or some other person ;broke open, and as ° l 
much assured copies thereof taken out.. So that it 
became a subject of merry entertainment in Thurso before 
the Presbytery met, and most, if not `'a11 of the breth 
ren,, exeepting only ;the moderator (Gibson himself), 
'had either seen or heard of At, yet, which may seem 
.very surprising, no one member informed the Presbytery 
about it, and so the clerk read it in open Presbytery; 
anal' 
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and when the moderator, out of ,just indignation 
to see the 'Presbytery so 'abused, moved that en- 
quiry should be made to find out the author of 
this scandalous impostir. e and-that-all members 
should; purge themselves of all knowled0 of the 
author, or accession to the deed, this was" not 
only over- ruled, `nor offering ° °a second, Mr_ Oswald 
openly justified the letter- writer, saying: 'we 

migh t as weld condemn Nesters Steel and Addison, 
whose method of promoting virtue and discouraging 
Tice, was,.,much the same with the authors 'of. the 
letter'. 51 

Gibson went on to review more of the details of the Octo- 

ber discussion which was punctuated with "long warm reasoning 

between Oswald and himself. He recalled how it was brought to 

the attention of the Presbytery by Mr. Robertson that Jean 

Oswald had "utterly disclaimed the process against M.r.Sinclair ", 

Also that Miss Oswald had written letters to various people 

the country declaring that she held nothing against the man. 

Her brother, however, wes not going to allow the suitor off so 

easily. He, as it was brought out in the meeting, withheld 

certain of his sister's letters (which he frankly admitted when 

openly accused in Presbytery); read "certain excerpts of the 

promises "; and had given some of the letters to the brethren to 

look over privately.52 

Still more indignant, Mr. Gibson 's statement accused the 

clerk, Mr. Ferme, of reading "minutes quite different from what 

was written at the former meeting (previous to the October 19th, 

1731, meeting)'. He then recounted how Oswald and he had been 

removed/ 

51 Caithness ter Records, 
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removed from the meeting because of their war ar ument 

the time Mrs Sinclair's defense rea.d.; 

Final 

passed by 

tacked the severi 

Jhe Presbytery at 

she censure which was 

of that heated October 

meeting. There could be no doubt but that the brethren sympa 

thized with.Oswald's view, for the censure read: 

(the Presbytery) Doe sic find that he has been 
unjust to that young woman an.d has acted.```incon- 
sistently with that integrity, honesty, sinc ereity, 
and uprightness that becomes a preacher of the 
truths of the Gospel of Christ. Therefore d.id . 

and hereby doe sic unanimously suspend him from 
preaching till the meeting of next Presbytery on 
the fourth of January next. And in regard the 
Presbytery were dissatisfied with his qualifications 
even when they licensed him, and as this late con- 
duct of his has given 'great `offence to . °many good 
people, has resolved also not to encourage. Mr. 
Sinclair untill by his prudent behaviour and exemp- 
lary carriage, the ill impressions people have of 
him be worn out, and he give us better evidences 
of his parts and other ministerial qualifications 
and upon these evidences the Presbytery will en -. 
courage him accordingly. 53 

The Canisbay minister's largest grievance in this, naturally, 

was the last.::se:nteno.e, in which the Presbytery refused encour- 

.gem.ent to Sinclair until he could 'prove he merited their 

approbation. 

Apte 

case acco 

adm.onishing .the .Presbytery:: for not proceeding in- the 

din g to the example -set by :Christ irrt private 

ly enquiring into the reason for a man's 'conduct and future' 

resolutions, Mr. Gibson continued his speech of chastisement 

by criticising his brethren for, not telling Sinclair what:.they. 

thought/ 

53 Çaithness Presb Rëäords, h October, 



thought his duty was, and for their refusai t'o ailow'Sixìc air 

te do supply preaching until he hàd fulfilled the terms ofthe 

censure. He thought the latte r a premeditated design t ring 

a confession for sin' and that ' prob:a`3iV` the :Presbytery intend- 

to use n support dnd justification of their conduc ,4 

At this point Oswald 'interjected ' the heated' exclamation, ".!end 

why not? 
54 

decided by the brethren t.hat.an.answer should be 

made to this stinging and, what the :Presbytery thought to be, 

prejudiced statement of Alexander Gibson. Gibson was a m 

ter who had no hesitation in speaking his mind, :judging by the 

whole Sin 

in the r 
accept the 

process, a,nd. by another action-of 'his, recorded 

es. TT e rece- ed a call to Wick; but refused to 
eeentation because,as he said 

The pov of lay patrons ir. pretendiïïg" to impose ' 

ministers upon paroches .c without their cänsent . 

and approbat:i'ön, has always been 'con:si.d:ered eontrary, 
to .pur constitution since our first Reformation 
from Popery and complained of as a`y'ake ̀ and burden'` 
upon the Church of Scotland and an undue encroach- 
ment upon the natural rights wh'ch the people .claim 
of' chusing their own pastors. 5 

Th expression of opinion is of inter-est because 

it shows ,,ow early Oswald would have had acquaintance with the 

problem of pa.trona.ge, which was to be faced both personally and 

otherwise in the years to follow. Ilia stand was never as e. 

trerne as Gibson's, but he leaned tower d a moderate position. 

in/ 

Caithness Presbytery ,Records <(8th march 17:32 
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in order' to make a formal an wer ) G bëon's ̀ cwharges, 

the Presbytery appointed Oswald, and the clerk, James Ferme, 

to draw up a :reply. Ferme and Oswald endeavored to show 

misüxiderstcod his brethren wherein Alexander Gibson had 

acoused him of bei'n; prejudiced. Söiia:è of the rebúttal 

worthy of-mention because it demonstrates. haw-already the 

study is making-itself apparent 

o' so-far ̀ as to say that 

discipline of philosophical 

and 

in Oswald thought. 

29, the seed : of ;what was later to flower ' into his "Appeal 

to Common Sense had already taken 'root. This is assuming 

of course, that Oswald is largely responsible for point four 

of the "Answers of the Presbytery of Caithness to the Rev Mr. 

Alexander Gibson's Reasons of Dissent from the Process of Mr. 

John Sinclair, Preacher of the Gospel Within Their Bounds" 
6 

There can; be little ̀ doubt of it, especially' because Ferme 

would have, ; been busily occupied drawing no point explain- 

ing why the word "piety" . y piety was a7 awed to be deleted, and vv: 

there was a discrepancy in the minutes 

p" 

;: Secóndl:y4 Oswald's 

personal concern in the matter would make the words .ore 

appropriately .his. And lastly, the very words as they 

phrased, are shot through with Oswald's..style and thou. 

Point four deals with the of subject subj promisesVarid iS intrd- 

duped by the committee's opinion that Sinclair has a "strange 

idea as to what a promise means 

the! 

57 
The following extract. from.. 

56 
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the committee's report would, it seems to the writer, . 
sub- 

.- 

tantiate what has just been averred: 

He (Sinclair) did give his sense of them (promises) 
in his written defense, given in to the Presbytery 
...Mr.Sinclair having committed his thoughts to 
writing has no further right to sense them, than 
any other person has. The common sense of man- 
kind, and the generally received acceptation of 
terms are the standard which must now determine his 
meaning. But as R'1r. Sinclair's import or meaning 
is what none but himself could have foreseen at 
that time, so it is very inconsistent with one of 
the characters of which David gives us of a good 
man 'One that swea'reth to his hurt, and changeth. 
not'bS...Nay Mr. Sinclair's loo'.e notions of prom - 
ises is better than what is advanced by Hobbes and 
Spinoza. For as these gentlemen say that faith 
and probity and all the moral virtues are but ar- 
bitrary things, Mr. Sinclair scruples not to own 
he has a method of explaining which makes his prom - 
is es binding or not as he sees it his interest. '59 

3 

The answers to some of--the other points are not quite so 

forceful. It may be wondered if Oswald and Ferme were not 

begging the , question when, in answer to, Gibson's charge that 

the Presbytery did not follow the 'Saviour's Rule" in their 

process against Sinclair, they made the following statement: 

Now not to insist on this affair being known at . 
this time to the whole :country: it was you see corne` 

the length of the Presbytery. Was it not then very 
consistent with our Saviour's direction, to hush the 
house, and send for Mr. Sinclair without a formal 
citation to hear what he had to ;say for himself? 
We do think we `acted very agreeably to our Saviour's` 
Rule, as far as Mr,. Sinclair would allow us. And 
the form of process only says it is necessary in some `. 

cases to use this precaution, and it is east to know 
What it refers to. .60 

The / 

P 

59 
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The outcome of the Sinclair censure may be quickly 

summarized. Sinclair had received a call from the,heritors 

of latten in march of 1732 and again in April. The Presbytery, 

however, refused to allow the first because "it was not orderly 

transmitted to them". After the second call they decided to 

pass it on to Synod61 . In December the Presbytery enrolled 

him, and set him apart by prayer and the laying on of hands. 
62 

On the 4th of January a committee of Synod ordained him; and 

"most of the members of the committee agreed with the ordina 

63 
tion service". 

By the Spring of 1734, inclair was evidently in good 
, ' , 

standing, for the'Ttesbytery had appointed him and Oswald to 

moderate in the call to a minister for the Parish of Reay, 

"where Master Alexander Pope, preacher of the Gospel was unan- 
64 

imously chosen by the heritors and elders". 

The various assignments dealt out to Oswald An the months 

of 1734 show the confidence that the Presbytery had in him. 

He was one of the committee to draft the instructions for the 

Commissioner and clerk to the General Assembly. In August 
. 

, 

Oswald was elected Presbytery moderator by a unanimous vote. 

On the fifth day of the month following he was on hand at Reay 

Cori 

61BeatOn, 
- 

60aithnes- 

Ecclesiastical History of Caithness, p.293ff. 
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631bid. (6th February 1733) 
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för ordination of Alëxander Rope, later tö beciame a 

65 
famous l:;a.tor''änd Anticuary. There 'were' tà 
ordination sermons, one "by- t'hè Rev. Hugh "Cór're'e, of the Parish 

of Bower, t_n 

Latheron, in 

English, and another by the Rev. Tames Brodie, of 

"Irish". This is mentioned because one of t.he 

on a ..presentation to be 

M:ethven, was the faet. 

°son.s for the heritors disagreeing 

given later to Oswald from the Patron 

that he used the .r .sh" tongue. It seemed almost an ess.en- 
. 

tial in the equipment of ministers in these nerthern parishes ,N, 

though they were not part of a "distinctively. Gaelic - speaking" 
disLrio 

i.nger of 

We can imagine that Oswald and Pope, the adept 

the bailie 
968 had many a good conversation together 

during Presbytery intermissions, or as they made their way over 

the rough Caithness Dads to make a visitation to one of the 

ity schools.6 

7hi le modepat'or, Os d wá 5 to haV6 to grapple fors-the'' 

rst time ïivith`°-the perplexing .:problem of patronage, 
. làtèr he had ttì >vv°etie with àt "Iethipen, was even 

more' st'òrmy a problem when .tië` became moderator of the General 

Ass erably ® 7 
ö 

Sir/ 

The solution f'inally reached was" a happy oï 

65 Beaton, The Rev. Alexander Pope 

66 
Irr.:r'ra, p.28, 
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Sir sohn Sinclair, Patron of the Parish of .ri, ' asked 
. : 

his right of patronage, advising .the 'Presbytery that he wanted 

to have a call that was agreeable to the people. 

The action taken by the brethren at,their next meetin 

was to state that the Presbytery would do all that it could. "in 

support of the people's rights, but did not think fit to come 

under any, particular obligations which might not afterwards, be 

in their power to fulfil . 7l The final decision, therefore, 

came in January 1735, when the Presbytery gave leave to.,moder- 

ate in a call "with this proviso that special regard be had to... 

the privileges of the Christian people". 
72 

David Dunbar, to 

whom the presentation was gi,ven, was duly ordained in Arri 

and continued his ministry for, 27 years. 

ent at i an to Methven. . 

specific mention of im.portance outside of attendance 

or non®attendance at meetings, is made of Oswald for the 

thirteen odd years in the Caithness Presbytery Records. 

next. 

Down 

..:n Perthshire, however 
' 

his name and.char.acter were being dis 

cïas ad by the parishioners of Methven,73 Many of them make 

their references in` a not too complimentary manner. Again 

is patronage that enters into the picture David Smyth, 

patron of Methven, d.esired'to use his right of preeenta.t.on 
to...call Oswald there® The presentation, reached Oswald 

in/ 

71. Caithness Presbytery :Records:, 
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December, 19.48 , and was aciknowledged by him in a, formal 

letter of acceptance 

26th of the s 

o the Presbytery 'of' Perth, dated the 
74 

e month, at Du.nnet . The matter was `'brought 

up in. Presbytery in, February of the .following year, and a, 

commi tee of 

day of March 

to Mr. Oswald 

eight was appointed to meet at Methven the eighth 

"to inquire into who would join in giving a call 
". The time, it must be remembered, was mid- 

8th century, and the whole question of patronage was reaching 

its climacteric stage. Emotions were stirred amongst the 

folk of Met.hven., 

years 

truggle began which was to last two 

and to be shot through with a bitterness 
ually ended with a church split.75 

that event- 

The committee of the Presbytery held a meeting after the 

service, and opportunity was given for an answer to "Are you 

willing to join in. a call for the presentee or not?" One of 

the heritors (a 'William'. Moncrief ) not in: sympathy with the 
idea at all, stated, 

"whereas it appears to me the settlement of a minister 
in any parish upon a simple presentation without the 
concurrence of the majority of those. who are of the 
communion of the "Church. of; Scotland, and ''attend ''ordin- 
ances in the place, or at least a reasonable concurr- 
ence of such, doth greatly tend to render the.., exercise 
of the ministerial office ineffectual for the end to 
which it is designed is most likely to be productive 
of very bad consequences in the present circumstances 
of the church to the congregation;..;.and being well 
informed of the dissatisfaction. of the far greater 
part of the Parish of Methven to br. Oswald, and this 
judging/ 

74 Perth P 
also Appen 

75 David Small - Histor of the United Presbyterian 
hxrch, p.620. 
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judging that his assumption to be their minister 
would be attended with bad consequences above- 
mentioned `both'' to himself and to the parish, I 
am not willing to join in a call to the presentee." 

At the Presbytery meeting in Apr1, the matter' was given 

much thought and discussion, and a petition was presented by 

the elders who refused to concur with the presentation. It 

contains several personal references to Oswald's character and 

abilities, and so is worthy of noting. It reads, 

That the Paton, last Presbytery Day had not only 
given in a presentation the favors of. the Reverend 
James Oswald, minister of the Gospel at 
for supplying the vacancy of the parish at Yethven; 
but also that the said Mr. Oswald had simply accept - 
ed the same without so much as knowing the inclina- 
tion of the parish towards him:...That he is a 
person in no wise qualified for being minister of 
this parish in regard that having an accidental 
opportunity some years ago of hearing Mr. Oswald 
preach in the church of Methven your petitioners 
found his voice so low that above two thirds of the 
parish did not hear him. Which your petitioners 
apprehend is a good personal objection against a 
person at least from being transported from a church 
where he is full heard to one where he is not! 
Besides it is contrary to transport any minister 
knowing the Irish tongue from the highlands to the 
lowlands according to the act of Assembly Anno no 
date And Your petitioners are informed that Mr. 
Oswald preaches one half the day in Irish and the 
other half in English...(therefore) Mr. Oswald is 
a very improper person for supplying the present 
vacancy.77 

One is apt to smile a.t this peti 

not hard to see what devices the disc 

sorted to in order to strengthen their case of non- ereene 

with/ 

ion, especially as it is 

ntented parishioners` 



with the patron. t was a serious business ° to them, however, 

and is of interest not only because it shows the type of men 

Oswald would be dealing with on the Kirk session, but because 

it indicates that he had been travelling suite a bit outside 

of his native Caithness. 

Moncrief's statement, added to the fact that t 

only fourteen heritors and twelve heads of families concurring 

with the wishes of the Patron, probably had the necessary in- 

fluence on the Presbytery to cause them to approach Smyth to 

drop the whole matter. Accordingly, a committee was appointed 

to talk to him about the problem. Smyth, however, was edam - 

an and refused to change his choice "unless the parish would 

offer a valid 

settled' 78 

and legal _objection_ Oswald should 

Meanwhile, Oswald had discovered that his former letter 

of acceptance was not legal because he ,had qualified before a 

justice of the peace instead of a sheriff. He sent a letter 

explaining his mistake, and inclosed a certificate stating that 

his acceptance was properly legalized 79 The letter was dated 

at Methven Castle, April 19th, 1749, and was handled by Smyth's 

writer, William Mercer.SO There was a rebuttal of the petit 

ion by those friendly to yth. Their "memorialist" stated 

that/ 



that he had been informed that , Oswald had often preached in 

the largest churches in Edinburgh and Glasgow, always to "the 

satisfaction and hearing of the whole congregation ".81 The 

matter remained in a deadlock between the patron and the 

Presbytery, and so eventually was brought to the attention of 

the General Assemb y a the meeting held May 18th, 1749. 

Both the callers, represented by David Smyth, himself, 

and two advocates; and the opposers, represented by William 

Moncrief, and an advocate, were given opportunity to state 

their view of the case. 

rom the hall, after 

They were then ordered to remove 

/h ich there was discussion. The de- 

cision, according to the record was, 

The General Assembly after reasoning and without 
vote hereby do oppose this P.resbyterv' of Perth to 
moderate in a call to the foresaid M_r.. Oswald, 
presentee, alone, and with all convenient speed 
to proceed towards his settlement in the Parish 
of Methven, according to the rules of this Church.' 

The General Assembly also instructed that their Commission 

would be impowered to determine on any reference or appeal 

in the matter that should be brought before them in November 

or, subsequent meetings.83 

30 

This eventually proved necessary, but the Presbytery, 

realizing/ 

81 Ibid. 

82 Re *ister of the Actin,,s and Proceedings of the Church 
of Sc of lan 

83 
Ibid. 



realizing the attitude of ̀ a large part of the congr_ egat ion to 

be more adamant than ever toward acquiescing with the wishes 

of the patron, did not carry out the command of the General 

Assembly's Commission. Motivated by this indubitable disobed- 

ience to the ̀ Church's highest ' Judicatory, the patron and his 

counsellors went to the meeting of the General Assembly of 1750 

armed trongly worded appea ustice which they had 

already lawfully processed through the Presbvterv.85 Appended 

to their appeal was a request that a committee be appointed by 

the General Assembly to make the settlem_ent86 At the same 

time the complaint was lodged, there was also a statement by 

the opposition, taking issue with the sentence of the Commission. 

in the affair. 

Action was swift, 

"The. Assembly, without a vote, dismissed the com- 
plaint against the Commission, and peremptorily 
ordained of the Presbytery of Perth to admit Mr. 
Oswald as minister of Methven on or before the 10th 
of July next, with certification of their incurring 
very high censure in case of disobedience ". 87 

Early in April, 1750, the request for Oswald's transportation 

was made before the Presbytery of Caithness by Mr. Hugo Campbell, 

acting as droscie for David. Smyth, the patron of Methven 8 

I n/ 

1749) . `` . a so Appen x 

85 General Assembly Papers (30th October., 1749, Perth 

Records (25thOctober, 27th December 

861b d. 

87Annals of the Gene 
From the 

of the Church of Scotland 

y N.Morren, n.urg , , P. 
eating to note that immediately after this Perth Presbytery case 
it was moved to do something about making the sentences of the 
General Assembly more effective, p.169. 

88 Caithness Presbytery Records, (23rd May, 1750);; 

s n e 
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In PerthePresbytery's meetingeofenhy 23rdeeheldelustnsevein-e- 

days after.. the matter had been brought Upeinethe Assembly; the 

reaction of Oswald's Presbytery to,his-tranSportation orders e 

was readee The Presbytery of -0aithnessetoldehow,wheneOswald 

accepted the call, he expeeted:littleopposition4e bute "now. 

that the General Assembly has decided forelkirideSmythle right. 
. 

ofeprespntation he felteundereobligationetbecoMee. Theytai$0e 

stated thattneregardetoethe greatedistanee betwe!nitelarnetr 

and Mothven this act of ours loosing Mr. Oswald'e pastoral 

relatienandetransportationefrom Dunnat'is hereby deplored to 

take place upon the 28th day of June next and no sooner, by 
89 

which time he may be regularly admitted to Methven. 

Ministr, at Methven 

In the next meeting of the Perth Presbytery there was read 

a very fine testimonial letter from the brethren in Oswald's 

Presbytery, which was inclosed with his trensPortation papers. 

After stating some opinions about their policy of obedience to 

the General Assembly, they express their loyalty to Oswald: 

"We heartily regret the opposition that Mr.Oswald 
has met with from your people which can have no 
other foundation but their not knowing"him suffic- 
iently. If you have-any regardfor Otr testimonie 
we'd° assure you that he is a brother of excellent 
piety, is a fine preacher and is well qualified as 
most men-are to gain the affections of any, people 
who willegive him a fair hearing. We hope You can 
do much to soften them, and thereby render him both 
easie sic and useful in his ministry. vu 

'hese/ 

89 Ibid. 

90 Perth Presbytery Records, (30th Mr 0 . 
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These good wishes were in part in vain, for a fair _see "« - 

tjon of the congregation would tot :be "softened-u t and Os- 

Wald, and 'there was begun a new church by those who remained 

dissatisfied.91 The brethren of the, however, 

soon warmed' in their feeling toward him. He was appointed to 

be enrolled in the Presbytery by the Assembly's c'ommittee, 

which convened at Methven,on December 12th, 1750; and in the 

following April was chosen moderator of the Presbytery. `Thus 

in four months he made himself known, and was deemed worthy by, 

the brethren in the Presbytery of Perth.92 

A divided congregation, however, was not to be Oswald's=- 

only problem. There was a difficult material disadvantage to 

be faced in regard to the manse. It was in "a ruinous. state of 

repair Into this house he had to bring his young w 

ve children.94 His wife was Margaret Du nbar whom he had 

married the year previous (his first wife had died some three 

years before) . He felt' it necessary to-t.ake the matter 

with his brethren of the Presbytery' but nO special meeting 

needed to be' held as the patron änd the heritors decided to 

share/ 

91 SmallHistory of the U. P. Church 

2 Perth Presb; ter, Records 
24th Ap.r.. 

93 ibid (rune Ju1y, 

94 Scott, Fasti, vol. p..223. Note '.i`ihat there were 
George (15)., Alexander (14), Tenet (le), and Margaret (17). 
Richard had died while a student at ,GlasgaW i:ri 1747. James 
and Andrew had died in infancy. 
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share the expense.. by- supplementing the aianse fund, to build, 

according to the plan before them, a"su.bstanti.sl rs.rïse.9,5 

John Moncrief of Tinperma.i.loch, heritor ;and one of`; the persis 
tent opposers of Oswald's presentation,' did n.ot wish to contri- 

bute to this project and said he would appeal to Synod..g6 

Though not without a bit of prodding,.the.work was done on the . 

manse, so that two :'years later it could be ;deelared :suùffi,Qient 

by a visitation ' committee., , They would not, however:; approve 

of the office houses which were in need of repair.97 

There was also the question of "salary. A perrenial 

of the time, especially in the problem with many of the clergy 

more rural parishes. In 1784 a. committee was appointed by 

Presbytery to investigate the stinend situation in the Methven 

Parish. It made several recommendations. One was that there 

should be a specific statement of the amount of vicarage re- 

quired, and this should be given in a declaration to the sher- 

iff. e Another, of real practical: value, was that the minister 

should be discharged from setting any of his gardens to the 

beadle Freedom from this responsibility would have been 

welcome to a man who was obviously -intent on study and writing 

and to whom. every minute would be precious. 

iî 

The/ 

95 Perth Presbyter .. Records A26th: June 1751):.. 

96 Ib.i.da 

97 Perth Presb 

98 Donaldson, 

Reco ds 9 (;llth Octob 

Caithness in the 18th Cent 

99 Perth Presbytery Records, (22nd 



The following year there was a r eeting at the manse, and 

Oswald gave in a detailed account of 'the stipend to the com- 

In.itt:ee. Each of the contributing sections of two large estates 

and several smaller ones are listed, together with the amount 

of victual, bear bolls, and loads of pests supplied by each. 

When the tally was taken it was found that in meal, bear, and 

victuals there was a firlot short; and this was explained by 

a non -contribution of the land known as the "sands of Cashochee" 

belonging to Methven. It was also shown that the minister 

was getting but fifteen weighted pecks for each boll of meal. 

Forty pounds Scots (,3:8:6 sterling) was still being supplied 

by Methven for the cost of Communion Elements. In one case 

it was shown that the minister possessed a "glebe greater than 

the legal quantity of arable ground" a part of which fell with- 

in an inclosure o d Methven who was paying a rent of L4 

or it.100 Scots yearly in renta 

As the stipend was finally settled by a decreet before 

the Sheriff of Perth, 1766, the original stipend dated l,650 

providing "12 chalders of victual 

third bear; with E40 _Ss ots for Communion Elements ", was added 

to by "x5:2:4 Sterling of vicarage; carriages for 54 loads 

(44 less than Oswald's estimate) of turfs, and 120 loads (15 

less than Oswald's estimate) of peats, with other services 

for plowing the glebe, and carrying the dung a.101: 

I 

100 Perth Presbyter 

101 Itiid. 



In comparison with Dunne t ," Methven wa 

Parish. The ̀ amount of real rent ̀ for ':thunnet'` as 950 pounds 
102 

Sterling, as compared with 3000 pounds Sterling for Methven. 

The reason lay largely ̀ in the ̀ fertility the land. 

Like Dunnet, the church building . at Afiet.hvPn was' built 

prior to the Reformation. In all likelihood, however, it is 

much older. The original church was consecrated by Bishop" 

David DeBern.ham on August 25th, 1247, but nothing of that 

building remains. In 1433 the Collegiate Church or ProvostrY 

Of Methven was "founded` by Walter Stewart 

Athole ", 

the aged Earl 

This is the building which was available to Os 

parishioners when he was appointed to Methven in 1750. 

Students of architecture still point to the Methven Church as 

an example for the crow - stepped- gable., a feature incorporated 

in very few other churches of the same period.103 

the/ 

Oswald-, however, did not have the anticipated numbers nu that 

102 114 -4- -vPrlw ;445,5,. 1nclair 
Account (Zig) , vol. X, p.613. 

103 David MacGibbon, and Thomas Ross - The Ecclesiastical 
Architecture of Scotland from the Earliest Christian T1 mes 
the -Seventeenth Century, vol. ill, p.519. It f 1nt erect n ; t o' 
note that this year (1047.) is the 700th anniversary of the . 

fending of the Methven Church. The writer was making a tou= 
of inspection of the church earlier in the year with the Rev. 
Maclean Wylie, the present incùmbent, and had the happy exper- 
ience of hearing him exclaim, as we read the framed copy of the 
T irk's history which was hanging in the vestry, "My; We have a 
/00th anniversary coi ng ::up this August:" In due course, a 
special service was held:, and the Rev. Principal Hugh Watt o 
Edinburgh University, preached the sermon for the occasion. 
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the heritors' representative told the Caithness Presbytery 

about.104 The actual number of families remaining in the 

Parish Church after the split upon his presentation, was fifty 

five less than those who joined the band of the seceders. 

Thus it turned out that he had an even smaller constituency 

than. at Uunnet, or about 1235 to about 769 persons.105 

This state :af affair llo ever_ , would probably allow for 

more time to be gi:ven to writing. That- Oswald took time off 

last previous ,to the. :publica.tion of the first volume. of.his 

An A.p1eal tear Co on Sens e inBehalf of Religion be seen by 

the references in the Kirk .Session Records óf Met.hven. , One 

instance, for example, is the note,: "To David Miller eenier, 
in Methven for maintenance, and lodging afforded ;by him-to-the 

106 
ministers during the ,vacancy of Methven". The !amount was 

forty-five pounds Scots,- indicating the lengtb,; or frequency 

of the pulpit vacancy was considerable as the cost of lodging- 

was low. Money went further - the Presbytery Clerk, for 

10.7 
example, received as his salary for three wears, 9 pounds Scots,. 

The room and board in one of the none too clean. Edinburgh inné,: 
yet where the fare was often better than the average manse 

1r7í3 could provide, was 4 pence -fora night. 

Düring/ 

104 Presb 

105 Sinclair's Statistical Accourt, vol..X, p.615ff. , vo l® 
XI, p.251. 

106 
Methven Kirk Session Records 

lor, Ibid. (35th November 1764) 

108 Graham, "Social 

e Records (3rd April, 1750).: 

P. 

(11th November 1764). 

e ot he 18th Century, 



During the early 1760's when Oswald was working on the 
_ 

first volum,e' of his philosophical work, An Appel to Comma aB 
Sense in 112121.11_2L22.11Elan, he was considered as a candidate 

for the chair of Ecclesiastical History at the University of 

Glasgow. Professor .Rorxat, "who the cha or ten. 

years but had never taught 'Ecclesiastical. kiistory ( or anything 

else) for a `single day and had spent 'his tim é in` London, 

the excuse of looking after College interests there, was 

ally induced to resign and terminate what urea for these 

going days was, á. Scandal ".109 The :patronage; be .?atg with 

Crown it fell to the Earl of Bute, as Secretary of State, 

exercise it on the Crown's behalf. On October 

on 

fin- 

easy- 

the 

27th, 1761, 

University had a letter from the Earl of Errol, its Reotor, . 

he 

saying that he had spoken to Bute about the succession to Rouat 

and that Bute "is engaged to nobody, but the man who i 

recommended as the fittest for filling the place properly will 

be his man" . 
110 

Taking as an invitation, the University Meeting on 

January 1st, 1762, agreed to recommend Oswald "as a person well 

qualified to he professor of Ecclesiastical History ". 
111 

further elaboration of Oswald's caracities or n.ttainments 

given in the minutes® 

to/ 
The general faculty apr.,roval would 

109 
Clerk of 
Cf. 'also 

110 

Letter to the author from J2rof, C, J ,Fordyce, M.A. , 

Senate, University of Glasgow, dated 29th October 1947. 
Coutts, Histore'of the Un vereitp ref` CxiespoW, p.239ff. 

Universit' of Glas ow Senate Records, (27th October 1761) 
I211 (ist January 1762). 



to indicate that one or more had personal accuaintance with 

him, Ìi character, and his intellectual perspicacity. For 

whatever reason, however, their recommendation was not accept- 

ed.. Bute, in spite of his declaration of impartiality, may 

have been got at by the friends of another candidate. 

William Wight, dissenting minister in Dublin, was presented by 

the. Crown on May 18th, 1762, and commissioned to be, professor 

of Ecclesiastical History succeeding Rouat112 . 

, - 

39 

At the meeting of General Assembly in 1765, Oswald and 

the Rev. Zevid Monorief, minister et -Rogertou, Were Put 4Po1 

the, 1.Metfor moderator. Oswald .was....coean, andi-at.:,tns 

.113. AsSembly"s request, took the, to a curr _ 
:.,:...: . 

- , 

114 
The same ent..newsPaPerreport the'..choipe was..unanimous, 

account also mentioned that the Rey. ]..Gerard, professor at 

Aberdeen, delivered the opening sermon, and that most of the 

first day was devoted to prayer. 

,. Before the year was out, on the 10th of December, Princi- 

pal William Leechman, of the University of Glasgow, proposed 

Oswald for the degree of Doctor of Divinity. This was doie,.. 

at a meeting of the University Senate.. faculty, "being . ,. 

fully sensible, from their own personal knowledge, of Mr. 

Oswald's undoubted worth, ingenuity and learnine", approved. I 15 

112 Coutts, OD . cit., pp.324-325.._:2,,:,,, 

113 Records of the General:issemlAy4. (23rd May' 

114 Edinburgh Advertiser, (24th May, 1765), p.334. 

115 Uhiversit of G1asow Senate Records (10th December, 
1765). 
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A week later the actual ceremonynAliok Place The -feet 

Oswald was considered several'years previous a professorial 

chair would help to how the faculty had ob- 

tained their :___personal knowledge of him. Also Oswald was well 

on with his APpealApublished in 1766), and would:',hale_:comein 

contact withmen:Aike 'Reid and Leechman thitoughltmutual inter- 

116 
est. 

117 
While moderator, a portrait was made of Oswald. It 

gives the impression that he was kindly and gentle. The high 

fore-head suggests intellect, and adds symmetry to the whole 

facial appearance. -His eyes suggest depth but not fire. The 

freshness of the tabs and collar, the rich material Of the gown, 

and the neat position- of the pen, ' all convey the 'idea ,of 'habits 

held in high, estee/n during the eighteenth centu .L',134-goOd 

taste, manners, and-refinement. 

A study of the portrait makes it easy to understand how a 

writer in the Scots Magazine could have mentioned that when 

Oswald/ 

116 Graham speaks of Reid, Beattie, and Oswald as "Aber- 
donians All", and implies that all, three first gave the sub, 
stance of their works at meetings of the "Wise Club" at Aber- 
deen (cf. Graham, Scottish Men of Letters in the 18th Centu 
pp.250, 253). Bu s cou no ave een e case or 
Oswald. Beattie, in his interview with the King (infra, p. 68) 
said he had not known Oswald before the publication of the 
Essay on Truth. It is possible, however, that Reid knew 
Oswald, for he speaks of his admiration' for him as a man (cf. 
Works, ed. Hamilton, p.468); but it is likely that their con- 
Tgar-was made at Glasgow, rather than at Aberdeen. 



Oswald opened the debate on the Schism Overture ~in the Asser..ib 

of 1766, he "spoke as he always does, with great strength and 

propriety, and with very much dignity". Oswald's appearance 

in the portrait coincides in a remarkable way: with the kind of 

man he was. He was dignified, but he was approachable; and 

that would :make him beloved by people of all ranks. 

y 

During the Winter of 1768 Oswald was at work in the parish. 

He was greatly concerned with the poor, and the Session Records 

of Methven list his personal gifts for this 'purpose to be con - 

siderable. He had the vision to see that there was the need to 

give to those who were not completely.: down and out, but who for 

some reason or other were suddenly made destitute, and for the 

relief of which there was no suitable fund. So firmly did he 

believe in this policy, that later,upon retirement, he made a 

Bond of Mortification directing that L100 be given to the 

inister and Kirk .Seseion. of Methven for the poor; and a like 

amount to the I)unnet church. The money was to be invested at 

interest, and the earnings were to be distributed. among such 

needy persons of blameless character, sobriety and industry 

residing in the said parish as do not receive public charity but 

are in circumstances as to receive relief and that in such 

proportion as the sa i ter and kirk session shall think 

propex". 118 

d minis 

When Dowel Oswald's successor at Methven, received the copy 



of the head he was not quite clear in his mind :lust how Oswald. 

intended ; 
the money to be spent. Oswalçl t s letter in reply to 

his queries explains the intent. "1 have 7e says Oswald ", for 

several years the high satisfaction of seeing the poor of the 

parish of Methven; properly taken care of, but it occurred to me 

that almost in all paris hes, some worthy persons might be found 

though not in circumstances that would entitle them to come in 

.on the poors list nor Willing to.appear in that. light, yet, who 

might receive considerable relief from a small sum administered 

seasonably and with care and judgment '. 
_9 

The idea proved 

worthwhile as is evidenced by Dowe's comment on the bequest 

a subsequent ' art le' written about the poor`' in Methven 

(Oswald's gift) surely is a well ,judged charity ". 
1P0 

"This 

In February .the business .of the stipend increase with the 
various amounts of vicá.rage and victuals due from the different 
l eri.tors was reported upon, and Oswald told how a decreet had 

been, obtained before the sheriff of Perth. 121 

Now begins a period of about five years when there is 

little mention of `Oswald in Presbytery or kirk session Records 

other than the mention of his attendance or absence from the 

meetings. It is likely that he was using `every 

time 

119 Methven Kirk Session Records, (19th ,Tune 17P6). also 
A ae di x v. 

120 Sinclair, Statist 

21 
Supr a P. 



time not n 

the sec 

.del 

for paro 

ond volume o 

years. 

h 'dt h the work on 

ommen Sense in Behalf 

hich appeared in 177. Oswald was getting on in 

e was 70 when the second volume of his book was pub 

Other r en were supplying for him in the pulpit at Met.h.ven, whi 

he rested from time to time 

his sons or brother. Fraser 

taie west country, presumably wi 

of M®nydie and Bannerman of St. 

artin's,,were two ministers in the neighboring parishes who 

gave assistance when officia 

Methven,122 

is he ç3 . 

e 

business had to be conducted at 

a,ring the Spring ande' Suam:er o 

work had come from the `aress ©swalc 

Priestley,' English Divine and scient 

were exchanged between them. 

he» second "af'ter his 

as challenged by Dr,Joseph 

and a series of letters 

Priestley published them in con- 

m.eetion with his book examining the chief philosóphirel treatises 

of Reid, Beattie, and Oswald.123 Oswald reveals in the first 

one his desire not to enter into controversy, but he does not 

seem to be able to resist making a few remarks, and boldly takes 

Priestley to task for being so self -confident in casting ' aside 

the/ 

Per Pr.esb e ecors, . h Augu 

123 Joseph Priestley 
into the Human Mind on the P 
gr assa 

(5th September 
1:'173), 

77 1.so. 

ea o ommon Sense 

An. aminat i on o 

,s, ey, An am na on, 

Dr. Reidts "In uir 
ne . es o ommon ense eatt e 

ta: 13r a.:f' Trut%", and .Oswald.'s 
al o `e` vcrn . a: hereaftere-.cited a 

At8Y1AYyll reO:Nlll)K'J' ffi. 



the possib 

the higher t 

caused a rep 

ity of "higher evidence "" es "possibly belonging to 

ruths of religion" 
!124 

The action thus begun 

reply to come forth frown Priestley, and the discussion 

Went on for some seven letters. 

Less and less Oswald is able to be active due to health.. 

The legal process begun by the patron in order to obtain the 

piece of the glebe land dividing two sections of his own property 

is finally consummated in March of 1775, Oswald, however, when 

giving his recommendation to the arrangements, did so by letter 

because, as he explained to Smyth, "it is not safe for me to_go 

abroad in my present state of health, and in such unseasonable 

weather "4123 From this time onward Oswald seemed to be almost 

completely out of the actual parochial duties of the parish; and, 

at the Presbytery meeting of April 30th, 1783, Mr. Archibald 

venson, minister of St.Madoes Church, gave in Oswald's lett 

of resignation which was addressed to the moderator of Presby- 

te d sent from Glasgow. In its introduction Oswald explains 

that "having been for +'zany years past deprived by infirmity of 

age" of the opportunity of meeting with the brethren, and for 

the same reason not being able to discharge the duties of the 

pas oral office, he wished them to accept 

The/ 

124 :Lbid® p.348. 

his de.ission..l :m 

125 Perth Presbyter _Recor. ds, 
Appendix pia 

126 Pe 
Appendix r 

Presbrt er R (30th April, 1 ); a.so 



The letter brough 

table the matter until 

forth discussion, and it...was :I 

he meeting of the fourth of June , When 

this date arrived the brethren had made up their minds, and pro 

0.0.0 ..t9 unanimously accept the resignation. The..;Sabh.ath.,- 
,, 

" '"`w..,,-^` r .., . . ... 

following, the. Rev..; James Moodie, as representative of the.. Pres- 

hytery, intimäted to he congregation that Mr. Oswald's resigna- 

tion having been accepted, the parish of. Methuen: was now vacant 

The remaining years of ̀ Oswald t s life were spent in Sc ot s- 

town. His activity was limited in keeping with. the infirmity 

of age. Most probably he occasionally attended meetings of the 

University Literary Society of which he was a member,128 He 

also took care; of the distribution of his money. in a. wise way, 

especially in regard to the poor of his two former parishes. l29 

He was a charter member of the "Glasgow Society for Sons: of the 

Clergy ", his name appearing., at the toil.of the .,lit by virtue..-ote 

chronological arrangement" He also.had contributed 100 pound 

to a similar Society that had been formed the year before in 

Edinburgh .130 

Having outlived h 

ed/ 

127 

128 

Iethven Kirk Session Records (8th June, 1783 

Coutts' Histor of the Unive Glaspow, p.316. 

129 Scott's Fasti, vol.IV, p.223. Also see above p.4. 

130 Scott's Fasti, vol.IV, p.223. Also Martin 7.Clelland., 
Historical Sketch of the Glasgow Societ for;Sone of the Cler 



imed considerable lands and her .ta .ale debts (one bond a 

amounting to ¶2000) as heir of conquest. 1 These were granted 

to him. his $ór4 George ln.heritedthe - Estate et Auchincruive, 

Ayrshire, which passed down through the generations, a.nd was 

sold within the ia1$t decade. The other hcm. longing to Oia- 

weld's brother. Riohard, was Cevens' near 1104Th.fr eS 4swaldi 

great ,great grandson, Major ic. ard;:A Oswald ; ' is at the time-;.of. 

this Nw °itingl3 ooeupying the house..;: n his Opinicn the de- 

scendants of his great great grandfather were "much more prolif 
is in their letter-writing, though far less distinguisted.;,than 

r 

their, forebear,13 

This would suggest that Oswald did not spend his last 

rrying on work or philosophical discussions ... or 

ng, to any marked extent. At the adze of 90 Oswald died at 
pts.toun, August 2nd, 1793.134 He had lived a full life with- 

a century tobe known by later generations as one of the-most' 

fruitful in natural science and letters in all Scottish histor, 

'de will note in the next chapter some of the events which con 

°ted Oswald's life during this great period of enlightenment. 

131 2.2a1 

132 Oswald, Richard A. 
17th September 19474e 

133 
Ibid. 

er of Deeds, vo1.417, 7th February, 1791. 

Letter to the author, dated 

13:. Scott 
°, Fasti, vil» IV, p.223; and 'Gla ow Courier, 

August x,793) , ná.302. 

135 
P.Hume Brown, "Scotland in the 18th Century ", 

The Scottish Historical Review, (1909), vol.VI, p.344. 



Chapter 

:OSWALD AND HIS CENTURY 

,;. . 

w centuries in history have demonstrated such far reec.h. 
, 

ing changes in the e of men or nations or have en.oyed such 

notoriety as has the hteent.h. It was "signalized by a break- 

g away fro he traditions of ̀ the pest èvery`:deps.rtm.ent of 

ought and inquiry ". Men's interests urned from bat t les 't o 

books They "were tired of fighting about religion, and wanted 
1 

rest ",: Historians have ably summarized and shown the effects 

of these forces with the resulting . lethargy in morals and re- 

ligion . on the one hand, and the vastly progressive tempo and 

production in the arts and sciences, on the other;... This change 

in emphasis - of king an altar to "reason" instead of God; and 

of° .ac.co odating r°:eligion to the 'prevailing thought - was due. to 

the impa,pt of that spirit pervading so much of the life of th,., 

t;ime;;:; and historically, labelled TMNewtonianism" in France, 

i9Aufkláru.... " in Germa "Latitudinari,nisn"; in England, and n,Y:, <......:_ 

Moderatism" in Scotland. 
2 

James Oswald was "Moderate" and a Scotsman, Both of t 

classifications, though helpful, do not, on their face value., 

tell us what we want to know. We must look behind them, and see 

some of the major movements, and, even more important - because 

we are interested in religious issues -` :the : men of the Eighteenth 

hese 

1Hugh datt,` Re; 
p. 228. 

2P. Hume Brown, "Scotland in the Eighteenth Century ", T 
Scottish Historical Review VI (1909) p.346. 

ese ntative Churchmen of Twent Centurie 



century in G Like his great contemporary, John 

Wesley, the Evangelical, James Oswald's life "saw every decade" 

of his century, and,` like Wesley, he ' remained true to form° until 

the end; the Methodist continuing his life of action in the move- 

m.ent he helped to begin, and the Moderate retiring to the family 

home in Scotstoun. to publish a` series of sermons on iypocrisy'4, 

and make an occasional visit to the Glasgow'`Universty Literary. 

Soo.ety 

ring the first half of the century Oswald lived in 

of his native Scotland, in the county of Ca 

the descriptions given in the tours of Thomas Pennant and Samuel 

Johnson, and from the accounts' of ministers' journeys to General 

Assembly from the more ote parts, it is apparent that at this 

time the overland communication between the north and south of 

Scotland was far from easy. Still this did not prevent the 

exchange of i crmation and news, nor did it confine the spirit 

and the ideas 

For example, 

Mr. Ferme4 of Wick it was who first among the Pres -` 
byterian ministers openly taught Arminian doctrine 
... The truth is that the long winter of mod.eratism 
that began to settle on the Church of Scotland about 
twenty years after the Revolution settlement... ex 
tended itself to the county of Cáithness.5 

he period to a particular section of the country. 

DuRIlft, p.46. 

4James° Ferme was clerk of the Presbytery of Caithness in 1738. 
For his work with Oswald on a project appointed by Presbytery 
see Surat p.20. 

5Alexander Auld, Min 
p.l9. 

and Men of the Far; North 2nd, ed. 



This was also true in the field of politics. The U 

1707 which later brought material benefits ;to .both,gngl_and and 

Scotland, was no more bitterly contested by Scots in any part of 

their,. country than in the north. On some issues. there were 

differences. many in .the north were loyal Ja.cobites,_ while the . 

opposite was true of :a good proportion of the people in the 

southern counties. But whether there was agreement or not 

there was interchange of thought, which, aided by the,lea en of 

national prosperity, eventually brought back solid national 

flees. 

During the risings of '15 and. '45 Oswald was in Dunnet; 

lad < of twelve ' during the 

teenth' year of his pasto 

Highland "rests" took place. The proprietors of Caith- 

earlier one and Completing the nine 

ate when the second manifestation of 

ness were, in many cases, sympathetic with the rebels, d homes 

in Thurso (about seven miles west of Dunnet) quartered some of. 

them. "Their headquarters were in Thurso, where they billeted 
. 

themselves by twos, threes, and fours on the inhabitants.. The 

women in general felt greatly alarmed, but their fears wer 

causeless, for no violence or injury was Offered unto any. 

The; Revolution created much tension in the north between the 

Episcopal and Established Church, for there were many who remained 

loyal to their old ministers.8 Just four months previous to 

Oswald 4 s birth, his father, in an endeavour to convert-the Earl 

of/ 

John Watson, "The Scot E i 7 Robt°Mackay, 
quoted in J.B. raven, 

o the hteenth- C+egtu 
of e ouse an 

avese of Caithne 

.6. 
an o Mackay", 
Ss", p.181. 

8 Charles S ®Terry, "A Histor of Scotland ", p.483. 



of Ratter to the Established Church, so incurred the mant.$ 

that he "shoved the minister 

That this physical roughness 

out his house by the shoulders ". 
9 

continued to be a characteristic of;;' 

the more determined of mind, both in respect to the Established 

and -Episcopal kirk, is borne out by the stories of Alexander Pope 

of Reay with whom. Oswald was often associated in Presbytery 

work,1° and who frequently resorted to his 'bailie' to keep the 

unruly in check. On the other hand, however, there is a side to 

the people which one misses if only the disciplinary cases of the 

kirk records are used as a criterion. There was the hospitality 

and kindness of which even contemporary Scotland outside of the 

county held a vague view. Bishop Robert Forbes' Journal of his 

visit in 1761 to Caithness reveals this: 

I had been advised, yea, importuned by some, before 
setting out, to take a dyed Loaf of some good bread 
along with me when entering Caithness, being se poor 
and despicable a Country that I could have no;good 
thing to eat :in it. Whereas, upon Trial, I found it 
though a very bleak, heathy, and mossy Country, yet 
one of the most plentiful and hospitable Countries 
in the whole World; inasmuch that, if any Gentleman 
or Lady, travelling through Caithness, shall chance 
to put up at an Inn near a Gentleman's House, this 
Gentleman will take it amiss. 11 

A recent writer on the county has emphasized the compara- 

tively high income of the people and gentry because of the grain 

trade during the century; and describes the Caithness gentry as 

a cl 

They / 

ss which. "enjoyed a high degree of civilization and culture. 

quo 

10 
222E29 P. 85.- 

ilRobert Forbes, 
p.247. 

opg .:cit., 



They spoke and wrote ad the 

c:4.assics, Sh.a.kespea.re, many-tom.ed histories of the Rollin variety 

together with the works of their contemporaries".12 But what of 

the people? The benefits that came to them as a result of the. 
Agrarian revolution Donaldson holds, over against Graham and 

other writers, to have been much less because they "had no 

capital to invest in improvements" as did the landlords.13 

The incomes of farm workers and both of Oswald's parishes 

were in the country_-. were, to use an adjective closely assoc - 

moderate. Even taking into consideration 

the relative cost of luring, the term seems synonymous with 

l.ow ". This can be seen from the following description given by 

Ramsay of Ochtertyre, which also reveals that the power of 

collective bargaining was not unknown among the farmers: 

The wages of our servants were very moderate. About 
173,0 our best ploughman had only forty shillings a year, 
beside bounties (clothing) which amounted to a third of 
the wages. The little man had about eleven pounds 
Scots; and the le;han five 'or` six pounds Scots; and 
the maid-servants e g pounds; exclusive . of the 
bounties.. 
But about fifty years ago the servants entered into a 
combination to raise their wages. The epithets given 
to the ringleaders are still remembered.by old people, 
and one of them 'Windy Shaw', is still alive. Their 
demands were moderate, being only four pounds Scots 
addition to the big ern, and to the .other servants in 
proportion. But in 1760, after several rises, the 
ploughman's wages did not exceed three pounds sterling, 
and the women's were about twenty shillings a year. 14 

This/ 

12 Donaldson, 222 _211. 
23 1 

.Ibid. 

.john Ram 
Century, 

,.... .:: ..,. 
: ..... .. 

ay, Scotland and Scotsmen ̀ in the Eighteenth 
vo l .1 z , p,p,g16 -211. 

.. 
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.. 
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Th-s -,ives us an indication as to why Oswald's philanthropy, 

both during his active parish life, and afterwards, meant so 

much to needy parishioners at punnet and Methven, and inspired: 

the writer for the Statistical Account to comment "As the 

people are, in general, in low circumstances, the weekly colt 

tions for the poor are especially small. Hence they would have 

been very destitute had it not been for the liberality of the 

late ir. James Oswald, who was a native of the parish" 

ooking now to the broader economic 

a hole, and 

15 

leaving for a moment the little 

similar`to Kinghorn and Kirkcaldy, which Johnson described as 

"not unlike the 

of England where 

11 or straggling market -towns in those parts 

commerce' and manufacturers have not yet produced 

opulence", we see busy ̀ `trade out of Glasgow and Leith indic- 

ative of the increasing wealth of Scotland as the century wore 

on.: For the Oswald family fortune this had a most direct 

effect . .. As early as 1739 Oswald ' s nephews - ,Richard and 

Alexander - ,.we..r..e such well-to-do merchants Glasgow, that they 
received the thanks of the Provost for paying Prince Charles's 

army to desist from occupying the city.17 His brother, Richard, 

after/ 

Sinclair, Statistical Account, vol.X2, pp.256 -257. 
see James Robertson, eneral iew o t:1e A ri..culture in the 
Ccaunnt of Perth, 1799, pp.80 -81; 38 - 86. he atter pages give 
an i I tires ng account of how the poor of the time were looked 
after. 

16 
Samuel Johnson,' A Journe to the Western nda o 

;Scotland, Ed. by E. J. James, n..., p. 8. 

17 Calder, History of Caithness, p.230. 



after getting a.,good mercantile, training in association with th 

Glasgow relatives, went on to greater success in London.18 

the resulting income was invested in the purchase of the 

estates of "Auchincruive in Ayrshire and "Cavens" in Dumfries- 

shire. Oswald's sons, George and Alexander, were also capable 

in the profession of commerce, somewhat bearing out Ramsay of 

Ochtertyre's observation: "The thriving state of Glasgow made 

ny people breed their second sons to trade or manufactures, in 

preference to the army or the professions ", i9 

Oswald's case, however, this was only partially true. He loved 

his profession, and would not have discouraged his sons from the 

ministry if they had been thus minded. The family bond was 

close, and it wag at the home of his son," George, the tobacco 

mer hant, that James Oswald lived his last years 2C 

Richard Oswald's death. occurred in 1784 to be followed four 

years later by that of his Wife. There had been no children, 

and thépropérty was willed partly to James Oswald's son, George, 

and partly to his grandson, Richard. It was of the latter, who 

became M.P. for Ayrshire, that Burns wrote "Next there will be 
21 

wealthy young Richard. Richard ̀
 °s wife, Lucy zTohnstori, has also 

been/ 

18.Ibid., p.231. See also W. :Leekÿ, Aistarof` E la.nd 
in lhe rgh°senth Century., vol.IV, p.154. 

KTohn Ramsay, oP. cit ® , vol.I, n«54. 

° Calder, 9L!_2., see also S P.46. 

21. .Robert Burns, " "Ballads on Mr. Heron's Election ", 
Life and Works of Robert Burns, ed. by Chambert,_ vol. IV, p.144. 
There a so a r bute g ven Richard Oswald in Burns' letter 
to John Syme, ibid., p.154. 

The 



been forever recalled for posterity 'by :the great Scottish bard 

making her the heroine ° of his song "Q Wat Ye Wha e s in Yon 

Town? rv 
22 

Thus having seen how closely the 

was related t0 the fortunes of a particular ,family amily, it remains.; 

to make some generalization of the economic status as;!a whole.. 

Of this , Sir Walter Scott wrote: "The gradual. .influx of ;;wealth, 

and extension of commerce, have since united to render the pres- 

ent people of,.Scotlanda class of beings as different from their 

grandfathers, as the ;existing Engiish are from queen Elizabeth's 

tiens. " Then for the age that followed close on to Culloden, 

Terry relates how "the sudden surge of material. prosperity. 

carried on its wave a Renaissance of letters the more vigorous 

because so long delayed." 

To understand the religious and cultural aspect of the 

century in which Oswald lived, there can be no better approach 

than by way of this literary wave. Through prose and poetry 

philosophical treatise and political pamphlet, Scotland became 

known for her ideas as well as her manufactures; supporting; 

with fact Voltaire's intended ironical statement: "It is an 

admirable result of the human spirit that at the preee. t time 

it/ 

22 
pp.155-156 . 

23 A phrase ®f Walter :Scott as 
_ 

. 

, quoted ih Terr; 
p.563. Cf® W.Scott, Waverley. (1842 Ed.), Pa358. 

e, 

``4 Ibid. 



is from Scotland we receive the rules of -taste;: 

25 
arts from the epic, poem to gardening". 

The Established Kirk provided. a "congenial home" for the 

revival of letters. In f act, at times it became so engrossed 

caring for them that there was a tendency to forget 

evangelistic witness, and so bringing down the condemnation 

of posterity upon its leaders for being spiritually dead.26 

Good taste in all things was to be cultivated and saug t after, 

and, s "literature even more than religion is an atmosphere 

ich penetrates through all barriers and dissolves enmities 
"27 

we should not be surprised to find that the influence of English 

writing was felt not only across the Tweed, but weil beyond the 

Tay as w41. Oswald and his brethren in punnet had acquaint- 

ance with the Tatler and Spectator in the 1730'S. the 

circulation of these, Ramsay of 0chtertyre makes the interesting 

comment: 

Although the works of the best English poets' prose 
writers had early found admittance into -the libraries 
of Scotsmen of rank or learning, they do not seem to 
have been generally read and admired till the 'Tatlers', 
and 'Spectators', ;and ' Guardians' made their appearance 
in the reign of Queen Anne. These periodical pavers 
had a prodigious run all over the three kingdoms, 
having done more to diffuse taste than all the writers, 
sprightly or serious,-that had gone before them.-9 

25 A statement of Voltaire, as 
2 L ci.t4a p.348. _ .. 

26 
Of. William T.Gairn.s, "The :Relision 

a..rari. Other lassa e, p.85ff. 

27 Watson., op. cit., p. 1 

28 Suu p. 19. 
29 

John Ramsay, 224 _2112, Vo1,I 
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The writings of Lord Shaftesbu ,to wh:om. Mc.Cosh traces 

the phrase "common 'sense" which 'beca o much used :by 

philosophers of the Scottish Sch.00l were vagantl,y 

admired by some of the clergy who wished to be thought poli 

philosophers 

his work. 

Oswald was not particularly friendly towards 

n a letter expounding the point in his Assembly 

sermon onwhere men have accepted the wrong standard of truth, 

he lays part of the blame on men of taste for .:;giving e:cour- 

a eurent to what their 'goed judgment should have obviously 

declared' foolish, and brie s in this mention of Shaftesbury: 

What Lerd''Shaftesbury or Lord Bolingbroke might have 
done is uncertain; for they thought they had'a right 
to dictate to the public. But I am persúaded that 
Mr Hume would not have ranked broad shoulders and 

r legs among the virtues, would not have offered 
a demonstration of the impossibility of miracles, 
nor thrown out a great many crude paradoxical opin- 
ions with the freedom he has done, if he had not 
entertained a meaner opinion of the.ludgment of the 
public than he ought to have had; and poor Rousseau 
would not have been pelted, and treated so contume- 
liously by an outrageous rabble, if he had been 
taught to` respect the public judgment.32 

Scottish Universities played a major role during the 

century in establishing good taste in culture and moderatism 

in the Churoh :. "The speeches of PrinQ3pà1 Tullidelph from 

t./ 

CJames Mc Cosh, The Scottish Philo 

33-John Ramsay, 2p. cit vol®I, p. 276.. 

J.amees Oswald, "Letter IV", Sermon Preached at the 
plening of the General Assembly, 17;6, to wh cfz are nexed 
Lettes on oints of Im.or.tance Contained in the Sermon, p.17; 
Far e äí' erm4n an 
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St.Andre were characterized by an ardent and vehement lo- 

veneee Dr. Gerard, Professor of Divinity at, Ab.erdeen, was 

distinguished for accurate copious reasoning 11 supported 

the, moderate interest with great ability ", so wrote Somerville 

of Assembly meetings between 1759 and 1764.33' That they were 

happy and content with their seats of learning can be seen by 

the glow) ng references made by Rarlsay. Of Glasgow he gave the 

tribute: "No college in Scotland was in higher repute than that 

of Glasgow from 1745 to the commencement of the present reign 

(George III ),"4 and to that historic citadel of 'knowledge in the 

northeast of the land he paid tribute, saying: "Nowhere in 

Scotland did science and the belles lettres flourish mareeo.than 

in the two colleges of Aberdeen, particularly in the Marischall, 

where the good seed sown first by Blackwell and afterwards by 

David Fordyce produced ere long an abundant crop." 35 Finally; 

under the leadership of Principal Robertson of Edinburgh Univer- 

sity moderatism in the Church of Scotland reached its high 

water mark. 

Üwald, took strong-exception to two extreme manifestations 

e moderate movement the over emphasis on the belles 

es and the arbitrary use of its power by the supreme 

Judi tory of the church. In preaching to the brethren at the. 

Assembly/ 

33 Thomas Somerville, My Own Life and Times, pp.96- 

34 John Ramsay, op. cit., vo1.I, p.460. 

35 Ibid, p.469. 
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Assemb.y of 176 5. he warned them against being more adept in 

debate than in touching the springs of the human heart. . 

Speaking candidly of some of the ministers of the Church, he 

said. 

And did they shine in every grace and ' virtue as much 
as they do in every branch of literature, we would . 
not hear so much as we do about the prostiti i.on of con- 
science, and the little regard had to principle; 
nor would it be a question, as ;I am sorry to find it is 
a question, whether the people of Great Britain are 
possessed of the spirit of their constitution ?" 36 

Oswald had courage and independence of mind when h 
............ 

bolted his own party and the leadership of the compelling 

Principal Robertson in order to support a proposed solution to 

t.heep:atronage struggle which vexed the church on past the close 

f the -ce.tur.7 Patronage: had ,been .responsi.ble .for the 

division of the General Assemblyeintotwoerartiet4m The one 

which stressed strict adherence tc °:the .patr.o:nage 8ct of 1711 

lad a majority' of ;elders and lay- members and was known as the 

oderate Party; the other had in its membership those who 

,ppo rted calls in which a presentee had been approved by the 

suffrage of the heritors and elders of the parish. Therefore, 

when Oswald seconded the Schism Overture brought before the 

Assembly of 1766 he was out of line with party poliay.3S He 

had seen with other like- minded men that something, must be done 
to 

Somervil.l.es 224 _2114 pp .S5 6. 



o save the unity o 

just crushing and suppress 

questions. 

fessed in one of his 

59 

t could no on indefinite 

opposition in patronage 

"I am partly grieved, and partly ashamed ", he con- 

cts, "for many ministers Of good 
discernment ...have lost all notion cif a right of judgment in any 

ecclesiastical judicatory, and consider.these..emere execution - 

ers of the patron's He concludes-his argument by 

reminding his readers that in holding such a view they "have no 

shadow of authority that i know of either in law or gospel 39 

Patronage has often been given as the primary cause of the 

large numbers of ministers and people who seceded from the 

Established Church during the century, but the more discerning 

historians and students of the times have seen it more as an 

outward inflammation of a more serious ''internal wound. In 

other words, it was doc ine more than patronage that caused`'' 

the "torrent of schism" and was disturbing "the unity, the peace 

and the dignity of the Established Church ". 

Oswald, as retiring Moderator, was present during One of the 

great sessions when the;. General Assembly was at its best for 

color and influence. An eye- witness to the discussion on the 

chisn Overture felt that it 

the/ 

"was in all its hearings 

3gjames Oswald, Letters Concernins the Present State of 
e Church of Scotl and Consequeht..3San er to Reif-ion 

and Learn mg - rom e .Änb ̀ trary and Unßons u ona -- __ 
BT-We Law of Patronage, p.6; hereafter cited as Oswald, 
Letters on.`.' Patronage. 
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41 
the most interesting ecclesiastical affairs" that had 

happened in the course of his whole life. "The discussion..." 

according to this same man - the minister of Jedburgh - "gave 

occasion to one of the most learned, eloquent, and interesting 

42 
debates that had ever occurred in the General Assembly". _ 

One cannot appreciate fully the significance of the honor 

of the moderatorship during these years (in one of which Oswald 

held office) between 1750 and 1780, until one bears in mind the 

dominating position of the Assembly in the nation. At about 

1760 it was the supreme judicatory of the Scottish Church which 

had in numbers its largest constituency since the Reformation:13 

It was renowned for the high quality of its debate which brought 

forward the leading literary and legal talent of the nation. 

For many lawyers it was the preparatory school for parliament; 

and of Henry Dundas, who supported the opposition to the Schism, 

Overture Oswald had seconded, and whom Carlyle described as "a 

match for all their (adherents of the Schism Overture) lay 

forces, as Robertson and a few friends were for all the bands 

of the clergy n449 there was a squib, penned in 1805: 

'Twas in Kirk-Courts he learn'd his airs, 
And thunder'd his oration: 

He caught North's ear at the back stairs - 

State-Ladder of the nation.45 

41 Somerville, op. cit., pp.80-81. 

42 Ibid. 

43'Ibid. p.83. 

44 Alexander Carlyle, Autobioamhx, p.491. 
45 

Jas,NacLaurin (Lord Dreghorn) Contemporary Ver 
quoted in Terry, op. cit., p.572. 
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Carlyle's Autobiography reveals some of the subtle, and 

often callous 'ways and means resorted to in order to accomplish 

desired ends. Some of them would make even our most modern 

worldly politicians blush. On Thursday, May 28th, 1766, he had 

dinner with the minister of the Troup Church, Dr.John Jardine 

"the oracle of the moderate party" 46 and the astute wielder of 

political influence. Carlyle and Jardine planned their strat- 

egy of defeating the enemies of presentation. The follewing 

day, Friday the 29th, things came off as they had designed, but 

with one exception. Jardine fell from one of the high:benches, 

apparently in a faint. Carlyle describes hew he went out in 

the hall to check on his friend's condition. He learned from 

the surgeon, Dr.Russell, that Jardine was dead. Yet he re- 

turned to the Assembly and informed the brethren that there were 

"hopes of his recovery". This "composed them", and thwdefeat 

of the measure introduced by Bannerman and seconded by Oswald 

was complete.47 

Henry Cockburn, an advocate of renown of the generation 

following Carlyle's, was referring to the Assemblies of the mid-. 

century when he bemoaned the retrogressionthattad.......takenplaee 

In ilifty'years:-e, gtrov't: 

Its (Assembly's) substance survives, but, in its air-,... 
and tone, it has every year been degrading-more and 
more into the likeness of common things; till at last: 

e the/ 

46 
Somerville, op. cit., p.91. 

47 Carlyle, op. cit., Pp.489 -491. See also-Ca rns, 
224_211e, pp.98-400, for further comment on this 



the primitive features which, half -a- century ago, 
distinguished it from every other meeting of men 
in this country, have greatly faded. Yet how 
picturesque it still ism The royal commissioner 
and his attendants, all stiff, brilliant, and 
grotesque, in court attire.48 

There were men who were earnest and sincere, and, though 

not as eloquent as Principal Robertson, or as polished in 

manners and replete with social contacts As Carlyle, gave a 

quality of faith that was 'very much needed.. Such, for example, 

were John Erskine, Greyfriars,and ohn Witherspoon of Paisley 

(later of inceton) Oswald, though not the preacher that 
either of these was, had a similar lover of genuineness. 

Perhaps it was in his retrospection of the doings of some of his 

600lleagues in Assembly, such as Carlyle's band, that he was 

later inspired to write four sermons on hypocrisy from the teat: 

"For what is the hope of the hypocrite, though he hath gained, 

when God taketh away his soul ? "49 In his closing address to 

the Assembly of 1765 he showed his regard for the ability the 

brethren had in the Arts, but reminded them of their first 

responsibility; and particularly directing his remarks to the 

younger men, said: 

But my younger brethren will'indulge me the liberty 
of putting them in mind that, whilst they are studious 
of attaining every accomplishment which belongs to 
their office, they ought to lay the stress ot their 
success on the intrinsic force of that system of 
truth,/ 



so fitly represented in the eng 
devised by infinite wisdom, and set on mot on 
by almighty power.50 

Despite this admonition many chose to follow after the gode 

of literature and fine conversation. In the ensuing General 

Assembly debate on the curbing of patronage,`' the weight of 

their support went with Principal Robertson who chose in his 

youth, the motto: "Vita sine literis mors est!" 
51, 

This, no doubt, had much to do with the aversion of most 

members of the Established Church to the Wesleyan type of 

preaching which they classified as enthusiasm. "The least 

apology that can be made for the new teachers ", wrote Ramsay 

of Ochtertyre, "is their being under the influence of an 

enthusiasm which spurned the dictates of sober reason 

Oswald was in agreement with the majority _ of his brethren in 

w 52 

apprehension of en.thusiasm® 

Still it is to be Wondered if a generalization like Dr. 

Watson's on what the sum of the Gospel was to the Moderates, 

typified by.. Blair's sermons - "cleansed' of every trace of 

enthusiasm; because they make no demand upon the spiritual side 

of a man's nature, or raise awkward questions regarding the 

supernatural character of Christianity" does 

cloud over all members of the moderate party. 
53 

Oswalds' 

sermon to the Assembly exhibits style and 

"And/ 

dignity, bu t could 

5öJames Oswald, "Closing Address to the General-Assembly 
of 1765", NaMorren, Annals of the General :Assembly, 1739 .to 

69 p.4120 

51 William Robertson, 
vol.Z, p.2. 

52 John Ramsay, 
53 Watson,. 2p. 

The Works of William Robertson, 1317 

vol.II 
O. 
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"And behold God's chosen people cast out of his protection, 

and scattered over the face of the earth for their infidelity 

and impiety",54 be construed as spiritually "soft" when the 

analogy was explicitly aPPlied-to his own contemporaries? 

The contemptuous ,neglect of religious duties among men of 

character", he said 19.s surelY-corruPtiOn of mariners peculiar 

, to this age, and has risen of late to.art,uncommon height".55 

In dealing with the situation he lists :among the praCtical 

helps, grace. "Grace", he emphasised to be, "the mighty 

power whereby he is able to subdue even :all things to himself".56 

Dr.Cairns, whose essay does not paint toerosyna picture of 

moderatism, yet who has given the most helpful insights, makes 

the wise observation, "We can no more sum no against an 

ecclesiastical party than bring'an inditebentagainat a whole 
57 

nation". 

The,religion. of Oswald's century, then, was a curious 

mixture of color and shade. Too much shade judged by the 

amount of unbelief in Scotland, E ngland, and on the Continent. 

was. a religion_efaccommodation to the times, rather than a 

virile leader of spiritual thought. Often "the church made a 

compromise with the world".58' .111ut :one must also see that there 

54 Oswald, Assemb 

55Ibid., D.29. 

56Ibid. p.37. 

570airns, 2p._2111., p.86. 
58 

Sermon and Letters, (Sermon), p.27. 

"Last Century and, its Leaven", The,United Ere212_21:11n 
Xagmine, New Series, (1857), vol.1, p.495. 
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was brightness too. If the men of the Eighteenth Century 

differed from their ancestors in having exchanged swords and 

bullts-for books, they still fought battles in the field of 

thought, "The Church intellectual did good service. The 

deists and atheists of the begtnning of the century - Tindal and 

Collins, Chubb and Wollaston - and the infidels at its close, of 

whom Hume and Gibbon were leaders, were met by worthy and 

competent antagonists - Clarke, Adams, Beattie, and Campbell". 

And to this list Oswald's name might be added as one who sought 

to weld culture to faith as a handmaid not a hindrance. 

Speaking of the relation of faith and culture, Dr. Watson claims 

Sc) 

that mpderatism at its best prevented their separation, and set 

"forth a working model of the religious life which secures 

Christianity without destroying humanity"." 

Having mentioned some of the main movements of the century 

it remains to briefly note a number of:people contemporary with 

Oswald, and,-as in the first section, concentrating almost 

entirely:owSootland. Front the point of view or angle ofeee 

apProaCh that, one wishes to make there is a difference in opinion 

as to who was "great in the century. "High among the 

century's heroes", says a modern writer, "stand Cockburn or 

Ormiston, introducing potatoes and turnips, Fletcher of Saltoun, 

experimenting with winnowing-fans, and the hundreds of forgotten 

lairds and farmers...who changed the face of Scotland and gays 

us/ 

59 Ibid. 

60 Watson ol) ...c. , op. 



u the Cheviot sheep, the Clydesdale horse, the Ayrshire cow 

From the view of a churchman looking back from our present' 

century: 

There were great men both in Church and State during 
that (18th) century, but if you except Robertson the 
Historian, Adam Smith the Economist, Hume the °Philos- 
opher, and Burns the poet of'the'Scots people.,. you have 
to look closely to find them, and to appreciate their 
work. 62 

And finally, as a third sample, we dr upon a modern Secular 

historian of Scottish history. 

Within two generations of Culloden, Scotland counted 
among her sons men of international renown in many 
fields of intellectual activity - David Hume (1711 -76), 
Tho a,:s;Reid (1710 -96), James Beattie (1735-1803) in 
philosophy; Adam Smith (1723 -90) in political economy 
in history, David Hume and William Robertson (1721 -93) ; 
in poetry, James Macpherson (1736 -96), Robert Burns 
(1759 -96), and Sir Walter Scott '(1771- 1832). In 
scient, James Hutton (1726 -97), Joseph Black (1728 -99), 
Sir John Leslie (1776 -1832), all made momentcn S 
discoveries. In medical science, William Cullen 
(1710 -90) and John Hunter. (1728 -93) estabaished flew;. 
stages of progress in their subjects.63 

Oswald obviously was not on any of these lists, but The was.. 

contemporary with these men. Their lives indirectly in- 

fluenced his, and in certain instances directly so; Of the 

"forgotten lairds and farmers...who changed the face of Scotland 

. 
l he was a friend of Lord Kinnoul who had given encourage - 

ment to Beattie ;ó4 and his own patron, David Smyth of Methven, / 
61 

Janet Adam Smith, Life Amonp the Scots, pp.,24-25, 

"gat s on. op. cit., p. 6.;. 
63 Terry, 221_911., pp.563-564. 

64 James Beattie, Diary, as quoted : in 'Me:Moir of Beattie" 
by Alexander Dyce, The Poetical Works of James Beattie, 1853 
ed., p.x.:rxvïi i. ...,... .. 



was one of "the highly res °table and ..leading met", 

Perthshire, "who cooperat 

held to revive the obsolete 

roads. 65 

In the Genera Assembly h 

h eon1n.on zeal" °in the meetings 

totes ''i°or building up the public 

liam Robertson first as 

a member of the same party, but parting over the schism issue 

which won new laurels for Robertson, who in his speech on the 

same was "pleased to make a very handsome encomium on himself, 
66 

and his conduct in the management of public affair.s;... ". 

Oswald's Appeal was inspired by a desire to put on tria 

infidelity And scepticism which had been abetted by David Hume, 

and was having a disastrous effect on 'the a'ause`'of religion: 

"And (be the fate of this, appeal what ;,í: wi .l) whenever 

scepticism and infidelity, the reigning folly of the present 

are brought to trial, it will fall into contempt, and disappe 

Throughout his work Oswald makes reference to Hume .. in an en 

deavor to ridicule scepticism at the bar of common sense. He 

does not, however, disrespect Hume's mental acumen, and says, 

"Any one the least acquainted with. Mr. Hume's writin.;s, will 

age 

perceive" a genius fitted for making discoveries". 
68 

His 

quarrel, of course, is that Hume did not make some of the dis 

cowries he might have. 

65 John Ramsay, 222_211,0 voi.0lI, p.211. 

66 "The Scots Magazine", volA38, pp337, á,s quoted in 
Morren, Annals of General Assembly, 1739-66, p.331. 

67 Oswald, Appeál, 1766, vol . I$ p.126. 

68 Ibid., p 



68 

once his book was published, Oswald's name was known to the 

great beyond the borders of Scotland. 

by Dr. Majendle and Archbishop Seeker. 

Oswald's Appeal "with commendation" in the presence of the Ring 

England he was read, 

-- -The tormer69mentioned 

and Queen during thei.r. interview with Jame :: Beattie. .: "The 

Queen took down the name with... a view to sending for 

ed,. Beattie in his Diary; adding: "I. eras asked, whether I knew 

Dr.Oswald? I answered, I did not, and said that my book was 

ead his; that Dr. O. was well known to Lord 

record- 

published before 

Kiisnoh o had often proposed to make us acquanted ".70 

Joseph Priestley, English scientist and divine, 1°d.iscoverer of 

gen", and staunch ̀ `Unitarian, who firet heard or Oswald's 

peal by a critic?' of his own works, later said: 

When, finding the work quoted with much respect 
by Dr.Beattie and others, and hearing it in general 
well spoken of, I was determined to dive -'it a 
careful reading; which I did with great -- astonish 
ment and Indignation, but not without some enter- 
tainnent . 2 

. . 

The outcome of this, of course, was his publication of ". 

Examination of Dr. Reid's Inquiry into the Human Mind on the 

Principles/ 

69 
Dr®John. JasAla jendie .was ;of French extraction,' the 

rather of Bishop Majendie, and a tutor of Queen Charlotte, 
Be was influential in court circles, Çf. Dictionary ®of 
National. Biotiraphy, vol.XII,p.829. 

7O 
Beattie, o. cit., p.xxxviii. Thomas, Earl of Kinnoul, 

was president of e oc ety in Scotland for the Propagation. 
of Christian Knowledge, and Oswald dedicated his sermon before 
theSociety'a'Anniversary Meeting of 1770, to him. 

71 
William Enfield , Remarks on Several Late Public 

Relative the Dissenters 

72 
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B ha i.f of Re 

had begu 

t ha 

"not enjoyable" 

frequent use of the obnoxious phr 

T and Dr,, Oswal 

At the 

s Essay_ c n the Nature anti 

Ar eat to. Common Sense 

of its writing Priestley 

to concentrate more on matters of metaphysical interest 
however, a biographer owns, h is 

to read because of his show of temper and the 

flatter mvsel!ft73 

Thus', having touched on some of ̀ <the movements and men o 

that century in -which Oswald lived; and Scotland, his native 

land, which at the time was :enjoying a- of her most 
74 

energetic most peculiar, 

necessary to study against his background his own 'particular 

philosophy and theolog,y® 

d`>most varion.s life", it is now': 

7 Anne Holt, Joseph Priestley, p.112 

74 David Masson, "Edinburgh Fifty Years Ago ", Westornate 
fir, Oct,- Dee.1856, p.408, as quoted in P. Hume Crown,....' 

. cri t., p.354® 



Chapter 

()WALD AN? THE C OLV7V NSE PH 

'70 

LOSOPHY 

Oswald's philosophy, like Reid's, begins with a grieve,nc 

against the Cartesian systerl for its notable service to scepti- 

cisb. He finds itui_ty on two counts. One is that it ignores 

the origin of, and 

other is, that among 

is a confusiod of 

is to remedy' t he s e 

turning men's 

iples; and the 

Locke, for example there 

and reasoning. Oswald's plan 

icien.ces" in th;e foundation of truth, by 

ntion to something which is practical, down to 

earth, and which can be easily understood. He makes no claim to 

originality for his diagnosis of the diseased philosophical 

hypotheses current at his time of writing, nor for his suggested 

"3ommon Sense" cure. His aim is to expound and publicise, for 

layman and learned alike, the much over -looked, but nonetheless 

vital, faculty of Common Sense. Here _ it is in order to bring in 

eview some of Oswald's sources. 

basis for hie first 'issue with the Cartesian School, he 

his reader 's attention to one of T. esee.rtes' own country - 

men, the Abbe de Pluche2 to support the contention that Descartes 

did/ 

"The Cartesian Faux -pas" in ` .Temple's Nature, Man and 
God,pp.57 -81, for a modern criticism of Descartes. 

Noel- Antoine Pluche was a Tansenist writer; born in Reims 
in 1688, and died in 1761. He was director of the College of 
Laon, but had to resign his duties for refusing to approve of the 
pabl bull, Unigenitus. He tutored the son of Gasville, Comm- 
issioner of Normandy. Finally he was placed at Paris. Among his 
works were Seectacle de la Nature ou Entretiens sur. L'histoire 
naturelle et les sciences, 173 ; Harmon e es Psaumes q 
±var. ils, 1764; and concorde de la Geo rapnie des dirrgrents 
Ages, 65. (From La Grande Enc,yc ope e ; - " a onné des 
Sciences des Les Le Fes e yes ! s, vo , P. 



did "eminent service to the interest of leerning by banishing 

the Jargon that disfigured and disgraced it", but along Witt) 

Locke, failed to "cure and correct that intemperate love of 

reasoning which may be called the epidemical distemper of the 

human mind".3 Oswald is in complete accord with the "learned 

and ingenious" Abbe's words: 

most sincerely value Monsieur Descartes, nqti.Adeed 
on account of his being a Frenchman, (for alle'.men are 
my brethren) , but because he is a verrgreat*enius. 
who encouraged us to shake off the yoke of Aristotle, 
and -to look out for a better method of "Wrellihg - 
sciences than that which followed heretofore...1 
should have a far greater value for him if, after 
having -convinced himself. that ...he beaten Path .Veads 
to nothing, he had not engaged in another road as 
little sure, and perhaTisHMPrPedangerP4s.e,ti.:±e.e.e e. 

71 

Another source of Oswald's help also came from Franee in 

Father Buffier des Premi;res Vérit4z. Reid credits 

Buffier with having "perceived -theAefects of ,.thie, gartesan 

system while it was in the meridian of its glory, and to have 

been aware that a ridiculouPeie4epticiem is the natural issue Of 

it". . Father Buffiar.,.has the honour of being the first, as 
. 

far as I know after Aristotle", Reid further informs, "who has 

given the 'world a just treatise upon first principles". 

Reid, however, was not correct in supposing that Oswald 

was/ 

30swald,Appeal vol. T, pp.58 -59. - . 

4 
" . Abbe de-Pluche, The History of the Heavens, trans.by 
J. B. Freval. vol. II, p. .5 , es quo e in swa d, Appeal, 
vol. II, pp.6162. :Note. that Oswald's reference on page 63 
has the typographical error Treval for Freval. 

ri 

-Thomas Reid, Essa s on the Intellectial Powers, ed. by 
Hamilton, (1853) PP. -468. 

6 
Ibid., 468. 



was among those who had had no acquainte.n 

the learn Jesuit. "Seme late wr1 

ticularly vr, Oswald, Dr. Beattie, and ' 

72 

itine;s 

id. observed, "par - 

mpbel , have been 

led into a'way'of thinking somewhat similar to that Buffier; 

the two former, as Z have reason to bel.ievP, wihtout an.y inter- 

or any knowledge of wh had 

Oswald ches hig 

course with one äíiother, 
7 

Wrote on the subject On the contrary 

attack on Locke with the heavy support of Ruffier.'s Remarks on 
8 

of six and one half nages Locke's Essay to th 

Ba .e's Dictionary receives a.o direct quotation from Osw 

but Bayle, to whom Hume acknowledged his debt,9 is mentioned -in 

a tone of ridicule 

Pluche's work. 

d's second citation from the Abhg/de 

Oswald 'deals with the 

cursory man er, 

The ernes of antiquity neglected obvious truths of the 
greatest moment to the interests- of virtue, through 
their absurd inclination to employ their reasoning 
powers on improper subjects. .that the Epicurean scheme 
was no: other than Atheism disguised; that the hypothesis 
of the Stoics was little different from the Polytheism 
of the vulgar; and that the faith of the Academics was 
either 'none at all, or faint and fluctuating At best, 
will not b disputed` by those who have any. knowledge of 

` antiquity. O 

'philosophers in a somewhat 

7 Reid 4 in this c onnection, 
Oswald, in d scussin a ones' answer to Hume (Anneal, vol.I, pp. 
144-145), says "This author proves, on the received principles 
of philosophy, that we have no evidence for the sun's rising to- 
morrow, yet believe and expect it, etc." Prof. Laing traces 
this illustration about the Sun's rising as he finds it in Hume 
to Buffier's Elemens de Tetaphysique. Cf. Laing, David Hume,p.'O 

8Oswald, 202 eal, vol.I, pp.64 -70. 

9B. Laing, David Hume, pp.69 -70. 

1°Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, pp.41 -42. 

j{ 



His bone of contention with them is their failure to recognize 

the virtue of Common Sense. Yet he veals el that be- 

neath his ridicule there _is an appreciation of their work. In 

order to articulate what he means by Common. Sense he is obliged 

to refer back to ahem frequently requesting 

for example, "keep in mind the much celebrated advice Know 

hat his eaders, 

thyself' .11 

73 

He was acquainted with' the writings of Cicero, and 

used them to illustrate the absurdity` of unnecessary 'reasoning". 

Let Cicera ° s dialogues con the nature sf God, stript of 

rhetorical bellis.hments, and reduced to simple proposition 

he tells us, "be put .n.to the hands of some peasant of common 

understanding, and tolerably"acquainted with the Christ3an revel- 

ation ation, and he will be much astonished at the opi.niòns of the `. 

ancientg,...and heart'ily thank his God for bestowing on"him the 

gift of Common sens and 'o he -Holy Scripture 12. 

Oswald's reading included the works of the notables 

British thought in the seventeenth and early eighteenth r;en,tux°7r 

Hobbes had been famili r° 13 i_°t hotat to him young pasto 

naming names, but stating 'in a sentence 'or two their main these, 

Oswald summarizes certain of these, who we may identify as Butler, 

Cudworth, Wilkins, Campbell, Hutcheson, and Shaftesbury, e. 

"writers of great learning 'and industry ", but unable to "give 

satisfaction to 

are/ 
onc erning truth in which all m ankind 

1l Oswald, "A pai, vol. II, p.V 

12_ 
Cbid. , vol. I ppm43-44. 

1 
3. 

2.42.121, Cha.p$I, p.22. 



are concerned, and about which common sense decides at first 

sight', because they are dependent upon Locke who had made a 

14 
"mistake about the origin of our ideas". 

Oswald gives more spac wever, to Shaftesbury.andto 

Hutcheson. "From the theological writings, and even fram the 

sermons of many divines", Oswald observes, "it would-apPear- 

that they considered mankind as mere intelligences...determined 

in all their actions by the decision of their judgment, till 

Lord Shaftesbury first, and afterwards Mr. Hutcheson, pointed out 
15 

other handles by which mankind may be managed". Leslie 

Stephen speaks of the influence of Shaftesbury as "direct and 

important in this department of thought (appear to common sense) 

,Hutcheson transplanted his doctrine to Scotland; and Rojd, 

though far from sharing in Hutcheson's ethical views, takes a 

somewhat analogous position in philosophy". 

The influence for Oswald was to state the negatPre side of 

the ease. After quoting ShaftesburY's views at length in ref- 
- 

;erence to the meaning of common sense,1-7. he atiligjalgirootanents: 

Are/ 

140swald, Apa....9a2., vol. I, 

15ItiL.J. PP.156-157. 

16Leslie Stephen, English Thought in the Eighteenth 
221-11I-a, (1876), vol. I, p.61. 

is of interest to note that Oswald preceded Reid in 
the use of this citation from Shaftesburv. Oswald's Appeal 
was published in 1766, and.Reid'a.."Essay on the Intellectual ' 

Powers of Man, in 1785. Cf. Thomas Reid, Wbrks, ed.Hemilton, 
P.423. 



Are we to wonder that his hero of iif idelity 
should rail so intemperately at the clergy, and 
make such rude attacks upon th e. faith of Christ- 
ians, when we find him indulge his sportive 
imagination in so lice .i,ous a manner in the ridi- 
cule of common sense? 

Shaftesbury, as Oswald saw it, left no corner ̀ °for variety of 

opinion, and equated Common Sense with what the majority of 

people everywhere could agree with® l slie Stephen was refer= 

T'#ng to this definition of an appeal to Common Sense - "This 

thorou hly English conviction, which thus tries to convert trie 

vox p2-°21i. into the vox Dei, seems to have been first made.. 

popular in the eighteenth century by haftesburv" 1_g 

described how it was "transplanted" to Scotland. 

w.hen. he 

Oswald, Shaftesbury's "Common Sense" was .,.:the . "last 

ment"t of scepticism., 

d his own coup Hutches.on, Oswald was more 

kindly disposed. He felt Hutcheson had.. something of the:.true 

Common Sense view, but it was def ect,iye because it was . orily....a 

partial. view. He contended that. if Hutcheson: had expanded he;; 

power of tie rational mind - thinking the s á yew faculty hs hád 

discovered (really common. sense) - to "its true extent.....ho 

would not have overlooked, as he has don;, the ept i..0n. . an.d 

feeling that mankind have of ought and ought nor'would he 

have been chargeable with putting our morai. s en.,se upon a .ï'áctin ` 



wi th ou r `taste` for gardening and a 
20 

ire". 

Lord aimes is linked with Hume as one of the two 

with othe 

1?r. o a 

but 

who have "offered a chain of strict re 

hat man bath, in no case, a pow 

along 

soning, in 

de t erminati on; 

all his actions, determined by what they call a moral 
21 

necessity". To Oswald these are thoughts which- should give 

the world great caisse for alarm were it not for the fact that 

Common Sense views them with disdain. 

Adam Smith's "sympathy" was very close to Oswal..d's mean - 

f Common Sense, and he praised Smith on his illustrative 

n his Theory of Moral 

Sentiments, ought, and might, almost everywhere have put Common' 
- 

Sense in place of sympathy; because his many excellent obser- 

vations on human life, and human nature, correspond exactly 
22 

h it and derive all their source from its authority". 

Thomas Reid with whom cswald's name was linked in the 

Scottish School, came in for his praise and acceptation. Oswald 

considered Reid's "An Inquiry Into the Human Mind, on the Prin 

ense, as heralding the near approach of the 

20 Oswald, Appeal,, vol. I, pp.158 -159. It is interesting 
to note that Bernard Mandeville's 'Fable of the Bees ", receives_.. 
complimentary mention several times in Oswald's work. It is 
likely that he became acquainted with it through Hutcheson who 
wrote reproachfully of it in his Remarks on the Fable of the 
Bees. 

21 Ibid., p.94. 

22 Ibid., p.165. 
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victory of truth. He rejoices, that i -ftsuchanacPunt 

of the operation of our powers, ahew s it impossibletor.a. 

rational being to doubt the reality of the objects of sense's, 

and such an account of the powers of the mind that it will be 

impossible for anyone"to doubt of the obvious truths of relig- 

ion and virtue, without being convicted of folly or madness".23 

In spite. of his disagreement with Locke and. Hume, against 

whom he makes most of his destructive comparison Oswald has a 
-e ,eee ee 

sincere respect for their acuteness and contribution to learn- 

ing. It might be argued that he was endeavouring to mitigate 

the force of some of his more censorious remarks in order not 

to offend the Scottish literati who held Hume in great esteem. 

A careful reading of the Appeal, however, gives .re support 

to a contrary opinion. While Oswald kept from much of. the 

vituperation, of the third member of the triumvirate - Beattie, 

he did not hesitate to take Hume to task when his philosophy 

seemed to threaten 
- 

- 

morals!, 
- 

dherehee to the traditional faith and 

Like scores of his contemporaries Oswald made frequent 

use of the two,most popular spokesmen of the eighteenth century, 

i.e., Addison and Pope. 
P4 Thev served to clinch within:4,:,.tew 

words what he had tried to-express-about-a man or ahout ,current 

thoughts. Bolingbroke for example: .whc. Oswald wrote off as 

being/ 

vol. I, p.167. 

'24Basil Willey, The Eighteenth Century -ackP,round 
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being merely a destructive critic of the existing philodophi 

cal systems without putting something else in their piece., was- 

Oswald thought, aptly summarized by Pope's couplet: 

Or, meteor-like, flames lawless through the void, 
:...Destroying others, by himself destroy'd. 

The Nature and Limits of Osw d' ",o on nse". 

Having considered some of the sources from which Oswald 
... .. - ',.. . ' 

gained help, it is well now to examine whathe believed Common 

Sense to be; and wherein lay its power and 'limitations. His 

approach to a definition is somewhat unique when compared with 

the usual discourse. His successor, Beattie, retreats in true 

professorial style to the classical use and understanding of the 

term, quoting Aristotle, LucretJus, and Horace 25 
Oswald 

launches straight-away into a practical exposition of his sub- 

ject, believing: 

Definitions have their use on disputable subjects; 
but if one should ask the judgement of another on 
the difference betwixt black and white, sweet and 
bitter, he would, in place of all definitions, set 
black and white before him, and make him taste 
sweet and bitter: And in the present Ampeal, the 
author shall content himself with setting before 
his reader the primary truths of religion and mo..40,: 

rality, with their opposite absurdities. 26 

This passage appears in the Advertisement of his second volume, 

and is, more or less, an apologetic for hsving omitted a formal 

definition to his work; thoughtfully calling the reader's 

attention to several pages which have the meaning of the term 
. . . ....... 

Beattie, Essay on Truth, 8th ed., pp.26 -29. 

Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.v. 
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in a more concise form, and which might afford so.e satisfactton 

to any who felt the need for soMe Trecise explanation of "Common 

Sense". 

Assuming for the role of suche person,,--we--turn 

to the firstTage reference.-and note wtat-HOSWald.»-11a. 

about the.natureof.-Common- Senset- 

We have seen that rational beings are distinguished 
from the irrational, not so much by the discursive 
faculty, as by'a perception and judgementor'eet.tai.4: 
obvious truths, which for quickness, clearneSsand 
indubitable certainty, is called sense; and..onaccountH:.::: 
of its being possessed in some degree by allTatiOnal 
kind, is called common senses 27 

As.can be seen the passage refers back to the precedingeheTter. 

In ,that he die9u4sed the realitiesih nature, (not2k4ectsof-....:: 

sense), which rational beings could perceive and pronounce upon, 

but which were "hid from the -Irrational"... Rationalbeings to 

Oswald were those people. who were above the level of idiots and 

not etTlicted with madness, while the,Irrational consisted.Qoftte. 

brute nimals-end the two excludeOZ-tYPes_111-,the:.first:elassi 

fication. "ay the external organ of sight", he tells us, 

have the same perception of bodies in motion which idiots and 
, 

lower animals have; but by the intellectual sight, we apprehend 

motion itself"28 . According to Oswald, we may perceive primary 

truths by "Common Sense" in the same way as we perceive objects 

of sense through our bodily organs. Thus to him:Cotattion sense 

Oswald, 122221, vol. 1, pp.190-1(J1. 

. . 

28Ibid01192. Cf.also Seth, The Scottish Contribution to 
Mor,31 ihilosophy, p.33. 



is the paer o. tion:a,l human be 'dis primary 

gment with truths through simple apprehension and immedi 

quicxness and 

wha 

dubitable certa3.nt 

Oswald would agree: with Professor 1a 

he world is like to ,a man who takes the C 

the world 

world; it is for 

common sense,, the 

which 

80 

d;scription of 

mon Sense view, 

it is for all men a real 

y men the real or it is the world of 

id where the plain mari feels at home, and 

where the practical, man seeks refuge from the vain subtleties 

of metaphysics ". 29 He would agree too, that the creed of 

Common Sense at summed up_ in any set list of articles. But 

he had not advanced to the neat distinction which Balfour, makes 

between self -evident and inevitable belief. To Oswald, all 

Common Sense truth is self-evident .truth, bu,t the speed of its 

admission to the mind may vary. 
30 

"There are. many truths in 

nature equally self -evident ", he writes,, "on which the mind can- 

not pronounce without long and leisurely attention" .31 

To the novice wishing to inquire further into the meaning 

of Com.on'Sense there almost immediately rises the problem, 

"What is the difference between 'common sense' and 'common 

opinion'"? Oswald, anticipating t.h,js...question devotes a 

chapter to it; and gives it as the second reference of the 

Advertisement "apologetic's mentioned above. The chapter, 

heading/ 

29Arthur J.Balfour, Theism and Humanism, 1915, p.149. 

30Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, p.35 

31Ibid., 
p.359. 
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heading boldly states that common opinion is "often on the side 

of error", whereas "common sense...is always on the side of 

truth". He finds that the confusion between these two lies 

in the Error of "taking it for granted, that whatever is obvious 

to all, must be believed by all; and that whatever is not act- 

ually believed by all, or the greatest part of mankind, cannot 
32 

be obvious". In order to sustain this view he saggests a 

careful review of one's own experience and finds cause for 

plaint in in that, as children we are taught 'to form our Judgments 

by abstract ideas, rather than matters of fact. 1He even calls 

attention to Hume's Natural History of Relieion as giving copious 

illustrative material to prove his thesis. This last is'done' 

in such a ways as to cause the modern reader to smile. In 

regard to Hume's writings on the "prejudices and passions" he 

says the sceptic "gives such an account of the religious senti- 

ments and practices oC all nations, civilized as well as savage, 

and Christian as well as Heathen, as must be allowed to be ex- 

tremely nonsensical; and, applied to rational beinas, would 

have passed for a most extravagant romance, if be had not been 
33 

supported as he is by well-known facts". 

Common Sens e is not as Shaftesbury would have us believe 

"counting of noses"34or the unanimity of the largest numbers of 

mankind. 

than/ 

Rather, truth is "to be found with the minority rather 

32 OsWaid, 1E22211. vol. It P13.299'7300. 

33 ibid pp '301 -302. - - 



than the majority of nkind". 35 Further light is given on 

what the difference is between common opinion and Common Sense 

by what he believes to be an obvious observation on human 

vanity in relation to ancestry. He points out that most men 

indulge in the fancynof imagining themselves important and ex- 

emplary if their progenitors were. But anyone, Oswald holds 

who is not an idiot or "crazed by family tales"...if he appeals 

to himself, will frankly own that all such glorying is silly and 

nonsensical'. Here there is Common Sense in direct. -Opposition, 

to the most common and prevailing way of thinking36 . Oswald 

would not allow for overlapping - "the principles of good sense 

are diametrically opposite to received opinions, and established 

max - was his bold ass . êtön .. 'o ... his position in the early 
pages of his Appeal 37 

e-- tmon Sense and Reasoning: 

The most retrograde periods of 
have been been those in which an unnatural separation was 

_made between the general conception ofman's reason, 
his place and destiny in the scheme of things, and 
the concrete material presented' in hisordi*ary ex- 
perience of nature and man. 38 ' 

ee: 

Oswald's aim in attacking "reasoning" ta to-show-how a 

,dependence upon it to reach the.'primary:trIlths'i'bY means 
- 

deduction/ 

35 Ibid, 

36 
Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, 
Ibid. 37 

. - 

SIINININNOIN.0001 

38 Robt. Adamson, Development of Modern Philosoph 
as ,quoted in G.F. Etout, Mind an. Matt 
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deduction, must inevitably end in scepticism. He appreciates 

the "reformers in Philosophy", but they are not less infallible 

tan the reformers of religion. It is his opinion, that what he 

calls "the modern hypothesis" (deduction of primary truths from 

sense), makes it impossible to arrive at a satisfactory knowledge 

of first truths. There is too much danger of error in the 

reasoning chain. Even mathematicians sure of secondary truths 

arrived at by reasoning, he contends, would often be ready to 

admit this possibility. 

There is greater need, Oswald holds, to put men in mind of 

their faculty of judgment than that oÍ reasoning. He diStin, 

guiches between reason and reasoning; the former apnroximating 

judgment, rationality, and even common sense; the letter a pro, 
... . , - 

oess of train of thinking to demonstrate truth. It is at this, 
. , 

--. 
point that his contemporary critic, PriestleY,..feels most dero 

. ' 

. 

tort toward Oswald. He thinks Oswald has cavilled with. .,the 

words; and has encroached with 0014mon Sense into the territ0rY 
....,- 

traditionally held...by reason. 39 Part of this -it would. appear 

is due to a somewhat justified complaint against Oswald for not 

making his meaning of the two words more clear and distinct; but 

the real issue is how we arrive at our knowledge or God. TO 

Oswald it is not by demonstration, for he writes: 

The inspired Triters do not offer Pny proof or the 
being and perfections of God. They tell us that the 
invisible things of him are clearly seen from the 
things which he has.made...but never enter into 
trains of reasoning, to estalish a truth that is too 
obvious to admit of any Proof.40 

39Priestley,. An Examination, 
vol. I, pp.232-233. 

40Oswald, . II, pp.51-52. 

p.265. Cf.also Oswtd, p pa a 
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n answer tóthis,Priestley accuses him of misrenr_,setting 

the writers of Seripture in order to favor -his .own systatiand 

to 'disparage reasoning, and asks the rhetorical '10,estion,"How 

do any divines pretend to prove the ',Invitible powercif God 

otherwise than by the visible effectA-of it; at leastI-never 

had recourse to any other argument, and yeti imagine that 
_ 

have reasoned on the subject". 
41 

Oswald 'definitely states 

that the argument from design is not tenable in the proof of the 

being of God. 
42 

contrary. 

Priestley, just as dogmatically, states the 

But Oswald's view of reasoning in relation to :Common Sense 
- , 

can be best seen in hip discussion of Locke. He would have 

welcomed Adamson's words given at the beginning of this section 

aa a caution to the puthor of the Essay, ConcertdnIg fluvial". Under- 

standing. Oswald admired Lodke- ft& being Able' -.tt) stem up the 

defects in the thinking of the schoolMenLockerSdriticist 

of their intemperate love of reasoning, Of theitA0é0Ption 

that certain maxims were the source of 'allXhd,#100a11.(1-:-br 

their calling cert4it propositl:bns maxims *hiCh,merelY 

self-evident truths,' was heartilY*AgreSdA :bythS'SbotStan- 

However, though Locke be 

method of approaching knowledge, "What a ptty..it Oswald 
- 

laments, 

primary/ 

"that he did not go on to chew the distinction between 

41-- 
Priestley, 2222211t., 

42, 
Priestley, OT). cit., 
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Primary and secondary43truths".44 At this point, "had -he. 

distinguished, with due care, those truitha...which-are perceived 

at once by the faculty of reason, frat those that are fOUnd.out 

by reasoning", Oswald furtherobserves»Jqearning woUldhaVe.-'sw 

assumed another apbearanoe...bhilosophy and theology watild'have 

been delivered from many foolish and frivoloi ils...and 

people of speculation would have kept...within the bounds of 

common sense"45 . 

Common Sense and Perception-- 

The essence of Scottish philosophy, as it appears in 
Reid, is accordingly avindication ofperception; as 
perceptionlin contra-distinction to the»vague sensa- 
tional idealism, W A:ch had ended in the:disintegra- 
tion of knowledge. 

oswald, in a cc ord with the tradittbnaIlO.gie holde.tWt 

the capital of human knowledge is ...Obtained from three .0010t$:..Of 

the mind 'perception, judgment andreaSoningi;.'s.POrteptiOn4LS 

the simple apprehension of a 'variety of beings, together "with 

their obvious qualities, which fall within our sphere". The 

next process to take place is a simple act of judgment. It 

pronounces "immediately upon all the obvious relations of those 

beings which are the objects of perception, their relations to 

one/ 

43The following passage may be cited to show how-he'idistin,,- 
guishes the two: "That the three angles of a triangle are equal to 
two_right angles, is a 

. 
. 

true as that all parts are eTual tajhe 
whole; but yet they are not truths of the same rank. The last 
mentioned is primary obvious to every understanding; and 
therefore an object of common sense. The other truth second- 
ary,...k.nown only to the learned; and therefore a proper S.111110.0t of 
inqUiry". Cf. Appeal, vol. I, np.246 

44Oswald, Appeal, vol. 1, p.80. 

46 Andrew:Setn, Scottish Philoso.hy, pp092 -93. 
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one another, and the r.elst.on they beer 'to u ". ?erdeption 

and judgment when viewed in th 

d joined in close succession á.n the observance of'abieëts, 

give a judgment' that is almost infallible. Ali this provided' 

that the object "is viewed at a proper distane, ad there 
tY 48 

east complicated meaning, 

happens to be no casual defect or disorder er 

Perceptions were of two kinds, animal and rational. The 

former were perceptions men have in common with brutes and 

beasts; and the "latter applied to °tho peculiar to all mankind 

above the level of idiots or madmen. Animais and idiots have 

eyes that function similarly to ours in the perceiving; of :: 

motion, for example; but we 

to perceive motion itsel 

beyond them in that we are 

We can do this because we have a 

special 'intellectual sight ". The perception of motion can he 

just as distinct as any perception derived by means of the ex- 
, 

ternal se, 

six-billi. 

organs. He illustrates this with the familiar 
- , 

d-balls-in-a-line exam.pl,e. 
49 

There is certo...inly 

the animal division but 

there is, `amidst all the differences, an underlying unity. 

For the animal perception group there is a difference. between 

a noise that is perceived by the ear and smell perceived by 

Oswald, Appeal, vol. 

> 

J Ibid. p.25. 

49 
Oswald., 4ppeal, vol. 



tte nose. Yet noise and the smell are alike in this one 

respect - they are objects of immediate external sense. 101.1 

animals equipped with a set of unimpaired sense organs may' per- 

ceive such objects. For the rational perception group, on the 

tattler hand, there are additional sources of knowledge. There 

are perceptions which the animals do not have; but which, none 

the less, are just as true and informative. Like the animal 

perceptions, they have much variety. For examPle, our PereeP- 

tions of plant growth and gravitation have little likeness; our 

perceptions of moral excellence and design also have no obvious 

affinity. But all agree in one thing - they are not objects 

of the external sense, and animals, "mere animals", do not have 

50 
them. There are also differences within each group, of 

degree. Animals perceive with a quickness and clearness 

to the excellence of their sense organs. .Arust as a 
, . 

collie might be good as a watch-dog and a setter for hp.nting, 

Both have the power of scent and hearing; but the setter excels 

the collie in the ability to smell, whereas the collie has the 

advantage of keener hearing. In like manner, according to 

quickness, strength, and extent of the rational pawers, there 

are differences of degree in the rational group. 
- 

87 

When it COMBS to necessary reference to objedts An order 

to come by rational perceptons, Oswald steps :away from Reid. 

b0 
Oswald, A22211, vol. I, p.i'd6. 

51 
Seth states: "There is just one point v§rhich is open to 

criticism (in reference to Reid's analysis) and that is Reid's 
assertion that we have, or may have, a knowledge of sensation 
signs apart from any perceptive reference to an external object". 
Cf. Seth, Scottish Philosophy, pp.87-88. 



He one with Reid in making _a distinction between know - 

88 

ledge : and feeling, but holds that sensible objects are an "aid" 

in bringing the "rational perceptions" to the mind. It is im- 

portant to study sensible objects because the idea :we -have of God, 

moral excellence, of gravitation, etc. - i. e. a11 the primary 

truths comes to the mind as t result of due attention to ob- 

ects. But such truths are not themselves the objects of sense.' 

"One cannot have the idea of motion, without once, and again. 

attending to bodies in motion "., Oswald mentions for ;example. :. 

.Again, "Feu cannot form any idea. of God by ;gazing upon his 

works, without observing their :tendency, , and entering, as far as 

your faculties will carry you, into his gre 

52 plan ". 

Oswald gives no precise definition as to what he means by 

idea. iiowever, he does set or the use of the 

e n connection with his philosophy of Common Sense. Sense 

impressions make traces in the mind that other realities d;ó not.,. 

They make a picture which , can be retained for days. ;, To such 

pictures are in the mind, however, when it comes to gravitation:,.. 
Does that meen then, asks ;: vegetation or moral conviction.- 

Oswald, that these ideas may not <be ...known and held wit-h, eg:ual 

certainty? 

If b,y i.dea is meant a lively trabe, a sensible im- 
pression and picture in the brain, it may be allowed 
that we have no idea à..t al. of those realities wiä,îch 
are not objects of sense. 



This "c ainly would not be in keeping '. with Co:mmori Sens and 

Oswald meets the difficulty by explain that when the two 
, 

types-of idea are compared may be said to`be be-More "obscure 

and imperf ect't . 

89-. 

This does not meón that "rational" perceptions 

are one whit less sure or certain. The ''difference lies in the 

manner of "conceiving" (synonymous with perceiving); but "the 

evidence attending our conception of both objects is ̀'the same" 
54' 

This is all that we need :t know when it comes to our conception 

of Goda` Enough comes through Scripture and the simple testi- 

mony of phenomena to suit our present-needs. If our ideas 

resulting from non-sensory impressions seem to be obscure 

is because they bear the same relation that our knowledge now 

bears to a future state, that the knowledge of a child of 

thirteen bears to an adult. In ; other words, much of what may 

seem blurred and out of focus in life, the same will be 

sharper and clearer in the life to come. 

. , . 

But Oswald'wants no mistake `made as to the source ̀ of our 

knowledge of primary truths. " The 't'vulgar ': tend to-believe that 
; "they not only feel `the qualities of tatter, bùt` matter itself". 

.. 

T.tìi:s is because they tend-to ':confu,e cause and effect 'from` thë 

getting of the one from the other` so immediately. Now it is 

ùlt of our true that we get our rational perceptions as 

animal perceptions "for the one could not be without the 

other" But from an internal fàculty that sets us distinctly 
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apart from animals, we, who are rational_, °holds _Oswald-, can 

become aware of powers in nature - gravitation, the invisible 

things of God, etc., which are not the objects of 'sense. On 

this subject with reference to Reid, Seth makes the following 

observation, "The philosophical point is the complete or 

generic distinction between Perceptinn. and Sensatio 

Knowledge ling - which for ever. 

Here was the battle-ground and 

front line, of it, between sceptic and Common Sense. 

Oswald realized it and, no doubt, ,was encour -. 

Reid, had said. 

the one from the other ".55 

the ver 

between 

philosopher. 

aged.by what predecesso 

But what of this and what' has '" it to do 

with Intuition in the school meaning of the word, if the latter 

be 'commonly considered as dependent upon reasoning and .infer 
ence? If ne has the approved school meaning Of the terms in. 

in the negative. ̀ Commón Sense and intúi- 

ot even in the same family.. Oswald's Common Sense 

and it.s difference from "r_ easoriing ' ha.s been discussed above`. 

It is a thorn in the flesh for im, and he comes back to it 

again and again to show that it has ,nothing st all to do with 

primary truths der rom Common Sense. According to 

Oswald, Hume could have had certain knowledge that fire consumes 

56 if he had not bound himself to abide by the combustibles 

ribed by p.hil.oeophy... alone, 

55 
3r,::th, Soottish Philosophy, 

56 Od, Appeal vol. I, p.128. 



reasoning process. With regard to "intuition", Oswald 

states that primary truths ,do not come to be part of our know- 

ledge by this means. This is because intuition has to do with 

our "perception of obvious relations and qualities of being". 
57 

Oswald, later in his work, returns to the question of 

Common Sense and intuition, and in a letter to a friend, append- 

ed to the first volume of the Appeal, he admits having been "too 

scrupulous" on this point; and in order to satisfy his corres- 

pondent offers to own "that our knowledge of primary truths 

hath equal title with our knowledge of all other self-evident 

truths, to he resolved into intuition". There remains a 

difference, perhaps inconsequential, but nevertheless/may be 

noted. Intuition has its sphere in the obvious relations of 
. - 

things; but, asks Oswald, could"We.'have many ideas of the8e 

relations, if we had not first Perbeived them?"58 Here.maybe 

seen a possible parallel to Reid's idea that "apprehensions 

accompanied with belief and knowledge must go before simple 
59 

apprehension". 

As to inference, Oswald holds that it plays no part in the 

acquisition of primary,truths. Inference must always depend 

upon some general truth, the knowledge of which is understood, 

we examine a piece of ore, and infer that it contains silver 

or gold, it is only because we have had previous knowledge of 

what / 

91 

5? Oswald, ,.422221 vol. I, p.23. 
58 

..112114 PP.357 -358. 

Reid, Works, Ed. by Iamilton, p.105; as quoted :.by...Seth 1,, cot ish Philosophy, p.77. 
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what these metals are that we are_ enabled to make a'satisfan- 

tory inventory of the ore's content. In other.-wordat infer- 

eaCes are dependent upon a middle term. Oommon,Sense, on the 

other,hand, Passes upon, thoSe-PrimarYtr4ths within its... sphere 

witheut:,reference to a middle term. Truer it.. is common,.for 

People to talk about such laws of nature as gravitation being 

inferred from Phenomena", However, Oswald Would,a$k 

people what they really mean. Id there some-truth,ln netMre 

which will justly support such a statement? If thev trY to say 

ther e .is, and that it is 22E22., Oswald will. further cues 

tiøn:»Experience of what?" One may notice, Oswald continues, 

t4atgrass grows, and that bodies indeed ineline..-tOward the 

centre, and, therefore., may conclude that -t4ere 

law Of-groWtnan4, a law of gravity. Isn't this 

crO4sT. -wpoes it not approach very nearly aaying,Ahat_you have 

discovered a thingbecauseyou have discovered4t1.7 Oswald, 

t.h4p. haying oarrjed.:hjs reader to thl.sflpoim,..,is readyAto drive 

he central theme of his philosophy, 
.,. ....... 

..We do not need to 

A.14bble with such foolish reasonins. It is not in the picture 

at all. "'Would it not be just as well to say :that on due 

attention to phenomena, you et acquainted with the laws of 

naturp by a simple act,of perception and judgement?"" This, 

,tospswald, is -both philosophy and Common Sense. 

Common Sense and Be 

Oswald now turns his attention again to Hume. This time 

it is on 'the 44eetion'Of"SiMrle belief. "Never did school 

divinet - 

60 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I pp.237-2 
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divine perplex or puzzle himself more", he writes "than Mr. 

Hume has done in his account of the simple act of belief".61 

Oswald's quarrel is that Hume seems to forget that he is des- 

cribing an act of the human mind. He thus goes far from the 

truth and even probability, and "resolves the whole into vivid 

perception; which is often the adjunct, but will never be 

allowed to constitute the essence of belief".62 Or in Hume's 

own words, "An opinion, therefore, or belief may kbe most accu- 

rately defined, a lively idea related to or associated with a 
63 

present impression". Oswald argues that everyone who is sane 

will admit that there are objects of which we can have a "vivid, 

lively, forcible, firm, and steady conviction " V yet know 

very well that it is not true, does not have realitvl is false. 

.41111,cnOWthatthereisTsuch a think, as credUlity6, and belief ; and 

-realize the.:.,ittortateel." ofgilarding ebnfu sing the two. 

Eat.onal bellst; attfordingctoOsWaIdhasbnlytrUth asits 

influence drA5r0.(idic6-' or habit, man 

hoIdsa. 'belief that is not trite,:'':whileWel-agree that the pereep 

tion0 is vividoWelcontend6that:, he would not be consid . réd. a 

: haVingplayedaistitiOnalapart-D0awaId±WiDdId britidise Hume, 

therefore, not becatise he *ehttibecVbat:',.Of the c6iijitti5it'lirairH6f"' 

but beciitAsehedid, not have: "the courage* tO Make.4Still 

-.-another andaboldertépi 

-1e/1 

61Ibid., p.131 - 

63David Hume, A Treatise on HumANatur 
Green, vol. I, p.396. 

d by Grose & 



He (Hume) did well in pointing out the prevailing 
absurdity of resolving our belief. of prt.rnary ;truths:. 
into the force of reasoning but he would have done 
still better if he had resolved it into the author- 
ity of common sense.64 

Oswald is not origins 

there was no be twee 

this with sa 

of i 

Os wa 

showing that 

cc t arx#. cause Reid hart. suggested. 
65 

n his Inquiry; though, his ful..lest treatment 

published nineteen years after 

Oswald is following Reid when he contends 

came later in his Essays 

d's Appeal. 

that there a true rela 

any demonstrative way, bu 

made the more p 

on between cause and effec 

hrough immediate perception. 

netrating analysis 

of Humees philosophy. 

not 

Reid 

of the logical consequences 

As Seth described it, Hume started ou 

by assuming things to be abstract or unrelated particulars; and 

made it his goal "to show how the illusion of real connections 

between mutually indifferent units might arise ".66 Oswald, 

hile having the benef. i of Reid's work, applied his own . thought 

to the problem and, arrived. 

pr 

Reid s. 

of nature, which is the result of our 

immediate perception and certain knowledge of this principle is 

the true foundation of the undoubted belief we have of that 

connection 67 
A set of knavish tricks -Might suggest there is 

a knave who perpetrated' them. But as Oswald goes on to explain, 

it is not due to the number of,-knavish: tricks a man might do, s'a 

much/ 

64 Uswal_d ., . -t::uöl-._, 
65 Reid, Inquiry p.57,.... 

66 Seth, Scottish l'hilosophy,.. p.57. 

67 Oswa.l d, 20)2 21, l, vo l. 
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much as it is to the disposition of the man to do knavery that 

makes us believe him to be,a knave. . He also takes the ex- 
. 

ample of elasticitz and observes that we know that if a piece 

of spring steel is placed under pressure so -as to cause it to 

curve, it will straighten out again when the pressure is re- 

laxed. The reason for this lies not in the fact that we 

have seen it done again and again, but in the fact that the 

steel is possessed of "elastic" power. He also turns the 

illustration around and states that we cannot believe a body 

to have these powers without expecting certain effects to be 

forthcoming from their operation. "Our expectation of effects, 

Oswald states, is inviolably connected with the belief of the 

cause, or principle of action" 68 He anticipates Reid here.t 

"When I perceive a tree before me", writes. Reid, "my faculty 

of seeing gives me not only a notion or simple apprehensions 

of the tree, but a belief of its existence 
; 
and this judgment 

or belief is not got by comparing ideas, it is included in the 

very nature of the perception".69 Oswald's position on be- 

lief, therefore not only conforms to the principles laid dawn 

rby: the founder of the Scottish school, but advances. a maturer 

formulation that anticipates.Reids.Essays-t0 'be :published a 

70 number of years later, in 1785. 

68 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, p.137. 

69 Reid, 'Works, Ed. by /Hamilton, p.209; as 
Seth, Scettilstrasah, PP.99-100. 

70 Cf, Bernard Bosanquet, The Essen ' 

quoted.A.±.0 
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ommon Sense and Ident 

All principles of explanation, accordingly, are 

derived, and must be derived from the nature of the 
explaining Self; they are transcripts, so to sneak, 
of its own constitution. To seek to penetrate be- 
yond this is really, as Lot,et'7e sometimes Quaintly 
puts it, wishing to know how being is made. 71 

Oswald's approach to personal identity is to say that 

nary truths have to be taken on the authority of reason alone, or 

else the person taking the contrary view must be pronounced a 

fool. Descartes may have indulged in the folly of trying to 

prove his existence; but even the boldest sceptics seemed to have 

learned from his example, and not only take their existence for 

granted, but actually assert that they believe they do exist. 

"We have the same evidence for our identity", says Oswald, "that 

we have for our exist e nc e; for as W e know, with the utmost uer- 

tainty, that we do exist, so with 'the same certainty" e .know 

that we who exist now, are the same persons we 'were last "week/ 

last 'year, and twenty years backward". 
72 

He then endeavor6 to 

show the nonsense of trying -to,prove such an 'obvious 

observes that in t wenty years time a man may -change completely in 

every lineament of his countenance" and in every affection and 

sentiment of his soul, yet remain the identical person. 
. 

. 

follows up his point 'with the two rhetorical questions 

"What then is identity?, and wherein cloth it consist, 

assuming no satisfactory answers can be given, Says 'tin. this we 

are at as complete a stand as we can be on the most abstruse point 

of/ 

71 Seth, Scottish Ph i losophy, o.105. 

72 Oswald, Appeal, vcl® II, pp 4-5, 
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of religion and morality". 
73 

With a final turn of the screw, 

he says that sceptics either must believe this truth which defies 

demonstration or else give up any claim to sanity. 

To Oswald there is the same perception of the existence 

and identity of objects as there is of Self. He sees the same 

fallacy in contemporary teaching (Hume's74) of trying, to sepa 

Tate substan from qualities as the Roman Church's dilemna in 

holding to a doctrine of the real presence. The Roman Church 

was under the necessity, he averred, of making a distinction. 

Protestants hold such a doctrine to be nonsense. And rightly 

so, Oswald believes. For"it is nonsense to talk of a round, hard, 

smooth, white nothing"; and to be rational, we must "affirm... 

that the houses, trees, rivers, and animals, which we Perceive, 

are not mere ideas, but realities existing without us". 75 

Through Common Sense we come to a belief in the existence of 

Self and the objects around us, and it is at this point that we 

have reached the foundation upon which knowledge can be built. 

Oswald now comes to grips with Hume's view of extension - 

"As every idea is derived from some impression, which is exactly 

similar to it, the impression similar to this idea of extension, 

must either be some sensations deriv'd from the sight, or some 

eternal impression arising from these sensations". 76 

observe/ 

........lowsour swarm 

When we 

73 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, p.5. 

74 Hume, Treatise, vol. I, pp.342 -543. 

75 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, PP.5 -6. 

76 Hume, Treatise, vol. I, p.340. 
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observe objects, Oswald believes, there are a number of things 

which first occur to us. Among these are "figure, :size, number 

and situation". Now, while it is true that we oannPt look at a 

tree and .a house and pronounce one to be exactlyeo many, feet 

larger than the other without the use of a measuring .i.nprument 

we know that one is not the same height as the other. by the -. 

simple act of perception and judgment. In other words, the same 

f ac41tY which gave us the undoubted answer to the quePtion,,-- 

whether we exist or not, also gives the same sure testimony that 

the- objects under observation are not of the same size. Thlis 

he conforms to his predecessor Reid who held "all these 

(qualities), by means of certain corresponding sensations of 

touch,, are presented to the mind as real external qualitiesli the 

conception and the belief of them a.re invariably connected with 

the corresponding sensations by an original principle of human 

,7 
nature". ? 

Common Sense and Psycholog 

To, me ,..the ,psychplogy of .the Scottish thinkers, though 
Imperfect and undeveloped, was yet the fitting purcursor 

the :newer.. psychology which raises questions as 
whole course of animal and human intelligence, and aS tO 
the ,relation of -mental facts to their physical o oAdIAAPnP4 

makes .freauent..:.use of comparative anatomy to :endorse 
, . 

his statements on Common..$ense. It is,.411 the observation of 

animals that we see certain things which we have in common with 

them.- and other faculties which we have, but they do not. , The 

Reid, Inquiry, p . 118 . 

78 Henry Lawrie, Scottish Philosophy _ 

opment, pe8. 
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science of comparative anatomy did a great deal bo broader 

our knowledge of the exact structural differences between 

animals and human beings, he pointed out; but, not enough was 

done along the same line in the study of the human mind. True, 

metaphysicians alluded to the powers of children, idiots, and 

lower animals, but the comparison was not studied with the care 

and thoroughness that fB importance demanded. That is why the 

moral philosophers, Oswald feels, "have not reached a clear and 

true idea of the characteristic of rationality, or of that 

power of rational mind which is its prerogrative, and by which 
79 

it is distinguished from idiots and lower animals". Lockets 

mistake, Oswald believed, was to limit the sOurceof.ourildeas 

to two powers which the animal world also participates in 

If he had scrutinized human inte3ligence in comparison with 

animal intelligence, he would have seen that there were other 

"inlets to the human mind, which the other animals have 

Oswald makes may comparisonsof animal and human intelli- 
, 

gence. Today some may appear quaint in the light or modern 

psychological knowledge. Yet, surprisingly enough, a large 

number would not seem to contradict the findings. He speaks_ 

of the reflective power of animals; and is of the opinion that 

certain actions which they do that excite,pur:::interestrmaywell 

be the result of compoundingl-idiViding,andabStraCting'very 

much in the way we )5.04 elzefIe0704o4i.:.-W01114::-.11Pt:1).e.On'aidered a 

chief dOttnOtiOnbetweenrational kind and animal kind, A - 
..:knowledget. ,..:-- 

79 Oswald, 2..122221, vol. I, },wlr,® 

80 Ibid. P.104. 
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knowledge of beauty, harmony, design that gives so much pleas- 

ure to the rational mind, animals seem insensible to. This 

would be considered a noteworthY distinction, especially because 
not 

it-.s/only of degree, but of kind. 

Under his discussion of animal instincts, he speaks of the 

birds building their nests, beavers their houses, and hens 

sitting brooding over their eggs. "On all these things they 

are utterly ignorant, and we are the spectators, and we only are 
81 

the judges of that perfection of design by which they act". 

Man, on the other hand, knows more of what he is about. He 

regulates things by perception and judgment in a way of which 

inferior animals are totally incapable. "This perception, then, 

and judgment, will, upon the strictest inquiry, be found to be 

the characteristic of rationality." 82 

He disagrees with Lockets contention that the power of ab- 

straction is that which "puts a perfedt distinction betwixt men 

and brutes". No, there is a more perfect faculty which pro- 
- 

nounces upon "the connection which subsists between qualities 

and powers, and the subject to which they belong". If the ani- 

mals had this, then there could be no doubt as to their getting 

an occasional abstraction similar to the way our minds do. 

Animals may see snow, milk, or chalk, and be governed by the idea 

of/ 

81 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, pP.1 7-17 . 

- 82 Ibid., p.178. 

83 John Locke, Fsay Concerning Human Understandi 
(1853), p.94. 
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of whiteness. Yet they have no idea of whiteness beihrt, a 

quality of the objects and the connection of the one with the 

other. It is not readily apparent what Oswald is aiming at 

here, and whether he has any real ground for disagreement with 

Locke at all. It would seem, however, that. Oswald's point is 

not so much to show that animals may have a vague ability to 

perceive abstractions, but mostly to emphasize that the main 

difference between animals and human beings, the most "perfect 

distinction", is that power of perception and judgment 'which 

human beings enjoy and which the lower animals are not 

.Sessed of. This is the recurring thesis that is repeated again 

and again throughout Oswald 's work, Re saw the danger to his 

own philosophical view if Locke's statement was allowed to be 

held. It would be potty in the hands of the sceptics. 

ab 

He follows up this series of remarks on Locke's view of 

ction with furthe discussion of Locke's explanation that 

it is for want of language that animals are not enabled to have 

this power in common with us. No, Oswald would say again. 

"He (Locke) ought to have ascribed it to their not having those 

ideas that are expressed by our language"84 . If supplied with 
, 

- _ :! , 

the necessary organs of speech and the words, animals would not 
- 

ff 

be able to use them with propriety because "they neither have 

nor can conceive the ideas they cOnYSY...having no idea of any 
. ' 

realities that are not the objectsotsense". Oswald compares -"' 

certain/ 

84 Oswald, voie 

Ibid pp.180-181. 
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certain behaviour of dogs and children With1 reference to fire and 

malice, in order to clarify his position. Both dogs and 

..learn that after an experience of being burned by fire, that 

fire is to be shunned. There is a difference, however. The 

child rapidly acquires a knowledge of the "invisible powers" of 

fire, and will, if he desires, employ it to burn others. 

will not do this child and a dog may be equally keen- 

A dog 

sighted, and the dog excel the child in catching.prey. Yet 

the child soon learns about many of the laws of nature which will 

enable him, but not the dog, to turn keys, open locks,.:A44,40 

many Other complicated operations and movements.. "It is worthy 

of notice" Oswald tells his readers, "that brutes never thrust 

one another over precipices, into ponds, or into fire. They may 

do it by accident, but never through mirth or malice as children 

do..."6 . FriestleY would not accept these observations of 

Oswald. 
87 

"As far as I see", comments the discoverer of oxygen, 

"brutes both judge and reason as properly as we do, as far as 

their ideas extend" In this connection he also avers that 

Oswald does not try to answer possible oblections td hiS (0awa ifs) 

theory on the distinctions between human and animal creatures. 

The suggestion that there might be any, Priestley complains, is 

treated with contempt by Oswald. There would seem to be ground 

for such a criticism, but it is partly mitigated by the tone of 

the critic. Priestley detracts from the effectiveness of his 

opinions by resorting to the academic pompousness 80 common to 

eighteenth/ 

86 Oswald 

87 Priestley, 

eal lro3- I, p.183. 

An Examination pp .323324 
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eighteenth cen u y .0- a y. let the, ma ter. rest. 

Therefore, Oswald's Common Sense "psychology" with Its 

emphasis on the study of animal behaviour was in keeping with 

the characteristic method of the Scottish School - that of 

observation, He was by no means founding his philosophy on 

animal phyétOlogy, Like. Reid, he wanted to show in clear focus 

the laws, the principles, and the powers of the human mind by 

the study of human self-consciousness. The contrast of human 

and animal behaviour served as a means of clarifying his DOSi- 

ion, He saw the good work Locke had done, but broke company 

where Locke insisted on steadfastly resolving ell our ideas into 

reflection or sensation. As Professor McCosh so well observed: 

His (Locke's) great work may be summarily represented 
as an attempt to establish by'internal facts the pre- 
conceived theory, that all our ideas are derived from 
sensation and reflection. To the Scottish school 
belongs the merit of being the first, avowedly and 
knowingly, to follow the inductive method, and to 
employ it systematically in psychological investiga ion.13 

The Nurture of ,on Sense 

The question comes naturally to mind at just about this 

stage as one reads Oswald's account of Common Sense, if this 

power of perceiving and judging is such a distinct and helpful 

feature of human beings as contrasted with animal kind, why do 

not men make greater use of it in tice? Oswald gives a two- 

fold answer. 3arstl3!, man has the power to let in the light of 

Common Sense to the amount that nits his desires. He draws 

the parallel 'between Common Senseand the pOwer.--of- Sight. There 

are/ 

88 meCosh Scottish Philosor2hy, 



ar.e .many. maxims whlcha.xe.ae e-geometric. truths; 

but,.:.large num:bers of people give Jittle-Pr:no.aesent to them.. 

1Thei37..e714eT.10e.", Oswald.assures..his readers,_"is..as,..,:clear.....as ....a 

$u nbeam; but as the ey.e.hath a powerof iettin in.more......or. less 

of .the ..light of the...sun, eq the _mind..bath...a power.. 
. 

theSe-trUthS..i.n -greater or less degrees-att:pleasure7- 
89 

1"riest-fl . 

ley4aotes,this passage, and makes it a S.Pringboardor..a;bitf-'- 

or.sarcastic-wordplay...at Oawald's 

.......:-A,44-tkoug.11no man ever. voluntarily...:shutJ1mtiSexter7 
nal eyes, except to relieve them, and make theni-Mbre - 

,serviceahle...to. him afterwards; yet men are,alir.oSt.-:::., 

universally disposed to do this with respect to the 
eye of the. mind, taki particular pleasure in. 

diversion which in the country is :Called blind;matie.7.-. 
buff, 90 

One so familiar with ical,language. 
1 
as Priestley could not 

have mistaken the meaning Oswald was trying to convey by his 

metaphor. Priestley's deliberate and rude bluntness thus de- 

tracts from the force of his derogatory judgm ent that when Oswald 

compares t :opPrat1cn of Common Sense with that of the human eye 

"fact and experience do not exactly-tally with the pre-conceived 
,92 

theory". 

The second answer to the uestion asked,at the oPening Of 

this/ 

89 

9° Priestley, An Examination, p.234. 

Oswald, ALe11, vol. I, p.361. 

91.0f,, Christ,'s words, "Having eyes, see ye not?", 
example. (Mark 8:18). 

92 Priestley, An Examination, 0 232. 
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this section is that Common Sense develops through use and 

nurture. Before this pan take place there., must be,a_realiza- 

tion of the power of wrong habits. . Though me may make people 

aware of truths, and they may see them plainly, they cannot 

adopt them all at once as a simple process. For the vulgar it 

requires no mysterious explanation. "These unhappy people", 

writes Oswald, "are not much accustomed to, think and :ludge".93 

Similarly, even learned folk who have been grown up with a 

knowledge of the various ranks in society and to think of others 

as superior because of family position; yet, though theY knoW well 

that they derive no virtue or honor really from mere heredity, 

they still tune their ears to nobility and raise the family 

erest.94 The pressure of- habit is s considerable-force to 
reckon with. 

. , 

Therefore it is necessary that one should nurture the fac- 

Ulty of Common Sense. And though most men of learning state 

the contrary, Oswald holds that ;ludgment for example, imrroves 

with use. "Do not statesmen, generals, p.hYsician,s, and even 

mechanics", he asks, "acquire an exactness as well as quickness 

Of' discernment, by exercise, which others cannot pretend to and 

which they could not have reached, without 'repeated acts of 

judgment?"95 Oswald speaks of 'progress in, discernment Etbeing 

arithmetical, 
sof 

i.e., according to the number of times it is used, 

93 Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, p.226. 

94,Ibid., vol. pp.346-347.. 

95 Ibid., P13.545-546. 
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so kt shows corresponding improvement. 

Priestley takes Oswald to teak for implyi progres, 

ad infinitum, and because Oswald's view does not take into - --- 
account that man in history has sometimes regressed in knowledge 

rather than advanced. 
(96 

This would be a criticism Well taken 

were it not for one ,thing. Oswald guaranteed suchnprogress _ 

only on the condition that the ,bulkof,mankind take Common Sense 

seriously. The heading for the very beginning of the Appel 
- - 

bemoans the fact that such has not, however, been the case: 

nUankind'An'all ages have paid too little regard to the author 

ity:43fOommon Sense". Priestley:seems to assumethat mankind 

tried it, and failed. Again and aga1n 04wald reiterates 

need of men to give more attention, to that principle. which is 

the very characteristic of rationality (Common Sense). .He does 

not say that all the maxims and axioms of the day are false, 

either. - 
point is that 

The children of this world are wiser in,their gener, 
ation than the children of light; not because the 
maxims,on which they proceed are more evident or 
certain, but because they are more attended to than 
those of religion,... 9? _ - 

Thus hTimplicationH.we could grow_in,spirituality:by giving due 

he1g4,t9,,t,he spiritual truths thaPoire. readily apParent upon the 

simple operation of Common Sense . Perhaps here .... . may draw a 
parallel with Paul's "exerc thyself rather unto godliness. 

for bodily exercise profiteth little, but godliness is profitable 

unto all 

as/ 

things". This cannot be done as quickly and easily 

96 Priestley, An..-Examinatiol 

9..-.0sWaldAppeal, -vol. 1, ..p.44s.;, 

T 7 

Timothy 4: 7-8. 
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so, it shows c.o.rr.es.ponding improvement. 

Priestley takes Oswald to task for implying trogT 

ad infinitum, and because Oswald's view does not take into 

account that man in history has sometimes regressed in knowledge 

rather than advanced. 96 This would be a criticism well taken 

were it not for one thing. Oswald guaranteed such-progress 

only on the condition that the bulk of m.a.nkind take Comon Sense 

seriously. The heading for the very beginning of the Alt_mtati 

bemoans the fact that such has not, however, been the case: 

"Mankind in all ages have paid too little :regard to the author- 

it3r of Common Sense". Priestley seems to assume that ma.nkind 

tried and failed. Again and again .Oswald reiterates the 

need of men to give more attention. to that .principle Which is 
the very characteristic of rationality (Common Sense). .He does 

not say that all the 

either. His point 

The children of 
ation than the 
maxims on which 
certain, but be 
those of religi 

Thus by implication, 
t9 the spiritua 

simple operation of 

parallel with Paul's 
for bodily exercise profiteth little, but godliness is profitable 
unto all things".98 This cannot be done as quickly and easily 
as/ 

maxims and axioms or the day are false 
is that 
this world are wiser in their gener- 

children of light; not because the 
they proceed are more evident or 

cause they are more attended to than 
on. 97 

. could. grow in.- spirituality by giving due 

truths that are .readily apparent upon the 
Common Sense. Perhaps here we may draw a 

'exercise thyself ratherUntO:Sodliness; 

96 Priestle, 
97 --- - Oswald, Appeal, vol. I, p.-228 
98 I Timothy 4: 7-8. 
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as we wish because the training of habit and the blindness 

prejudice are a drag, and slow down the process. Nevertheless, 

Oswald looked forward optimisticall to the day when the major- 

ity of men everywhere would see through the foolishness of 

sophism d make a steadily increasing us, of Common Sense. 

Common Sense and Yerality 

The method and the point of view of Common Sense.is 
essentiallY,an apPeal to the moral consciousness, as 
an all-important and incorruptible witneas Of the 
truth. 10 

99 

Oswald's central theme in dealing with the ethics of 

Common Sense is to emphasize that belief in moral obligation is 

in keeping with rationality. To doubt that we have such obli 

gation is nonsensical. To make this more apparent he asks his 

readers to suppose that some Persian or Indian were to be told 

that the great men of learning were engaged in such pursuits as 

to decide whether Virtue or vice sh uld be 
, Cr in 

like manner asking one another why, or on what groUnds, does 

mankind-accept justice, honesty, and temperance; and not their 

opposites. Certainly SUCh'frienda'froM:the East would stispect 

that people were making sport Ot'thair'etedUlity, and be amazed 

that any'SUCh behaviour-661,11d'tàk6'tiltice'ifi a civilii6d country. 

Tust as Common Sense pronounces immediately on a perception 

involving extension, so it gives a ready answer to certain re- 

lations between two intelligent beings, making it most difficult 

to dvoid "perceiving certain regards reciprocally due from one 

to/ . 4 , 

100 Seth, 3cottis rhilosorhirj n.1n6. 
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to -t 
101 

other". While it is true that there are a variety 

of relations between men, and many which cannot be determined 

exactly. and which often baffle the wisest of men, it is also true 

that there are many affinities which are the result of obvious 

relations, and these come within the score of Common Sense. 

There is also a distinction to be noted, between the ability 

to perceive the obligations incumbent upon us ethically, and a 

"disposition to fulfil" them. Some men ma IT Possess the one, yet 

be completelY lacking in the other. But no man, Oswald main - 

tains, is completely destitute of "all sense of dut 
n 102 

Oswald follows Hutcheson in regard to the acknowledgment 

of the virtuous qualities in others. We may not receive any 

benefit from them ourselves, yet we cannot fail in our oblige- 
. - - 

tian to pay theM due respect. As Hutcheson said: 

Althof we have kind affections ultimately aiming at 
..: the good. of othersI-the success 'of whig1;r4s 1017f--111 

to us, yet our approbation of moral condlict is very 
41,frerent from liking dt_merely as.. the occ4004 of 
pleasure to ourselves in gratifying these kind 
affections. 103 

Oawald holds a simi/ar_viewHwithreferenpe tp:.,gratitu4P, or ,debte_. 

To say one moment that we believe our thanks is due to someone, 

or that there is sortie other obligation to them forthcoming from 

uS:1._ 
and then to, hesitate to follow through0A1Ot only "PhP01cA 

Common Senee", but equally the assertion, "A thing may 31) and , - 

may' not te at the same time!? '1°4 The 

Lathy 
reason why such obvious 

101 Oswald, Appeal, vol. 

102 Oeviala-1, 122221, vol. 

103 Francis HUteheson, A 
-vol. I, p.53. 

104 Oswald,al, vol. 
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truth is. frequently overlooked 1s beoause. the: ass ions often 

cause men to rush through life and follow vain pursuits. All 

that is needed is to remind them of their obligations, "for 
_ 

. 

moral obligation of every kind is an object of common sense105 ". 

Another keynote of Oswald 's ethics in the light of Common 

Sense is that "we have a feeling, as well as a perception of 

moral excellence".1 06 n. his large section devoted to the 

study of "Conscience", Oswald's introduction paysr,..tribute to 

,."that Philosopher, who laboured to bring down-morslobligation 

fremthe thin cold regions of abstract thinking, to its native 

seat, the human heart"; but, at the same time, scolds him 

(whom we may identify as Francis Hutcheson) "for devising a 

moral sense as a supplement to the rational soul; because a 

feeling is not less essential to it than a perception of moral 

obligation". Oswald sees here in Hutcheson the defect 

t Seth observed in Reid08 , viz., that we may have a knowledge 

of sensation signs apart from reference to an object. "A pure 
, - " ' ... . - 

intelligence", Oswald maintains, "is a non-entity". That it is 

possible, of course, to think of ourselves as endued.with purely 

thinking powers minus "any emotions or affections arising from 

the object" of our mind's contemplation. Yet, Oswald asks, 

isn't this a mere "fiction of the brain", which would really 

:find/ 
,. 

5 

. 

107 

108 

Ibid., 

Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, P.235. 

Ibid. 

Supra, p.87. 



nd 13:ttle support fro m ,.,anythi.ng in n.ature 

ngs are amo 

ording to 

different degrees in different per 

ties of mind; -and all who are derer- 

log 

he "most delicate "" of our 

swald. They are found in 

t as the othc...r. f 

have them. At times the moral sense may 

being d 

cu.l 

rational 

totally disappear" as 

when a person is .so severely ill that there seems 

of life. But with the right kind of treatment 

and so it is with the moral seise, 

effective usefulness, 

nity, or u 

and when, 

disorder ", 

is in operation a ma 

ity" will have 

be no hone 

they may recover 

too ̀ äay be revived, to 

c ont emp ing 

certain feeling of 

dig- 

satisfaction; 

on the other hand, he observes "meanness, r .isery, and 

Oswald holds that it is not 

a thinking being to have any other reaction than 

Ile will be disgusted. 

possible for 

appreciation of what gives delight, and dissatisfaction of that 

which induces disgust. " 
"You must always suppose ", he write 

"that rational perception is aceomnanied with rational feeling 

some degree" ,110e also wants it made clear that this 

I sense` is different from "instinct", As illustrative of 

he speaks of the maternal instinct. A mother. deserves no 

special credit , nor do people feel 

.f she takes care of her young 

y special honor toward her 

the conventional ...protective 

careful way. But the picture changes if this same mother is 

confronted/ 



..i:oonfronted with a moral choice.- - 'She hasthe brportunitv to 

indulge In a gay social life and the temptations for the neg- 

lect- of her more serious, duties for the frivolous fads of her 

friends are most alluring. Yet she gives preference: to the 

nurture of her children. "Will she not be allowed", Oswald 

asks - "not only by her family and friends, but by all who are 

endued with Common Sense, to have acted a worthy, a virtuous, 

and a meritorious part?". 

Another point is contained in the illustration reviewed 

above. That is, that "a sense of merit and demerit is essen- 
..., - 

111- - - - 
tial to a rational being". If the mother had taken the 

opposite course her conduct would have been censored. Oswald 
- . , TE- , 

requests that his readers do not consider the discussion of 
. H , 

such things idle refinements, or apprehend that precision 

in our ideas will ca 

Rather, 

us beyond the limits of common sense". 

We ought to know, with all exactness possible, those 
truths that are the objects of simple perception; 
:And- happy it would be for us if: we made these otir 
chief study...All actions, good or bad, flowing from 
A determination of the will upon a free choice, are 
objects of that perception, and pronounced upon 

'without hesitation, on beingfairly.presentectAbLthe 
mind.113 

- 

Having taken some pains to define some limits-. to vhiSVieW1 ' 

f «t he "moral sensail and its ability, to distinguish between 

112 

merit/ 

1 -Ibid. p.241. 

112 
Oswald, Appea 

1131b 

i? 



..' merit.-..and demerit Oswald carried his readers to..thepoint, , . . . . 

wheTe..:eonsideration of the conscience and its province and 

jurisdiction seem most apropos. Though related to the "moral 

112 

sense", conscience is distinct from it. Conscience is an 

awareness of both merit and demerit in the human mind. One can 

operate independently of the other. moral sense malt be func- 

tioning efficiently at the very time conscience is weak or fail- 

ing. It is the "Thou Art the Man" idea which explains how this 

works. But David wasn't the only one, Oswald reminds his 

readers, who was guilty of this strange paradoxical behaviour. 

lie then gives an account of certain characteristic action 

common to so many men. A large number of peoplel says Oswald, 

I.04rn all about virtue, and become especially acute in discern- 

ing its lack in others, but are seldom willing o let their, 

"Menitor" pronounce upon their own supply. The Aesorlpt4.on 

suggests the phraseology of section on "rationaliatiorC in., a 

4 modern psychology text. 11 - 

"Conscience", writes Oswald, "in its 'true and proper sig- 

nifioation, is nothing else than a ()leer decision upon. our bon- 

formity or disconformity to the rule of our duty in well-known 

casesn.115 That is what it is, and is not to be confounded 

with the laws by which we judge, or be thought of as independent 

of God. Thus, according to this definition, there can be no 

such erroneous term as "evil conscience". It applies not to 

the technical criticism of words, but to the cases of right and 
wrong/ 

1'40f. Norman L. 
Human Ad'ustment. 

1150swald, Appeal,v r.254. 

tun, Ps, c_olog, The PlIndamentals of 
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wrong which are widely known. Its meaning is contained in 

the words of Paul, when he speaks of the Gentiles, who, unlike 

the Jews, had no written law, 

"They were a law to 'themselves', in as much as the 
commands of God appeared to be engraven upon their 
hearts; ...their conscience bearing witness, and 
their thoughts accusing or elrcusing them", as they 
did good or evil,' 116 

Oswald reminds his readers that in other places the Apostle 

speaks in language the plain man is used to, "but here", 

comments Oswald, "his account of the natural sentiments of the 

human mind is strictly just and philosophical". Tie summarizes 

the various des or iptions of conscience - "God's2 vicegerent", 

"the voice of God", and "the faculty of reason put into full 

exercise in the common course of providence' as being pretty 

much different ways of saying the same thing. "The differences", 

he writes, "are rather nominal than real". The imprtc i. 
ant 

thing is, not that the discovery is made immediately by God, or 

through the intervention of some subordinate agent or agency, 

but that the discovery is made. The point is not so much "how 

the light comes, but Whom it comes from, and that it has come. 

Oswald gives an example of how the vulgar worry so much over 

the difference between the planets in their regular courses and 
an eclipse of the sun; "hut", he commented, "a philosopher sees 

the hand of God equally in both". 
117 

'the province of con cienCel Oswald holds- that ltle "not 

. 

116 Rom 
, 

s 2:14-15, as quoted Oswald, Appeal vol. TI, 

117 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II pp.256-257. 
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Work i Tedia 

And 

you should do 

he decision on 

not a lewiver, but a fudge ". 

when we try to side -step or 

ourselves from those things which we knew we wer 

do. Oswald points out how conscience is God's 

It ,oes 

excuse 

obligated 

sceptic, while he believes in God, i hear 

judgment of conscience, because he holds such An .intercourse 

between God and the human heart to be the "dreams ,of :crazy 
19 

minds P .:.... 

ßswald' oint is that the Prtr3.burìal" of conscien 

that t'powe ° by which Almighty God executes his moral goverrnmen 

s inescapable and its auth.or°ity is imposisible to decline. 

Men may close their eyes to something, the sight of Trhich gives 

them ̀ pain; and they may side -step or shift to avoid confronting 

their 'faults; but as soon as the object is arely confronting 

them, they "must necessarily submit to the pain" which they have 

ß'so industriously avoided ". In his su :m ary of_ the part con- 

science plays s.s a power of the mind, he lists our points. 

The first states that conscience is not sub i ect to our control 

as the ether powers are. The second posits that the blessing 

of conscience comes from God alone. `'he third holds that it 

operates/ 
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operates in proportion to our 'willingness to comply with its 

orders. And the last emphasizes again, that attempts to avoid 

its decisions are foolish and in vain, -Some) nevertheless, 

will persist in the latter practice; and this gives Oswald 

cause for making some poignant remarks on the "truly pitiable" 

state of mankind. Mention of these will be made later in the 

section reserved for the study of his theological point of view, 

As this chapter on his philosophy draws to a close it may 

be asked, what is the philosophy's order, what is its system? 

There has been little apparent underlying structure. Psychol- 

ogy has been resorted to at will to explain and illustrate, and 

in some places it has gone out of its sphere when compared to 

our modern pedagogical divisions - but surprisingly enough, it 

has walled out very few recent findings in that field, even 

anticipating quite a few. The answer is, that Oswald has not 

tried to make any system. In over-systematization he saw what 

happened to Hume and the followers of Descartes. He belonged, 

to the reactionary group that demanded a hearing for Common Sense 

truths despite the fact that their admission might play havoc 

with some neatly polished system.120 As Professor Seth pointed'. 

out, the 'Scottish School intended to be unsystematic, for Reid 

was of the opinion that "system is merely useful for didactic 

purposes". Seth also was of the opinion that the Scottish 

Conimon/ 

120 
IATh:- ehea Science & The Mod;rn World, pp.-73t74.* - 



Common Sense school had a sound`approac.h to ethics 

The business of ethics 'is to organise into a co- 
herent system our ordinary moral judgments, not 
to deduce from a metaphysical point of view a 
'system of moral judgment which may or may not 
tally with the deliverances of moral conscious- 
ness itself. 121 

116 

Philosophy, 



Ur. hard d that they 

(Moderates) hcd a theolag, '1- be takeliterally and a.s validly 
) 

would be super- 

fluous to dwell at a.ny length on Oswald's theology. Agai.n, i 

applying to 11 ember of this p r. t y 

Oswald were mply to be classified as a 

nullify further discussion also 

"Calvinist 

Oswald., however, 

that ,would 

he pro- 
duct of a conservative Presbyter° an. manse and a century of en- 

He is essentially loyal to the central Calvinistic lightenment. 

teachings of the church, but liberal with regard to some of the 

rence. Oswald belonPsto that 

Cosh described as having made use of 

tenets lying near the ci 

group of Moderates which 

Common Sense to support their theology. Common Sense, Oswald 

always maint 

revelation/ 

s, upplem.ent to, not a substitute for 

Oswald's method and order of treatment of natural 

theology and revelation, provide the basis for the plan of the 

discussion that follows. 

when he takes 'up the problem of the existence of God, Oswald 

is a true son of his century,3 for he believes it is absurd t 

:raise the'quéstion. 

..sacred/ 

"The being of God is 

lCair°ns ,op . cit. p. S7 . 

...'Oswald, vol.I, pp.253-254. 

too obvious and 

In the Middle Ages, "St. Anselm would ;have been distressed 
if he had failed to find a convincing argument' for the existence 
of God...". 

, 
and this, according to Whitehead w a.s the very anti- 

thesis of the eighteenth century. Cf. Whitehead, opcit., p.71. 
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sacred a:.truth"1 he writes, "to be sub,iectedto the re sonings 

of men".4 Throughout his discourse, Oswald is knowingly en- 

deavo4ring to answer Hume. It is Hurae's satire on divines and 

philosophers who have tried to win over atheists by argument, 

that Oswald quotes at the beginning of the section entitled, 

"Of the Being of God". It is Hume's destruction"of the demon- 

strative proofs that inspires Oswald to declare their loss to the 

faith, negligible. To him, our knowledge of the being and 

perfections of God may arise from "simple attention to phenomen 

And it is by no means to be accounted for by a "process of 

reasoning, which passes in the mind without being observed".5 

This is a supposition of an arbitrary sort which, Oswald feels, 

is to be classified among those that give rise to many of the 

false hypotheses by which mankind have been ndsled. One of these 

in particular is that which holds that the connection between 

cause and effect can be proven by a process of reasoning. This. 

Oswald warns, Ilgaye occasion to an ingenious writer to introduce 

an universal seePticism, by exPosing the falsitY of such 

reasoning" ,.6 In conclusion, therefore, the solution is to make 

greater use of "that perception of obvious truth, by which we are 

distinguished from idiots and lower animals" i.e., Common Sense. 

Mere argument will do little good, for an able disputant can 

continue/ 

4 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.50, 

5 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, n.54. 

6 Ibid., p.56. 



continue to withhold assent, and keep o`n 'asking" questions for 

the sake of discussion. Thi;a` would ncat be so ;eas;, Oswald 

contends, the truth were be 'submitted to the judgment of 

the other pei°son by a simple appea.` 

There 

negative one. When 

is useful for putting "the gross absurdity of the contrary 

supposition in its full light". At this point Oswald claims 

that the conviction that results from an analogical proof is 

due not to the chain of reasoning but to Common Sense. 

Cicero among the ancients, and Fenelon and Tillotson 
among the moderns, have given us the analogical reason- 
ing in all its strength; but to a judge of ' discernment, 
the conviction will be found to arise, not from the 
strength of the reasoning, but from the secret` imper- 
ceptible influence of common sense.8 

an adva ntage to nalogioal reasen3.ng but is a 

pplie . to proving the existence of God 

After the same manner when Common Sense exercised it is 

easily perceived that there is a readily obvious difference 

become acquainted with the 

invisible perfecti ©n of God from observing; the visible perfec- 

between "design and no design ". 

tions. Anyone not an idiot 

Oswald hole 

honest with .himself, 

not seriously doubt this. 

In' regard to the yOneness of God the line of argument from 

Common Sense seems at its weakest point. "A man of senses. 

Clswald explained, i rest in the 'belief of one God," till hey 

sees ground to suspect that more than one exists ". If the 

question/ 

Oswald, Appeal, vol, I`., p.64... 

e Ibi.d p 66. 



question "liTh; s asked, the ``answer cones ̀ tuck," 

The _'subject under consideration here is not what: 
. 

, 

men 'may conceivs, 'but what they will believe; and 
we affirm that without 

.. 

good evidence to the con- 
trar,y, common sense will always rest in the belief 
Of that single author pointed out by the phenom:enä, 
and that on all '`subjects it is the province of' 
common sense to banish chimerical Suppositions, 
and rest in the belief of reAliti.es pointed out by 
the works of nature or art® 

There °ore, all discussion on the unity . of Good is unnecess 

and can be justified. only if a person of avowed sincerity con- 

tends that he believes he should pay homage to more than one 

God, and can give plausible reason® 

12Q 

Onc,e admitting the being of God on t uthority of Common 

Sense, a person must next aeknowlede His attributes, or else 

be judged stupid. or guilty óf prevarication. Oswald's ar ;u- 

ment, rums for a space of fortpages., and avers that man cannot 

acknowledge a being of perfection who at the same time can err 
or be unjust® The only exceptions to this, if they can be 

called such, are cases where the badness of men's hearts 

prejudices 

disputings of divines and philosophers over things which should 

not become subjects of, debate, have blurred the issue, It is 

their understanding; or the minute quibbiings and 

in this section also, in a footnote, that Oswald informs his 

readers that the problem of suffering as it effects infants and 

animals, is not a subject that comes 

sense a / 

in the nher., e of C mm on 



Sense. Oswald states his view -point, as follows: 

For ought we know to the contrary, the 'sufferings of 
innocent animals may be strictly due to the system 
of which they make a part, and may be compensated and 
overpaid by benefits derived from the same system; 
but without a revelation, or some data in nature to 
which we have not access, it is impossible to show 
how the sufferings of mere animals may be compensated, 
or should be due to the system in strict .iusticem.. 
To pretend to knowledge we have not, is silly; - and 
to dissemble the knowledge we have, is disingenuous. 
On this account, we may decline accounting for the 
sufferings of innocent animals; but must resolve the 
well- deserved sufferings of moral 'agents to the jus 

tice of God. 10 

The question may be asked, what h 

the other `problems , `namely, the hardnes 

putirigs of divines and philosophers? 

Oswald contends the 

then is Gammon Sense t ..o -: 

of hearts, and .the dis- 

With r'egard tv the first, 

though we 'have not ás clear a perception 
of God's goodness and' justice as we have 

power, "God has 

perfect ions ".' 

Hess and 

Oswald, 

not left himself without 

n every bad heart there 

"if we look into the bottom of 

of his' 'wisdom -and 

witness to his adorable 
is a degree of 'a;ood- 

our minds," writes 
, 

"we .shall <: find a perception with a' ;feeling 

degree , both of the goodness ̀ and` :jus:tice of -aotrA 

in a`ome 

`fh'ese 

latter attributes, Oswald holds, 'are thase which ' mist 'bís 'most- 

carefully understood; "because false or injurious 'notions Of 

the goodness or justice. of God,-_ are more offensive to him, `an.d 

hurtful to ourselves, than any other falsities -We admit into our 

minds". 

As/ 

1 Oswald, Asti, vol. II, pp. 98-99, 

Oswald, 'Appeal, v© pp.94-95, 
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A s to reasonings on the attributes of G,od as indulged in 

by the divines and philosophers, Oswald is of the opinion that 

little is to be gained therefrom. "Perhaps", >he writes, "all 

asoning on this subject ought to be dismissed, and our 

ideas of God ought to be derived immediately from the simple 

testimony of the phenomena, and the express declarations of 

scripture ", 
12 

if this be .done, _he continueg, there is ;natal-- 

Tall ,the ;.danger that the i.deas . y be inadequate, or possibly':: 

inaccurate. Yet, Oswald is quick to add, they will be suffie 

lent to give "us a reason for living, 

our current state of mind. Oswald's view describes our know 

ledge of God as exhibiting growth. Py way of illustration, he 

suggests that his readers compare the knowledge of a child 

1 be r. o1?riate to 

three about his moths th that of a thirteen year oldts '' 

conception of his. The knowledge of both is of equal reality, 

but of different stages of growth. is at this point that 

Oswald finds his chief bone of contention with Bolingbroke. 

"Lord Bolingbroke ", Oswald says rebukingly, "with great appear 

ance of pious humility, has taken upon him to dissuade mankind 

from entertaining any idea of the moral perfections and moral 

government of God; and, with no less appearance of zeal, hag` 

pronounced a severe sentence on all divines and' philosophers , 
13 

from Plato to Dr. Clarke, who maintain such doctrines" 

With a perspective of over a hundred years, 

Cunningham /, 

Dr. Cairns, in his 

Ibid. ,p.88... 

13 Oswald, Appeal, Vol. 
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ningham Lectures, took a position not un. like 'Oswald's "when he 

sc.id, "Among the sceptical writers of this period (Deistic) I 
h ve, wi.th some hesitation, ranked the celebrated Lord Bolina® 

bf°oke, in: spite of his own constant profess on to rank as a 

Theist 
14 . 

know en 

"to fea 

remarks 

Oswald maintains, over against Bolingbroke, that we 

gh ofGod to answer our practical needs, Indeed, enough 

love him, to trust and obey him ". "This ", 

our author philosophy; nd this is common sense ". 

One 'of the broad generalizations made concerning the 

preaching of the Moderate party to which Oswald belonged, was 

that congregations heard lectures on morality :rather..'th An the 

least as 

factors, 

In Oswald's delineation of' men fis giving at 

much respect for Deity as for parents, judges, and ben 

there can be seen something of this strain. lie bemoans the 

state of the times, how men make the 'interests of society the 

sole °standard of right and wrong: how the* regard seriously 

their position and relation to other men, but give little heed 

to their duty towards God. Haying said this Oswald roundly 

exhorts those guilty of such - inconsistency. "We appeal ", he 

writes, "to common sense, and defy them to offer the shadow of 

a reason why. a man ought not to be as sensible of his oblige- 
. 

tions to Almighty God as to any inferior beim; 
17 

And then for 

two/ 

4 Cairns, Unbelief in the Eighteen t.h Century, p.. 

Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.89. 

Cf. Watson, The Scotf3h.e 18th;;:. 

17 Oswald, Appeal, vol. p.115, 
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two pages Oswald enlarges on what he means, comparing society's 

condemnation of a man who endeavors to lessen his obligation to 

his protectors or benefactors by argument, to what should be the 

obviously greater guilt of the person who seeks to minimize his 

obligation to God. He concludes 

This is not reasoning; but it is common sense. You 
may call it preaching; and indeed it is the only 
way in which a man of sense and spirit would deliver 
his thoughts from the pulpit on a subiect so plain 
and interesting: and if it is not fit to convince the 
judgment, which indeed is not necessary, it is fit to 
reach a better end; namely, to touch the hearts at 
least of those who are not past feeling. 18 

The appeal to the heart is a point that Oswald stresses more 

than once in his A22211, and in his sermons. He is of*those 

who reacted against the neat mathematical reasoning of the 

earlier part of the century)-9 Speaking to his brethren at the 

General Assembly of 1766, he mentioned that one of the weak- 

nesses of the age was that ministers were more proficient at 

20 
debate than touching the springs of the human heart. 

Common Sense and Providence 

In appealing to Common Sense in behalf of Providence, 

Oswald makes three points: (1) Created beings live in constant 

touch with and dependence upon their Creator, (2) Providence 

works according to established laws, and (3) All things are so 

ordered as to "favour our pursuit of virtue and happiness". 

The/ 

18 Ibid., pp.116-117. 

19-Cf. Whitehead, Science and the Modern World, Chapter V. 

20 Oswald, Assembly Sermon and Letters, (Sermon) p.41. 
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The first two are designed to meet the erroneous contentions 

of infidels and enthusiasts. Roth of these, according to 

Oswald, represented the extremes. The infidels, on the one 

hand 'were those who would agree that God's providence was 

responsible for the great events of life in the world, but were 

reticent to admit its effect in every minute happening, The 

enthusiasts, on the other hand, held that every blessing, 

spiritual and temporal, came as a special interposition of God, 

unregulated by any special laws, 

Oswald took his position between the two in the true 

moderate spirit. In one of his Letters concerning some points 

in his General Assembly sermon, he expresses to his friend what 

he thinks to be the history of man's attitude toward providential 

care. Men in previous ages, he explains, saw God's hand in all 

events, but were often drawing conclusions from sources akin to 

the sages, i.e., heavenly bodies and omens, This false way of 

thinking, he goes on, has been disgraced and exposed in the 

current age. But now men go to the other extreme; and the pop- 

ular man is he that can ascribe events to anything but God. In 

summing up, he puts to his reader the rhetorical question, "Is 

This Common Sense?"21 

According to Oswald there is a moral as -WelAS natural 

government of the universe, and neither of thes6AAfGod more 

likely to break than the other.- Within these two eamplementsrY 

spheres/ 

21 Oswald, Assembly S 



spheres ;ma. works and exists. Tn answer to those whom he 

designates "ignorant and unthinking" who would say that God 

would have done more for his own honor if he had set the world 

going on its own, like a watch, Oswald claims God had a better 

plan in Nind. In so far 

an set in motion powe 

chanic, a general, or a sta.tes- 

semble the supreme ruler; but 

they are subordinate because any power they have or put into 

The '`power 

itself existed before man was born. Man simply gives 'direction 

and adjustment to ''it So that the point Oswald wants to 

establish over' against his opponents2is that the impor..tant 

issue lies not in the length of time a created being exists 

whether for ages and ages or a moment - but rather the 

impossibility of the creature existing independently from the 

Creator for even one moment.23 Oswald refused to believe that 

there is such a thing as divine interposition and supernatural 

agency in the literal sense. He meets the problem of miracles 

some ch.a:nnel, oTierates, according to established law; 

by saying that they are the result of that "Fiat that first 
called the universe into existence; and that we must accept- 

probably laws known onl7 to God, 

e; but we just are not, or have not 

them realizing that 

and in operation all 

are of them. 

are bound (wrote Oswald) to ascribe the miraculous 
nterpositions, whether of mercy or judgment, that are 

recorded in scripture, to the hand of the supreme 
ruler, because we know no subordinate agent or power 
in nature to which they can be ascribed; but it is not 
improbable/ 

er 

6 

22 Hume and the sceptics. 
23 Oswald Ael, vo l® TT, pp.125 



improbable that superior intelligences may see a 
, 

variety of powers and subordinate agents employed, 
in exact conformity with established-laws 9 in 
producing these effects. 24 

After the same manner Oswald explains New Birth.2 

1g7 

Even 
if 

it is not possible to understand fully God's Plan here, we 

should have no real difficulty in believing in "The total change 

of sentiments and inclinations, with new habits of thinking and 

acting" which can take place in "those who resign themselves to 

his influence". For the subject, if explained on the basis of 

good sense and true philosophy, has a h claim to the under 

standing as many other "productions of nature" of far loss con- 

sequence. New Birth may be brought about without any infringe- _ 

ment of the established laws of nature. illustrate his *Ant 

he likens the change wrought by the Holy Spirit in man, to the 

effect produced by the sun, moon, starsletc. in giving new 

qualities to many subjects in nature. 

Oswald sums up what we may learn of Providential law' throug 

the observation of -nature under two kinds of events. Namely,, 

those which result from known causes, and "with_uniform regular 
- 

ity,resembling the succession of daY and night"4and those which 

come from "unknown causes, in a manner to us as fortuitous as 

the shifting-winds...and both making. essential parts of,tha divine 

government".26 For this reason we should have,respect for them, 

and/ 

24 Ibid., p.129. Cf.also Assembly Berm n and Letters 11±11-ff _13. 

25 Oswald, 111221rAsv Detestabie-and Dangerous, Four Sermons 
, (Sermon IV), pp.44 -45. C.Also Priestley, An Examinatfa7757--- 

298-299. 

26 Oswald, 2.122221 vol. II, p.139. 



and, furthermore, "he on se, who, from a sacred 

regard to the supreme ruler, conforms 

laws with which he is acquainted, and r 

ire for the execution and accomplishmen 

ceed his powers ".27 In 

one hand, 

ng this 

igiously to"tho.se 

ies implicitly on 

of events that ex- 

man expresses on the 

obedience; and, on the other, his faith. 

It is in connection with his view of Providence that 

Oswald reveals the influence on. his thought of the ideas 

popular and current in France and America. One of the 

phrases in which he speaks of our being able to see plainly 

that things are so ordered as to favor "our pursuit of vir- 

tue and happiness" calls to mind a sentence from an histor® 

is docum.ent2Bheld `in high esteem by Americans: "We hold these 

truths to be self -evident...that they (all men) are endowed 

by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights among 

these are life, 

Anticipating the objection that many men are not virtuous, 

and others have been disappointed in the quest for. happiness, 

Oswald holds that these are problems which only arise because 

our knowledge of God's providence is not comprehensive enough. 

By giving attention to the study of virtue and applying it in . 

their lives, men would eventually find the inward contentment 

that comes 

happiness/ 

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ".29 

ight living, And, in like manner, the 

27 Ibid.7 pp. 139-140. 

28 Declaration Independence (July 4, 1776). 

29 Ibid., cf .Documents of American Histor = , ed. br 

Commager, p.101. 



happiness of God is bove mere fame, health, and wealth; and 

"every one who will, in good earnest, enter into his design, 

shall succeed in proportion to his industry". But Oswald 

strongly objects to those who have the "presumptuous curiosity" 

to want to have providence reduced to a scientific explanation, 

readily apparent. It was zealous of writers to try to answer 

infidels with "a connected view of the plan of providence", says 

Oswald, "hut...ws must censure them for their imprudence". 

For support of this contention, he quotes from 3ob31 - "Then the 

Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said, Nho is this 

that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge? &c."; and 

also Pope's 

When the proud steed shall know, why man restrains 
His fiery course, or drives him o'er the plains: 
When the dull ox, why now he breaks the clod, 
Then shall man's pride and dulness comprehend 
His actions, passions, being, use and end; 
Why doing, suff'ring, check'd impell'd; and why 
This hour a slave, the next a deity?" 

If men object that some have wealth and others have none 

Oswald holds that such complaints could easily be silenced; 

"because they flow merely from the lowness of men's conceptions, 

and the false judgements they entertain of the chief good". 
32 

The answer to it all is obedience and faith; and the divine idea 

of happiness and virtue will become more apparent in this life, 

and completely so in the life to come when the "wisdom, power, 

and goodness of the divine economy, shall shine forth in full 

lustre / 

30 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.140. 

31 Job 38: lff. 

32 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.145. 



lustre, and God will be justified in all his a, s", 

Common Sense and Divine c-overnrne 

There's a wideness in God's mercy, 
Like the wideness of the sea; 

There's a kindness in His justice, 
Which is more than liberty. 33 

Moral government according to Oswald, is administered 

130 

according to God's justice. His justice is not watered-down 

or softened to please the whims of his creatures. The ultimate 

end of divine government is not the "mere happiness"-óf men, but 

the greatest possible increase in moral worth. The way God wants 

to attain this end is plain enough, Oswald believes, for men of 

sense to see. First of all, it is to be understood that God 

does not necessarily mean the greatest good for the greatest 

number. Rather, the only "tolerable hypothesis" would make 

"every individual the ultimate end and object of the divihe. . 

government; assuring ,every one, thendevils not excepted,....that-,by 

a due course of suffering, they shall be brought to happiness".31 

Oswald reveals here his alliance with that movement of individ- 

ualism of which Dr. Temple said: "We owe to it the distinctive 

blessings of modern life, but also its distinctive ills".35 

Secondly, mankind should strive toward the goal of moral perfec- 

tion by turning at once to the worship of God. This service 

must/ 

33Frederick W. Faber's hymn, "Souls 
Scatter?", 3rd stanza. 

34 
Oswald, 1=21 vol. II, p.154. 

35 
Ibid. p. Tem 

f Men: Why Will Ye 

Nature, Man and God, r. 
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must be begun immed 

based on the narrow principle of safety and. happiness for self; 

'o due course this will automatically give way to an obe- 

4ience and 107 

motivation.36 

God's 

theme recu 

Government 

unded on a fax broader and more generous 

justice must nrt be taken lightly. This is t 

gent not only throughout th section on Divine 

From his obs 

nks necessary to 

but the Assembly Sermon as we 

vation of his "t 

mphasize. 

,he 1,earned' 

raes this is a truth Oswald 

e 

'Anyone the least acquainted with the writings of 

Oswald remarks, "will observe a zeal and industry 

get rid of the justice of God, .,and may see, at the same 

ao which they are reduced, in 

accounting for the evils that are in the world, without having 
37 

ul attribute ". Parents, Oswald observes 

do everything in their power for 

the happiness of their chi dren; of ten. putting their welfare 

because they are "more 

e, the miserable shift 

recourse to this 

by way of ustr.ation, 

above the idea of justice. Thi 

attached to the childrens' interest than to justice ". But 

there is, according to Oswald, a need to have higher and more 

noble thoughts of the one who governs the universe. It is 

Common Sense to believe that there is an ' obvious difference 

between virtue and vice, sweet and b: 

Common 

etc., and it is 
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Common Sense to believe that God has a far ore rrofound idea of 

goodness and badness than we do. Therefore Oswald feels no 

hesitation in strongly saying: 

Could we suppose, that the love of his creatures ex- 
ceeds his love of justice, we might think he would 
make justice yield and give way to the happiness of 
his creatures. But this supposition is horrid: 
and whatever, through the influence of self-love, men 
may think in their own particular case, it is 
impossible for a n of sense to entertain this 
judgement of the divine administration. 38 

Dr. Temple's study (122, cit.) of the "Cartesian Faux-Pas" puts 

a fresh light on Authority. There seems almost an anticipation 

of the problem in Oswald's effort to get across the need of 

respect for God's justice. Not according to individual whim on 

the one hand, nor on the dictation of a. Church on the other; but 

on the basis of Common Sense man must yield to God's hatred of 

evil and love of good is what Oswald would have his readers be- 

lieve. Throughout the discussion there can be sensed an under- 

current of attack against the sceptics and infidels of the day. 

Oswald is concerned because professional men are holding religion 

in so little respect, and are indulging with abandon in the vices 

of the age. "Shall I mention", he writes, "the inhuman perfidy 

practiced against the most defenceless sex, to their utter un- 

doing, and sometimes gloried in by men of honour?", "Does not 

every one know", he continues, "that though people of this char- 

acter must keep at a distance from those vices which immediately 

affect society, and in which therefore they have the public voice 

against them; yet by freelyeabandoning themselves to others 

equally/ 

38 Oswald Appeal, vol. II, p.159. 
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equally dishonourable to human naturewthey are as much as any 

people the bane of seciety?"39 

The problem of permitted evil Oswald answers by the simple 

expedient of relegating it to God's justice. God allows no 

more evil than is necessary for his justice. We can be sure 

that evil is not simply designed for the chastisement of e par- 

ticular class of people, or for one individual. Ne must simply 

recognize that both good and evil exist; and so are inclined to 

"resolve the latter into his justice, and the former into his 

fatherly affection", contends Oswald. 

In his delineation o the chief end ofmoral government 

Oswald holds that men have enough knowledge of it to realize 

what they are seeking for. That the stipreme excellence of 

moral worth is the chief end of divine government can be summed 

up in two famous and admired sentences so adjudges Oswald), 

namely; '"As gold to silver, virtue is o gold", and '"An 

the noblest work of God" The first of these honest man 

is adequate according te the Common Sense view to silence 

those who would complain about "the unequal distribution of 

external blessings". The second, likewise, is strong enough 

to quiet criticism of the divine government. A belief in the 

latter would substantially change many a man's point of view, 

and / 

p.42. 
39 Oswald, Assembly22Emnand Letters, (Letter IX), 

40 
Alexander Pope, Essays on Man, Epis, 1V, 1. 28; 

Satires III, 1.78, as quoted in Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.171. 
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and certainly correct such a false thought as the idea that 
ere happiness.s the chief end of divine government. 

Keeping within the bounds of the Presbyterian con-fession, 

Oswald explains why men above the level of brutes, whether they 

practice honesty and virtue or not, are nonetheless, aware of 

it. Mankind in the bulk may be out of srrathy to a certain 
extent, "yet", insists Oswald, "there is something in man that 

41 bears testimony to the suprem e, excellence of moral worth". 

And when we compare the man of virtue with the man of vice 

must, in spite of our hearts, acknowledge that the virtuous 
42 

and the honest are the excellent ones of the earth", lt is 
therefore incumbent upon us, concludes the author of the Appeal, 

"to produce as great a number of these, in the highest perfec- 
tion of which they are capable". Both in this life and the life 
to come, we will have assurance by results that this is the 

correct procedure. And with the progress of time as new scenes 

come to light, faculties are Improved, and powers increased, we 
43 will have "occasion to think more highly of the plan of God", 

In this Oswald is displaying two of the tendencies typical 
his time. Dr. Baillie has pointed'OUt 'that men in the 18th and 

19th centuries had an unlimited .dreaíf progreSs." Oswald *as 
Sure/ 

410swald, A 
Catechism and Co 

420swald, 

431bid p177. 

völs-lly i Cf® doctrine of man., 
. , 

ull vol. II, p.174. 

44Professor John Baillie, "The Doctrine of 
the author's class lecture notes Win.ter, 1947. 

Progress' from 
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sure, from the advances in science and learning, that like 

discoveries in merits religious, life, could be anticipated. The 

second tendency was to take over the tenets of the deist faith, 

and make them serve the cause of Christianity a sound to Common 

Sense. As can be seen when compared, Ommald's emphasis on 

virtue, and, the idea of rewards and punishments, are two points 

which resemble a like two contained in Lord Herbert's five 

notitae communes, 

Probam Facultatum Conformationem Praeei.uam Par 
nd 

Poenam Post Hanc V 

In there are many parallels between the doctrines of Common 

' Sense of, the Scottish School, and the common notions of Herbert, 

Oawald, especially, in his treatment of God's ,iustice, is closer 

to Herbert than to Calvin. Herbert acknowledged a chief source 

of his philosophy to be the thought of the Stoics as gain pd 

through his reading of Cicero. 
46 

It is Cicero also that is 

frequently quoted and referred to by Oswald. 

Here we may turn to the words of a modern writer who sees 

in the relationship of deism and moderatism, unhappy results for 

the 

he/ 

cause of revealed religion. "The deist conception of life" 

nnomtlaLLNISOPIOMINIM 

45Edward Herbert, De Veritate,(1633), r.215 and 219; ' I am 
indebted to Dr. Cairn's Unbelief in the Eighteenth Cen D.43 
for the mention of Herbe-77- 

Edward Herbert, De Veritate, trans. by 
Cf. "Introduction", pp.41 -42. 

eirrick IL. Car 

, 
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he tells us, "seemed to make iinpossi.be t.be kinship of man with 

God; implied in such a phrase (for example) as the mystical 
47 

union"® But it is not an underlying unbelief that motivates 

Oswald's use of certain doctrines peculiar to the deists. It 

is rather on the basis of his strong faith that he uses 

a possible starting point to convince those fallen away from the 

practice of religion that they are acting contrary to the rules 

of good sense. 

out, that all of 

Christianity. 

It is to be noted also, as Pr® Cairns points 

Herbert's five truths are acceptable to 

Oswald was endeavoring to start with man where 

he thought man was; and if he could just be persuaded to prac- 
-. 

tice a few of the simple principles of religion (even from sel- 

fish motives) he would soon find himself growing in the knowledg21 

of it, and acquiring a deeper appreciation for its truth. It 

was to be at first, the pursuit of religion for religion's sake. 

Oswald-implied this formula 0 from his discussion .. sof' what hehad . 

observed in other departments of thought; 

The attachments ten'haveevertto-trivolous occupa- 
tions they have long practised, is truly surprising; 
and if you will look to those who have been engaged 
in the fine, or even in the useful arts, but espe- 
cially to those who have been. occupied in aw.av-Of life 
that gives full exercise to their nobler powers, and 

.. . ollsforth. every gener0Us sentiment of the humeMnsoul, 
. 

you will find them adhere to it with vast delight, from 
theyAlaveefAtSOwn..0±0eilence They arnot 

fools enough to disregard the profit or honour that 
:.14RY,::attendit but, 1:ndePen0.1#that, they feel 
youmay see in them, a true and steady, and strong' 

,attachMent to the business for its own sake*9an4AP1 
. .' 

say/ 

117Hector 

MacPherson The Intellect.0 al De elopment of 
Scotland, p.28. 

48Cairns,2/2122112Li.....LL122218LitttELL22ELsy, D.44. 

401Wy italics. 



say, o , that the worship and obedience of 
God is less fi.t to attract, engage, and fix the heart 
of man, is a' mos injurious slander." 

Oswald is .here thus giving support to the 
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of individual- 

ist i.'o thought which, according to Dr.Temple's thes, eüen ' 

ually brought the enrichment o and literature, but also 

"led through various instances of. national 'self-assertion to the 

international Hell or Bedlam of the years 914 to 1918 from 

ch we are now struggling to emerge4Y. id, as for the 

played by religion in steaming the "tide of individual s run 

rampant, Dr. Temple writes: "The check which it might have been 

hoped' that Religion would exercise could not be applied, 

Religion also had become departmentalized, and was by most people 

f egarded as a, private affair between a man and 'his Maker' , so 

that its in if not it's ©nl: concern, was with personal piety 

Oswald's use of the appeal to 

s designed to win men over to duty 

e1igio;r.t fo' oz.'s sake 

For his final point in the 

discussion of divine government is that a ' dissatisfaction with 

one's duty is a good indication that one is not satisfied with 

God's plan. The problem resolves itself into the influence of 

the Will. Men will readily agree God's ways are superior 

to those of Satan, ̀ but when it comes to their opportunity of 

choosing to conform, .any will not budge. "And this in truth ", 

Oswald says, "is the origin of evil, both; natural and moral: nor 

5 is there any possible remedy, but from correcting tie will" 2 

50 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II 

51 Temple, , cit . , pp. 76-m7° 

520swald, Appeal, vol. 

rn.°f_R5, 
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If perplexed by the difficult problems raised by the writers of 

the age men should apply the same rules of good sense that they 

use in other weighty matters. gust as the farmer does his 

work, tilling the soil, planting his crop and so on, with depend- 

ence upon providence for 

ought we to apply oursel 

anyone will just attempt 

he will receive ample he 

the ult 

fection, 

strongest 

battle is 

the increase and not the planting; so 

es in the acquisition or virtue. If 

the experiment, Oswald assures him that 

p from God. For it follows that if 

te end of divine government is the utmost moral per- 

hen a man who fights for this cause is surely on the 

side. The prospect of what can happen when the 

won comes in for brief mention by Oswald also. It 

- 
' = 

will be "grand"; "for", he writes, "the beautiful allusion to 

one travelling over the Alps is no less applicable here than to 

our progress in science, as it is 'impossible to conceive the 

height to which an immortal spirit, delivered from the bondage 

of corruption, may be raised". 
53 

And with a crescendo Oswald 

concludes by telling his readers that they may get some grasp 

of it all in Longinus's ("that noble critic") account of the 
.., 

"sublime". 

"Nature never designed man to be a groveling and - 

ungenerous animal, but brought hjm bit° ltre., and 
placed him in the world, as in a crouded 
not to be an'idle spectator, but spurred only an 
eager thirst of excelling, ardently to contend in the 
pursuit. Of glory. --For tnie purpose, she Implanted in 
the sou). an invincible lcre'cr-grendeur;,end a constant 
emulation of what seems nearer to divinity than him- 
self. Hence it is that the whole.universe is not 
sufficient for the extensive reach, and piercing . 

speculation of the human mind. it passes the bounds 
of/ 

53 Oswald Ap2221, 



of the itteria1 world, and launches forth at 
pleasure into endless space"'. 54 

Common Sense A plied to 
Ortho ox heolo Joel Doctrin 
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Oswald, as he -explains.: .in his Con. cInsion, puts the most 
, 

emphasis:. on natural religion, rather than revelation. Blit 

there is considerable! overlapping as he deals with,:sucli 

as the Divine Person Of Christ, the AtoneMent-,.. ant1::.Grace 

r:elat ed to Common. Sens e None of these come.:undlen.A,J.iiain: . 

division. or chapter of their own, but are to be found- under 

broader:. headings 4,- and scattered- throughout the liLn..25L11. 

U:Iarly the second.. volume. Oswald does not hesitate 
use. of. the- data of.':reveIatiortto,..st.rengthen-his..9Ormion:,.:aerite:ff 

appea.1.:..t0. natural religion. ......-Hebrings in; the:,,...tirst.::;:.:..topie 

mentiorted above - the Di.7.virte Person. 

wi.th:.,,hirs point that J.:than tha7.t.Trnan. 

stant dependence upon the :divine:: will _ netrworttiv.haf..;.,..4tny!::,.::..:, 

person possessed rationality Here le: takes. the offensive 
55.. and hurls a shaft at. the deists of the Aft er the method 

he begins:- his. .- footnote; :with., a:;:;.tett...;,..troitt Scripture, 
"As the ,f.astheri. hat h 

to hava in himself" text.,1:hen 

But the Son of God derives life from the Father in 
a manner totally different from erection; and which 
we! 

54Ibid.. p. 
t1/4 

55 Mort on S. 
pp. 221-222. 

56John 5 : 2 

178, Cf. 

Enslin, "Deism", Encyc lopedia of 

as quoted in Oswald, Appeal, vol, I p.126.. 
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we neither understand, nor have occasion to inquire 
into any further than necessary to assure us, that 
he is of a rank as much superior to created beings, 
as he hath obtained a more excellent name than they. 
Of him, therefore, it is said, that he hath life in 
himself, even as the Father hath life in himself. 
But of us it is said, that in him we live, and move, 
and have our being: and the same may be said of 
every order of beings who are brought from nothing by 
the sovereign command of AlmightyGod.57 

Priestley takes Oswald to task for this view of the relationship 

of God-the Father and God the Son, criticising him for "soften- 

ing and obscuring the problem by he mere use of words, e.g., 

saying derivation is different from creation. Besides, goes 

on this great leader of English Unitarianism, "I suspect that 

our author's philosophy and systematical theology do 'not-per 

feetly tally". To prove this point, he argues that the Church 

of Scotland catechism to which Oswald must have subscribed in 

order to get his living, "says that the three 'persons In the 

godhead are of the same substance, equal in rower-and glory, 

which I (Priestley) should think to be hardly consistent with 

the notion of the Son deriving life from the Father". 
58 

Im- 

fairness to Oswald it should be noted that his aim in this 

passage is not primarily to deal with the problem of the equal- 

ity of the Father and the Son, but to stress the fast that we 

human beings live, move, and exist in dependence-up-on God. 

We do not have our being because of aarselves-but because' we 

are part of God's creation. Oswald' candidly confesses. .that-he 

does not'understand how Christ derives- life from:the Father¡ And 

does/ :. 

57 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.I26. 

58 Priestley, An Examination, pp.304-506 
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does not believe it is a question calling for explanation 

before one can believe. Priestley can be said to have a legit- 

imate complaint in so far as Oswald has not made an attempt to 

define what he means by "derived". Yet, as was posited above, 

Oswald is expounding a different point, and does not feel called 

upon to give a lengthy explanation to qualify his exposition. 

such of Priestley's comnlaint grows out of his own pre- 

conceptions concerning the Godhead, and, as much as admits the 

orthodox soundness of Oswald's view, when he caustically 

summarizes the application of Common Sense to the doctrine o 

the atonement. "With respect to the doctrine of Stonetent", he 

wrote, "our author's common sense deeideselikewise 
59 

in ravour of 

orthodoxy, which is a great happiness, as it saves him the 

trouble of considering and answering a great number of shrewd 

objections to that supposed doctrine of Scriptureu. 

Common Sense and Self-Pet 

It is in the discussion of moral obligation and the prob- 

lems it raises in regard to freedom and determination that we 

find one of the best thought-out sections of Oswald's work. _ 

In certain respects it bears some anticipation of the excellent 

insights Dr, Temple brought out in his Gifford Lectures. Basi 

his position on Scripture and Common Sense, Oswald holds that we 

are faced with certain duties; that we have alreadY been gives 

the power by God to carry them out (therefore, it is foolish, to 

wait for a sudden inspiration or interposition from on high); 

and/ 

59 
MY Italics. 

60 Priestley An Ex 0 ination pp.306 -307. 
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and that we will grow more sure of having ch . n rightly es we 

experiment in the doing of what we ought. On of the chief airs 

Oswald has in mind is to acquaint men with the fact that they 

have a power of self-determination that they can and must use 

"Otherwise", he writes, "all that has been said, or can be said, 

in favour of virtue, must go for nothin 61 g:. It is at this 

stage in his argument that Oswald endeavors to point out some of 

the false conceptions men have of their ability to avoid certain 

vices and carry out certain duties; and where Priestley takes 

him to task for his unorthodoxy. To substantiate his criticism 

Priestley quotes the following passages from the Appeals. 

Take one of the vulgar aside, and point out to him 
some duties he neglects, and some vices he indulges 
...Be will acknowledge the fact, but will conclude 
that till God work it in him he can do nothing... 
To alledge the necessity of an interposition which 
we have no reason to exnect, and which one in an 
hundred is not favoured with, is a heinous imPiety: 
for it amounts to nothing less than a declaration, 
that the supreme being looks on, anl sees ninety-ni 
:f .a . hundred perish for want of an interposition 
which is necessary to determine them to do the riatt 
and shun, the wrong.'" 

"This", says Priestley, "is certainly very sound Arminien doc- 

trine, but very unsound Calvinism. If our author holds his 

Scotch living, I hope he will explain, in his next, how he can 

do this, and keep clear of a dangerous refinement, and prevar- 

ication in matters of e gion."63 mat is unfortunate here is 

that Priestley has chosen these passages without a #ai-r, strmala- 

el of the whole cont ext of the section from which theY eons. 

As/ 

6 
Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, 

62 Ibid., passim pn.208 -212. 

63 Priestley, An Lx aïan.ation, n.311. 



As the discussion of freedom and deteriinatiönproceeds, we 

shall try to rthow that Oswald ' s Intent was not ress un- 
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limited freedom of choice and complete freedom from divine con- 

trol. t was, rather, an emphasis on responsibility with the 

power a 

making 

saying, PYv 

operative to meet 

t Of all, Oswald. wanted the 

he time to be plainly faced. 

on erro excuse 

Yen were as much . 

can't help it's, when they over-drank, or played a 

aming, or indulged in the numerous vices of the times. `` The 

vulgar were twisting the doctrines they were taught so as to 

blame God for not interposing at the right moment to keep them 
. . 

straight. The learned also were excusing their conduct on the 

ground that if they were inclined to do something, and no strong 

, 

fighting a.mpulse was fihting a;a.i:h.t it from within, the they really 

couldn't do much about it. To attacithese faulty suppositions 

Oswald chose his weapons Scripture and Common'`' Sense. The 

latter' readily showed the nonsense of such a'"thought as that 

which asserted that there could be an obligation to-God without: 
.. 

the power ' to fulfill it. The former gave graphic illustration 

of; the`' cohsequsncss to be expected when such self-evident `truth 

was ignored. For an example, .Oswald referred tó the parable o 

the ten talents. On studying its teaching it would be seen that 

the .nan who received the single talent ' "was punished with sever-- 
64 

ity* for not making the improvement that was due and expected ". 

Oswald s/ 
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Oswald's stress of the power of self-determination in 

matters or vice and virtue reveal the Aristotelian influence. 

The, beginning of his argument recalls Aristotle's words, 

Therefore virtue depends upon ourselves; and vice 
likewise. For where it lies with us to do, it 
Liles with us not to do. Where we can say no, we 
can say yes. If then the doing a deed, wh-1,Th is 
noble, lies with us, the not doing it, whic'n 
disgraceful, lies with us; and if the not IoIng, 
which is noble, lies with us, the doin, iS 
disgraceful, also lies with us.65 

But all of this, Oswald would say, is the result of the Process 

of reasoning. And what has been overlooked is the observation 

Qt. the phenomena of every day life. For examPlet- men are 

seldom lacking in a power of self-determination if there are 

'high enough stakes to be won, 'Give the covetous man hint 

about gain, and you command his will", writes Oswald. "Point 

out", he continues, "a path of preferment to th.F., Pmhitious, and 

he will not be stopped 'by difficulties". These are events 

which the modern philosophers and divines seemed to have over 

looked, cont in s Oswald, when they declared that if given a 

willing they could convert all mankind. But he would not 

have h'is readers despise the work of these thinkers.. "For 

they", he defends, "have done good, though not s.11 the good that 

might have been done,' or may yet be done, under.,a better ,direc- 

66 tion". By ,way of illustration, he says "A, 

naturally disposed to the practime of virtue will, as tar as his 

natural/ 

65 Aristotle, The Nic omachean Ethics, (Book 
- 

trans. by Peters, 1881, p 4. 

66 Oswald, Appeal, vol. ii, p.226. 



natural diepösïtion goes 
. 

. ... 

. , yield to the reasonings And 

any one duty to 'which he ha uctions; if there 
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: 

iatural aver on... he is not to be won by r;ason.ing" . 

What he 7..p then had Oswald philosophy for he guidance of 

the power of self -determination? What could it say to those 

time who excused bad conduct ̀ bp ascribing their 
:. 

inertia to the .. lack of divine impulse, and thus' their inability 

to do anything about it? aswald.'s two-fold answer was Common 

Sense and good ̀ tutorin.g. In b'o of these, it seems to us, '.he 

men 

has somethi ornmon wi h W iam Temple. FirstlY, his 
. ,. 

Common Sense solution, we recap. 'that' Oswald asserted that we' 

admit á' 'moral oblige.tiòh- bUt n.ot the 
, 

power sufficient to fu it;' This seems to us to': sàmeWhat 

anticipate Dr. Temple' 's éta,tement:': 

'betray COIT1ti].t)n ns e 

In respect of the mutual relations of the morel agent 
and his environment the famous ?antun declaration is 
justified, '1 ought, therefore I mar, for no onvi:ront- 
ment can compel me to fail in duty or to do what du.ty 

68. fortids. 

Bùt, though we have the self -deter ìIning 'power, going to 

be the means of making us use it in willing virtue rather than 

vice? Dr. Temple has pointed out that he noted a "survival of 

the old faculty psychology" in a letter from Bishop Gore holding 

that ,_ the existence of a, /central core of personality' was some- 
- 

thing which 'philosophy must take ever from common sense', and 

in like manner the existence of a Will is regarded as something, 

which/ 

67 I i, 
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whioh everyone .recognises and can only-be denied at the risk of 

absurdity" 
69 

Dr. Temple felt this to be the result of simple 

introspection which conceived the Will by abstraction, and thus 

opening up the conception to insuperable difficulties. . 

solution was to re-define Will as 

Not an aboriginal endowment of our nature, but, 
something in the process of formation throughout 
life under the influence of our environment...It is 
the name for our personality so far as that is 
integrated. 70 

Thus education (in Dr, Temple's opinion) is pointed toward 

the guidance of the process of integration. Desire by itself 

was disorderly) and was responsible -in - no small - measure Of the 

need of education. The educational scheme had to eontinue for 

all of life, not just for a moment:. it was going on 

it was possible to note in a schoolboy, for example, differences 

of reaction under changed environmental conditions. "For this", 

Dr. Temple remarked, "he (the schoolboy),is.sometimes, accused of 

hypocrisy; but that is unjust"; for his reactions can differ 

widely yet be "perfectly spontaneous and sincere...He is not to 

be treated as having a perverted will, but as having a will in- 

completely formed". 
71 

we have gone into some in outliningl-as -we see th 

some of Dr. Temple's views on the subject of-theWill:and the 

training of it, because we believe they have, as has been 

mentioned/ 

69Gores, Can we Believe, pp.151 -1561 and a Letter from 
Bishop Gore to Dr.Temple, as quoted in TemPle, oP.eit..Pp.230 

?Om emple Ibid. r.235. 

Ple. or. cit. P.23 . 



mentioned above, some parallels with Owid's thought on the 

same cOestions. Oswald has by no means dealt with t he issues 
so deeply or so forcefully, but his contentions could, in part, 

be found to harmonize. This seems especially so in regard to 

tutorial guidance Oswald's answer to the problem of getting 

a person disposed to will that which is good, is to put him under 

the guidance of a capable tutor: 

A wise parent will not trust the virtue of his child 
to wise rules...but when he sends him out into the 
world, will provide him a tutor, if he can afford the 
expense, and one too of fidelity and capacity, who 
will watch his behaviour, give tireous information of 
danger, check his forwardness, stimulate his good 
dispositions, urge him to his duty, and, in one word, 
form and train him with judgement and tenderness. 
He will not trust the good advices; though this he WI. . 

not neglect; but at partinp, will nut full in his view 
the ability, fidelity, and good disposition of his 
tutor, with the need he has of his advice, and the 
dangerous consequences of acting presumptuously, or 
undutifully towards him; and will lay more stress on 
ossessin his son with a lust sense of all these 

ngs, than on any other method he cou take to 
form his conduct. Here then is a model fit to be 
copied by divines and philosophers, and by all who 
undertake the arduous task of forming mankind to 
virtue. 73 

Oswald'believed that teachers, ministers, educattirg-,-etc. 

should think of the human race, especially those not et having 

a character approximating -virtue, as i'thoughtless, giddy, forwarl 

youth, whose natural bent is to'-PléSsure, and who do'not'IOVe 

restraint "74- From this starting point the aim of these 

leaders/ 

72 
My italics. 

73 Oswald, 1.221.a.1 vol.II, pp.227 -228. 

228. 
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dens s rind be to put under divine .guidance all 

ve stage. 
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Thus Oswaldt s object in describing the 

work of the tutor is to illustrate from every day life the need 

men have for some direction outside of themselves. 

thus 'conditioned" 

chap 

The readers 

now ready for the key thought of the 

All the means of becoming virtuous should certainly 

be employed. This i especially necessary in order to "avoid 

the imputation of enthusiasm, the great bugbear of the present 

times; and all will fall short without a 'friehd" to .help and 

stimulate one onward. There is but One i:n the whole ''u 

Oswald explains, who can fill this capacity; an e E'must 

v rse 

therefore look on every hypotheses in favour of virtue as fan - 

75 
tastical, that does not lead us 'to God" The relation of 

God to the human soul "is one of real intimacy He knows in 

advance, Oswald contends, 

we will meet dan 

deviation from the ht. 

is motivating our souls, where 

in we 

Thus it 

make even' a slight 

obvious ; t ha at he only c an 

help to take the proper precautions in time, and provide the 

necessary support in difficult circumstances. Far wiser than 

any human tutor, he knows all of the artifices and devices we 

,will employ to avoid duty; and "he alone i.s possessed of the 

skill of reconciling the w 1 to the object of its aversion, 

.. without the least infringement of its liberty" 

ald reminds us that the pourers of nature are still to be 

regarded as useful in the acquisitionof virtue; but without 

thos.è insights and intimations that come through God' 

G)swal.d;Apmá1, vol 
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or through the personal discoveries which some are favoured with 

or some heeding of the events which tend to reclaim, us from Our 

errors and which can be ascribed to God, all the natural powers, 

"were they more in number, and greater than they are, will be no 

better than the gigantic strength of a coward, or the treasures 

of a miser". 
-76 

In concluding his thoughts on this section Oswald seems to 

answer the objection of Priestley, raised earlier in the course 

of this discussion - that man is completely self-determining - 

for he says, 

In a word, men must not be suffered to forget that 
they are in the condition of children under age; 
who, trained by God, may rise to an inconceivable 
pitch of glory and happiness; but, left to them- 
selves, must sink, alas they commonly do, into 
folly, vice, and misery. 
We are put under the direction and tutelage of the 
Holy Spirit, who, being intimately present with all, 
observes the manners of good and bad, and treats us 
as we behave towards him. 77 

On the surface it seems to be a contradiction of his earlier 

statement, that men should not excuse their inaction because 

they have felt no direct impulse from above. But the reason 

the apparent paradox is understood more clear17 when one exam- 

ines a passage from his fifth sermon on the General Judgement. 

He quotes Paul's advice on the importance of obtaining wisdom - 

"If a man lack wisdom, let him ask it of God, who giveth 

liberally to all, and upbraideth not; and it shall be given hie, - 

but is quick to add that we should not expect God to give us 

wisdom,/ 

76 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.233, 

7r/ Ibid. pp.233-234. 
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wiscio without our "using the ans of getting it which he :hath 

prescribed". ifVVha t I mean is s" Oswald told his hearers, 

'that amidst all you do to acquire wisdom, vou never . get to 

apply to God for this ft: for in truth our .wisdom.-a, of little 

worth...therefore, if you will -resolve to get wisdom, and to 

accompany all your endeavours with constant and ea .r.nest supplies, 

tion to God to endow you with wisdom. 

pr. ovement of what you have hee rd" .78 

orlon Sense and the Future 

1 be a good <im- 

e. 

But that there was a future life in which rewards and 
punishments would be meted out for the virtues and 
vices of this present life was, in the eighteenth cen- 
tury, as firmly believed by the most extreme; rational- 
ists as by the most orthodox churchmen,79 

Os lçi belonged to the latter group ,- the ,orthodox. 

churchmen. Hls sermons on the ,:General .xudgesnent point in, no un- 

certain terms, and with copious proof texts, to the nature of tip 

flames of Hell for those who are damned, and the -.joys awaiting 

home. Of the the redeemed who are to have Hea 

.latter. he, preached, 

Sorrow and sighing fly away the moment -you-enter this 
blessed place; and the Lord Jesus Christ, it is said, 
will wip.re all tears from the eyes of the sa,ints..,; 
There will be no night there, no storms or tempests, 
nö mists or clouds to intercept the light of God's 
countenance from. those who love him, nor any obtruc- 
tion or impediment; to the exercise ,óf t:hat love, thaat 

gratitude, that praise, that cheerful service, which 
they ;will- perform to the King of Kings.;;; 01 .my friends, 
_all language, all thought, fails me -here. 

en as their 

d, Si.x: Serrrtons on the Gen 
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lacking .n. emotion and feeling. 
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Even in cold print the wo 
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mth. Oswald 

was no less convinced that the judgment of the damned wa. 

as bad as that of the righteous was to be good. tI 

text which he used for the exposition of the destiny of the 

he lot it- ghteous also took to remind his listeners 

be 

ing the damned, 41And these shall go away into everlasting pun -` 

1 
but the righteous into life eternal . The descrip- 

tion o 

less 

above. 

r. 

he tortures and flames of everlasting punishment are no 

d than the account of the opposite conti tion quoted 

Of the punishment awaiting those who are banished fro 

presence of Christ Oswald preached: 

Now to feel pain in every part of the body, as must be 
the.case,. of those who are plunged in this ,..lake.: of fire, 
and to have our vitals gnawed perpetually by the wort 
that never dieth, and our ears continually assaulted 
with the weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth, 
of all around us, gives an idea of misery, to which all 
that we can suffer here is but a faint resemblance, 
and of which they are but dark presages and forerunners. 

In his Appeal Oswald also has a lengthy section on the 

e, and it is his aim to show by Common Sense that the 

ridicule a.nd contempt poured upon the idea of exact retribution 

in the future life for virtue or vice in this, is without 

support from any men of sense. Three names 'come under review 

and Shaftesbury. Of the last Oswald 'wrote, 

to take notice of the manv rash 

Bolingbroke, Hume:, 

It might be 
attacks/ 

e 

82 Oswald, 
pp.55 -56. 
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attacks on the doctrine of future retribution 
made by Lord Shaftesbury in his Characteristics. 
But his Lordship hath fully answered himself in a 

k few pages of his Inquiry; to which the reader is 
referred.83 

a 

Hume is censured for agreeing with Bolingbroke in the 

criticism of philosophers and divines in their accounts of the 

nature and perfections of God. While Oswald agrees that no in- 

ference can be drawn from a chain of reasoning from nature con- 

cerning these things, he holds that to be no excuse for our not 

acquainting ourselves with him. "His wisdom, power, goodness, 

and even his justice", Oswald writes, are manifestly displayed 

in the economy of nature, are as much the objects of simple Per- 

ception, and, to an attentive observer, are as clearly seen by 

the eye of reason (Oswald's reason"), as external forms are seen 

by the bodily eye", 
84 

At the present we do not by any means 

have a full exposition of God 'a justice, Oswald explains, but 

that is not to be until the time of retribution. Then, as is 

consistent/ 

83 Oswald, A eal, vo1.11, p.301. The reference is probably 
to Shaftesbury's ection on the "Future State". It is of inter- 
est here how Shaftesbury defends a "friend" for taking issue 
with the idea of "rewards and punishments". "How can our 
friend be judg'd false to Religion", he asks, if this is the sum 
of all (he says): 'That by building a Future State on the Ruins 
of Virtue, Religion in general, and the Cause of a Deity is 
betray'd; and by making Rewards and Punishments the777Ticinal 
Motives to Duty, the Christian Religion in particular is over- 
thrown, and its greatest Principle, that of . Love relected and 
expos 'd'". Cf. A: Shaftesbury, CharIILTILItTEEELpfMDAL 
Manners Opinions Times, (1711), 75 1 ;777777T, 

, Appeal, vol. IT, p.293. 



consistent with Common Sense, 

e a 

may with su: 

therefore ", said Oswald, 'with Mr. 

other free- thinkers, in dismissing all reason 

subject, but require 

tes,: at 

upon this 

t they cannot justly refuse, : their 

regulating their ctions.by such plain notices as the,y have of 
85 

the divine nature and perfections". 

Bolingbroke 

to be deal 

his criticism. 

in order on our 

th, was the writer to whom Oswald devot 

Oswald believed it most consist nt to 

e last 

st of 

champion the ̀ being and providence of God on the one hand , a 

decry on the other, "our natural notions of mora.l governments 

together with the expectation we have 

of our good and evil actionstt.86 

but ion 

t was such a parad 

Oswald noted by way of illustra:tion, that was h 

believed in immoral. gods. 

Bolingbroke to task. 

by those 

On three other cor7nts Oswald takes 

Firstly, Oswald assert that Bol imgbro: 

overthrew the opinions of the scholast.iCs, and wry. 

basis for truth in their place ; peremptorily d 

ideas` of the moral perfections and moral. gvvernr, 

with our natural ̀ hopes and fear,s of °'r 

future state ", thus assurni authority to which no men f?: 

en.se would submit. Oswald does not eat that Bol'i;gbrok 

n out uses to admit that God has the n 

da and punishments., but 

d p.276 . 
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WO: cannot be sure that he will do so without some revelation 

to prove it. The following passages from Bolingbroke seem to 

give light on the position, 

He (God) made us happy here. He may make us happier 
in another system of being...Since then the first 
(immortality) cannot be demonstrated by reason, nor 
the second (death) be reconciled to my inward Senti- 
ment, let me take refuge in resignation at the last, 
as in every other, act of my life. Let others be 
solicitous about their future state, and frighten or 
flatter themselves as prejudice, imagination, bad 
health, or good health, nay a lowering day-, or a clear 
.sunshine, shall inspire them to do: let the tran- 
quility of my mind rest on this immoveable rOCk, that - 

my future, as well as my Present state,are ordered 
by an Almighty and Alwise Creator; and that they are 
equally foolish, and Presumptuous, who make imaginary - 

excursiOns into futurity, and who complain of the - 

present. 87 

Secondly, Oswald complains of Bolingbroke's bringl4g1113,for 

no occasion, the fact that our perfections are as different 

from God's as the finite is from the infinite. This, Oswald 

argues, can not take away from the fact that we know enough of 

His justice that we can be sure He will hate the wrong and love 

the right. This is Common Sense. And thirdly, Oswald resents 

the way Bolingbroke listed philosophers and divines from Plato 

to Clarke as visionaries because they indulged in reasoning 

about future retribution. While Oswald would admit that these 

thinkers/have tried to prove by the subtleties of logic, what 

was obvious to the "natural dictates of the rational mind", they 

were no more guilty of reasoning than was the Lord Viscount 

himself. "The truth", so Oswald sums up his own view, "is that 

all/ 

-if -,4 

87 Henry St.Xohn Bolingbroke, Philoso hical Works, 
v01. IV, pp.397 -398. 



all mankind are accountable to him who gave "andupho heir 

being, and bound to hold themselves at all times in rsad inetts 
. 

to 

88 
11 their actions . render him an account of 

To Oswald, the idea of 3.odkzng forward to a 'future e 

wj.th rewards and punishments, was such an obvious truth, that he 

saw no necessity for.resarti.ng,.e.ither ta. $ demonstrative or a 

revelatory proo f . .A.pa.rt .. from them .b n. Sense led one 

to naturally expect it to be so. And, while f was t ifhe.t 
there was cause for halding. that virtue had an innhte eat y 

its awn, we were foolish to slight what the conse ences of 

an.d,, virtue .. in this life and the ° ght be. It was :f 

rds: and .onar;e at band easier also to be influenced by the rei 

than by those in the future, which are.. c 

mechanical working for a reward was ent 

praise of ..man nor.. of_ God. Oswald refi: 

glory and happiness : of another 

hope of selfish gain. ....... Rather, 

wonderfulness of the Future Sta . 

derived from the free , and fre o uen:, 

painful, exer tion of our nobler piawe?"s 

few 

t of sight. e were 

led n th.e;:. 

sed to 

vated pres:. 

of_ *ne:li.ef ;. in 

i nisg the III 

en the l0 
rtionS to wit 

are. deemed rat? anal and manly; nd discover 

mind, and grand.eu.r 

of, eseem and_ love wth o4 and 

f character which make on a opt 

d 

8 Oswald, 

Osws ld, Anneal 

val. 
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had answered the chief arguments of the sceptic s nnd.,f'ree,r, 

thinkers,, viz. tha.t belief in the ;,idea of ,rewards. and :-punish-. 

nts in 

tue. 

ure ife was ,conducive to vice rather than vi.r- 

Com.en Sense and Re a 

Scepticism could only be overcome, without loss of its 
element of truth, if there were presupposed an absolute 
cemm.unication of truth which excluded man as agent. 
It would be truth. that - retained t.he sentence that 'all 
men are liars' - i.e., that no human assertion as such 
merits the predicate of "true ", - without thereby' 
involving itself in self - contradiction. 90 

which largely calle 

Appeal in the first place, so he informs in his 'Conclusion" 

He had been conscious of the 

e age, and wanted 

e amount of impiety and irre- 

place the blame for 

result he found that the work of the sceptics and free -hinke 

of the age was playing a major part in weakening the faith. He . 

held that f it could be shown how foolish; and false - ;their ;- asser- 

tions were, then men would be better; prepared to judge of pri, 

mary truths. The instrument for this task was applied Com.°on. 

Sense. "It may appear - strange ", he writes, "that so much of 

this Appeal should be taken up about the primary truths of natur- 

al religion, and no care taken to vindicate the truth of 

Christian revelation`. ` He gives as his exrlanation the fact 

that controversy on the subject had undergone change just a few 

yea.r.. 

9 °> Emil Brunner, The Phi: 
Farrer and Woolf, p.101. 

0swald, Appeal, p.357. 
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years previous to his writing. "Dean Swift", he says, "who 

knew well how to say a shrewd thing, observed some tine ago to 

sceptics that their reasonings against the truth of Christian- 

ity would avail them little, if they did not dismiss all idea of 

God and religion." 22 And he drolly added that the see-etios 

seemed to have taken the Dean's hint. 

The important thing, therefore, for the age was to get the 

primary truths of natural religion "understood, believed, and 

admitted". Having done this - and here is the largest claim 

for Common Sense so far - "the belief of Christianity will 
9 

follow of course". For to Oswald, little could be expected 

from men who were of the opinion that goodness and badness, 

piety and profaneness, and justice and injustice, were all the 

same to God. Such people could hardly be said to have any 

religion at all, and were not any better than Atheists. 

But once having made such people aware of the primary 

truths and of their validity, the claims of revelation will, at 

the same time, also be validated, for, as Oswald writes: 

If the present attempt to vindicate the truths of 

natural religion has any good effect, it will be 
followed with a vindication of the Christian reve.7- 
lation; as the author of the Appeal is persuaded 
that the evidence for both is the same; for if it 
is allowed to be impossible to give due attention 
to a few phenomena of nature, and doubt of the 
natural and moral government of God, he hopes he 
shall make it appear to be equally impossible, in 
consistency with common sense, to attend to a few 
óbsery atïons/ 

e 

93 Ibite-;.' p.;36O® Tn" 
.. 
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observations arising. from the face of the Scrip 
farés, and doubt their divine original. 94 

is difficult to classify Oswald in any one of the our 
95 

divisions -that Gilson makes in his study of Revelation® 

Oswald- himself approaches the problem of truth from the haven. 

of Faith. Ile is a believer, but his Appeal is aimed at help-- 

ing to belief, those, who have had their road blocked by the 

optics . and free thinkers. He wants hie argur.n.e.ntation of 

hearers to realize that there is evidence formthe- faith from. 

the iple view - point. of their common sense. He is dealing 

men whose faith, is being undermined. His thought is more 

largely indebted to the Thomists than the August.inians of the 

Middle 

delineat 

acquiriz 
judgment 

s, as one compares it w 

in Gilson's work. 

primary truth one through simple perception and 

Common Sense, and the other, through revelation. 

th their tenets so clearly 

There are two distinct ways of 

According to Gilson the separation 

ledge as self - contained orders of 

of faith and rational know- 

h, had its origin in 

Thoma Aquinas. This idea being especially contairied in 

Aquinas's lines 

It is impossible that one and the same thing should 
be believed and,sseu by the :same person,...it is 
equally impossible for One and the same thin, to be 
an object of science and of belief..for the same: 

person. 96 

94 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, p.361. 

95. Etienne Gilson, Reason 
hereafter cited as Gilson, weason a.n "evelat on. 

evelation in the Middle es 

96 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologies, Pt. Iia -IIae, qu. I, 
art. 5 ; transl.by. the, Fat ers o e En Iish Dominican Province, 
P12.10 -13, as quoted in Gilson, Reason and Revelation, p74. 
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It is in this expression of St Thomas thought that Gilson, be- 

lieves him to be "challenging the distinction more or less con- 

fusedly -implied in so many theologies, between the:aiMpl faith 
, : 

of the common people, and the enlightened faith'otthe.teliOres, 

who add to faith its understanding". Gileot explains that-euch 

confusion could not be tolerated by Aquina8'. For he WOUld say 

that which is proposed to be believed equally all is unknown 

by all as an object of science: - such are the things which are 

of faith simply". And thus 'when we are'dealing with'the things 
. , 

of faith, it would be nonsense to differentiate between the 

plain man and the learned aristocrat.' 

In common with Aquinas, Oswald distinguishes between the 

two sources of truth. He also refuses to eubJe.o 
. 

to reasoning 

the truths thatJare self-evident, the simple first truths of 

faith. But Oswald goes further. Truths that Aquinas prob- 

ably would have owned as objects of science, Oswald would not 

have allowed to undergo the scrutiny of reasoning. There is 

another similarity between the great medievalist and Oswald 
98 

Both struck at the accepted philosophy of their particular time 

Oswald constantly distinguishes between the "real" philosopher 
_ 

and the "minute" philOsopher, the former being able to agree with 

the precepts of Common Sense, the latter always engaged in 

logical hair-splitting; and blurring for learned and unlearned 

alike, the chief issues of faith and life. In his discussion 

of the working of providence in harmony with, the laws of-nature, 

Oswald/ 

97 Gilson, Reason and Revelation, pp.74-'74.. 

98 
Ibid, pp.87-88. 



Oswald reveals both hi s view on 

pher.a, 

and fa,lse phi_loso- 

Besides the laws of nature with, which he á_.s acr uainted, 
and the powers of action of which he is possessed, a 
wise man observes himself sub.ected to a variety of laws 
and powers of nature, which affect the health of his 
body, the soundness of his mind, and the success of his 
affairs, that to him are utterly unknown; but perfectly 
known to the supreme ruler, and absolutely under his 
direction. Besides the natural effects of his industry 
and endeavours in the acquisition of wisdom and virtue, 
he finds his progress accelerated and retarded by a 

thousand incidents, which he can no more trace than he 
can the course of the winds, or the alteration of the 
seasons; but which he believes are ordered by the same 
wisdom, justice, and goodness, which upholds and executes 
the whole...These things have an uncouth appearance to 
minute philosophers, are incredible to some, and myste- 
rious to, others; but obv' ous and plain to men of sense, 
and real philosophers.9 

should be pointed out that it is in no way Oswald's 

Plan to replace the ..truths .of Revelation with Common Sense. 

Oswald's ascending order, or progress from sce°cticism to a. 

saving faith is something like ..this: let Qr moron Sense act as 

,judge, first of primary truths of .natural religion, then of 

revealed religion then let the man. of .;sense will to believe,; 

and finally, let ;hirn. begin to :prae.ti e the faith. 

summarized in one of his sermons _thus, 

A man of common .sense, and common honesty, may soon 
attain that satisfaction concerning the truth of the 
Christian religion which divines call an historical 
faith, but saving faith is not to be attained with- 
out practice; but by repeated acts, under the direc- 
tion of the Holy Ghost, one may attain a ;firmness of 
faith that will oy and support rove the j p . 

1bQ 
of his life 

and.nototherwise. 

16 Q. 

It is 

99 Oswald, Appeal, vol. II, r>r).136 -l37, 

100 Oswald, Divine :i ffi.c ov of the Gos «el- Di5perset 
p.3 
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men from 

He sees the wealth and` the corrup tion 

e amaunt of infide 

that exists in his age. 

he 

"We are 

y 

his day ", he wri:.tes, "the 

people in Europe the most highly 'favour. ed of God, and the most 

This concerns him very deeply, and 

on the 

brink of the abyss, any of the citizens adopted the Epicurean 

philosophy. He feels that the frustrating thing of his own age 

is that men can be confronted with the great truths of religion; 

and agree that they are worthy-of acceptation, but unconcernedly 

openly impiou 101 

him of the fate of the Roman empire, how when 

nd s 

pass by on the other side. 

their senses? 

the work of the 

what fu.rthe. 

Reasoning 

c eptics a 

confusion and 

What is to be`d:one to bring them to 

certainly is not ``the answer. For ` 

:_, 

d ̀ free, thinkers already has shown ta' 
infidelity that leads. The sàlution 

seemed to lie in getting men disposed to believe. 'The Saviour 

of mankind", he said, "made mention Of a disposition to conform. 

to his precepts as a requisite to our embracing his doctrine: 

a maxim little -a 

whó,"as 

of 'the jud 

nded` to by the generality his disciples, 

1 as others, lay the great stress' on the c#onvietion. 

Perhaps, suggests Osw 

to wake them up. 

egard to the wil 

ld, men ere waiting for a severe jolt 

ev all become believers when Certainl; 

there is sudden peril, but the zeal of their faith fades as the 

danger fades....- Is this a fair way to act toward one to whom-we 

are/ 

101 Oswald, Appeal, vol,J:I 3770 

10? Ibid. p.373. 



indebted? Would we be likei to sympathize with a 

servant who was ungrateful for his master's protection? Of 

course not avers Oswald. Therefore "let all who resent 

162 . 

undutiful or contemptuous behaviour towards themselves, think 

of their own. behaviour towards God"103 . Oswald makes frequent 

mention of the fact that divines and philosophers should make 

more effort than they do to influence the heart rather than, the 

mind. But this effect should not be brought about by enthli, 

siasm. With many of his contemporaries, and with Shaftesbury 

in partiOular, he is in agreement that it is the "great bugbear 

of the timesu.1°4 In the end Oswald concludes that the best 

solution to-the problem is to treat the science of religion as 

we would the science of prudence. Don't mind idle disputings 

but adhere to the established maxims, and you will soon see how 

right you are. Likewise in religion, don't listen to the 

sceptics, but lay hold on the truths you can subscribe to with 

fideily and firmness and the rest will follow in due course. 

!e stand to gain nothing by idle speculating. We must act. 

"If we would have the sentiments of honest men", be writes,"We 

must speak the truth from our hearts, and, if we would attain 

the faith of God's elect, we must regulate our behaviour by a 

just regard to his authority".1 05 If these simple suggestions 

are carried out, and if we replace hair-splitting reasoning and 

absurd thinking with proper action and lust sentiments, "we 

shall/ 

1 
03 Ibid. 384. 

101 
Oswald, _LP.p.221-, vol. IT nr 230 10P 3P6 and General 

Assembly Sermon and Letters, Letter XIV, r.70. 

105 
Oswald, Appeal, vol.II, p.388. 
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shall, with the he of God, get clear of the idle conceits of 

sceptics and attain that perception and feeling of primary 

truths, which is the privilege of our rational nature; and the 

true source of our glory and felicity", 1 ©6 

Oswald', theology, then9 is a modified Calvinism adapted to 

his times. He asks for the acceptance of it first, and then 

let the questionings if any, follow a.fterwar.d. To al1.' men en«-. 

dowed with a degree of rationality above animal or idiot, 1ts 

primary truths will stand the test of Common Sense. : If they: 

have been exposed to scepticism a.nd the teaèhirigs ot ftee thinkers 

it miht be necessary to clear the entanglements put Ajp by tYïese 

absurd °" wa,ys of thinking first. But su:b"jeet them: t.o the Onsor 
ship of Common Sense, and they-would soon -fade in importänee, 

This 'done, the truth of ' bath natural ̀ revealed religion is vin:dì- 
. 

ca.ted. '' All that has to be done now is for the person to put 'the 

pr epts 'into practice, a.nd there will be an: increase in vir.tue . 

not only for self but for the nation as a whole.'' : Common Sense 

without revelation, sides with virtue, Common Sense as an all 

of Revelation, is Oswald' s answer to the need of his tim 



Chapter V. 

CHURCH POLITY 

,41sweld's attitude toward the government .of the Established 

church to which he belonged may best be studied in the light of 

his views on the contemporary patronage problem. He stood for 

the representative system inaactual practice, andonposed those, 

who with Principal Robertson supported :the arbitrary exercise of 

the law of patronage. His position demanded courage,:forit 

meant that he had to take leave of the Moderate Party, ,many of 

its principles which he favored, and also face the condemnation 

of the ruling and upper class. He had long associated with many 

in both of these groups, and was on friendly terms With-:therri. 

In his "Letters on Patronage Oswald reveals a character' exemp- 

lary of the best in moderatism, a courageous ahead-of-his-time 

view of civil liberties and constitutional government, and a 

devotion to a sincere and well qualified ministry. 

na Dr. Cairns' opinion that a new studr-sheuldlbemade*or. 

"Mbderatismulivorder to.,givea±more,:balanced picturet0t4thei 

canttiry 
1 

is in order. Anct,:when itisAoneAsyfald's name should 

be among those worthies whiCh demand thatthe'Aerm designate 

works of honor rather than reproach. In other words, as Dean 

Stanley pointed out, moderation" was used in its highest sense 

(that ottheApostle'Paal),2 when the King's commissioner, Lord 

Carmichael/ 

20airns 

0 
-"Let your Moderation be know 

Religion, of Dr.Joh 

among all men", Phil.4: 5. 



made his speech to the A 

ng after the Revolution S 

ion is what religion requires 

expect from, and we recommend to you". 

bouring churches 

acquis 

Oswald credited his 

tion of the principles of moderation to his teacher, 

11iam Hamilton. Of him, Oswald wrote: 

He taught us moderation and a liberal manner of thinking 
upon all subjects... His friends and favourites were 
not the smarts and clever fellows, not the flimsy 
superficial gentlemen, who having picked up somewhat 
of the English language, can read another man's sermon 
with becoming grace - but such as had drawn their 
knowledge from the sources of ancient learning, and 
the Scriptures in the original 1anuages, and who, by 
a gravity of decorum of behaviour, did recommend the 
the religion they taught. Far from treating those 
opposed him with insolent contempt, incapable of 
reproachful language, or the mean and illiberal arts 
of detraction, this good man gained even his adver- 
saries by the sweetness of his behaviour, the modera- 
tion of his pr nciples, and the mildness of his ad- 
ministration. 

This complimentary eren e to Hamilton served by implicat on 

to censure Principal = Robertson for his behaviour on the Schism 

Overture, and other matters as well whieh'he, in Oswald's eyes, 

had dealt with in a high- handed way. But it also gives a clue . 

to the precepts that guided Oswald in suggesting that support 

be given to the Schism Overture. Moderation and the Common 

Sense philosophy are closely allied. He advises his readers 

3Arthur P. Stanley, Lectures 
of Scotland, p.115. 

on the History of the Church 

4Oswald, Letters Concerning 
Church of Scotland and the Conse 
Learni , from 

the Present State of the 
uent Danger to TReligion and 
ncons ut one aere se of 

e Law o Patronage, pp.? 
Letters on Patronage 

4: .erea'ter c te as ;s 



to be patient in the effo ts to win th 

1.66 

nded gentry to a new 

approach and outlook on the power of presentation. "Give gentle- 

men of property time", Oswald counselled "wad they will come to 

an understanding with those who aim at promoting the peace of the 

country, but they must not be hurried ". 

done your best to show that a more 

5 
d, having patiently 

onal handling of the 

patronage power was in the public interest, Oswald contended, you 

may expect certain results to follow in the behaviours of men of 

sense. On the one hand they "will awn, that patrons are bound 

from justice, equity, and even good manners, to pay some regard 

to. the judgment, nay, and the inclinations of those who are 

But if, on, the other hand, interested in the settlement" 

you were to suggest some regulation to insure this effect, Oswald 

points they will become angry and recapitulate their fear 

the deliberate opposition of the peopie This, however, need 

not stop you or discourage your efforts, Oswald assures the 

readers of his Letters. On the contrarq 

Let me assure you (wrote Oswald) , from my own expe:- 
rience, that it is not in the power of men of sense to 
hold out long in this way of talking; and if you keep 
up,their attention for some time to subject, they 
will agree with you in thinking that, *ithot infringe -'° 
ment of any law, and without just offence to any 
patron, a method of settlement might be devised-peace- 
able and satisfactory, subservient. to the interests of 
religion, and tending to guard the Church against the 
most drgadful of all evils, an illiterate and immoral 
clergy.' 
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Having thus seen a brief example of the leaven of moderatism 

at work in Oswald's thought on the patronage problem in general, 

Ise' now turn to his position on civil liberties and constitutional 

government arising out of the same questions Two notable things 

are readily apparent: Oswald's prophetic insight into what the 

Church might expect if she ignored the people's constitutional 

rights, and Oswalds advanced view of civil liberty. If the 

arbitrarY exercise of the patronage act were allowed to go on 

unchecked, Oswald predicted that the ministerial office would be 

:filled with some of the most worthless and unqualified ministers. 

Be also warned that the replublican form of government of which 

they were so proud in the Church, would soon be a thing of the 

past if it were going to have to carry on "under a decay of 

principle and degeneracy of manners". In taking this stand 

Oswald was among those whom Or McCrie described as having "light 
4 

to read the signs of the tines" in a period which Chalmers A 

referred to as the middle ages of the Church of Scotland. 
g 

Oswald was not an advocate of the unlimited power Of the 

common people, and it would not be correct to classify him as in 

sympathy with the Popular party of the Assembly as a result of his 

break with Principal Robertson. But Oswald's stand on the 

patronage question was far-Seeing, and ahead of his time in its 

insistence on the protection of the peoPle's civil or eccle-- 

siastical rights. The oPPOsitien were constantly bringing. up-the 

old/ 

8 Oswald, Letters on Patronage, p.49. 

9 C. G. McCriel The Church of Scotian Her D 
Unions, p.106. 

4 
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old orY of disorder and threat to authority that might be ex- 

pected if any deviation from strict enforcement of the patronage 

act were contemplated. While trying to appreciate that officers 

of the crown and others were motivated by what they thought to be 

their duty, Oswald,helieved that When the issue was made clear 

they would see the matter in a different light. Oswald was at 

one with the Popular Party in its support of tnePchism 

..,44.,Ja.e. wanted it made clear that ttioAr intent was :to. a 
. 

xlmody, within law for a situation that was 0.1440ing 00 14241144700 

within the peace of the Church. 

Oswald had no time for those who would, under the guise of 

patriotism, use their influence to bring State power to their a!il 

in order to crush all opposition to the "arbitrairt4tercite of t'le 

patron's right, and reduce the Church of Scotland in ir2-1-9t ra;!'i-mt 

to the same Eitaté with the Church of Eng1and".1°-'--OiWald belieYel 

that dtriotiSm torM Was always a danger t0 the 

civil and sacred rights oÍ the -people. is Int0*-riatrIotism has 

a striking similaritY,to, twentieth century totalitarianism. 

Everything must be stamped out which would seem to ortose the 
, - 

dominant authority of the State, "I am no politician', he 

wrote, "but have some small pretensions to philo4w , and in that 

character affirm that the spirit of faction may do what 1-p;re 

patriotism will not; nay, the civil or sacred rights of -- 

in no age f 'of the world, were ever recoveredomaintained, or pre- 
- 

derved,by,the pure spirit of patriotiaLll- 11. 

Cbswald, Lette 
11 

p 34 
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By way of illustration, he maintained that the progres 

civilization could never have been so advanced as to provide ample 

housing and abundant food if there had ha.d to be a strict adher- 

ence to rational principles only. Rather it was Oswald's belief 
"that all the great and useful works of men are produced by the 
aid of principles which they do not attend to, or are not willing 
to acknowledge12 ". With "patriotism" as their motivation, it 
was Oswald's opinion that certain delegates of the General Assemblv 

had put it out of the power of the Assembly to censure the Seced- 

ers who were deserving of such rebuke. This he recognized as an 

attack on the rightful jurisdiction of the Church* And it is 
the concluding sentence of another of these Letters which-I:Seems ts 
anticipate the spirit that was so prevalent among those in the 
American Colonies, who ten years later (1776) declared th.eir 
independence from Great Britain. 13 These were e Oswald's words: 

. I shall live and die' in the belief that it will never be 
wise in any ministry to tamper with, far less to attempt 
a bare-faced invasion of our civil or ecclesiastical 
rights: for though they should go on with success for a 
season, there are times in which ell such attempts recoil 
upon them with a vengeance.14 

Oswald"s review of the history of the law of patronage in his 

hird Letter anticipates an objection-to-be raised in the long 

clebate/ 

'24- Ibid. 
13 Commager, .ed.a4>o6uments of American H tor "Declaration 

of Independe.neel. 

A 

4 

3Z' 

4 

14 Oswald, Letters of 
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15 
debate that was to take place on the Overture. Many of the 

ministers he felt, were not aware of the true-nature of the Act, 

and seemed to be under the impression that the law required the 

Assembly to proceed immediately to the settlement of presentees; 

and, further, these same people often were led to believe that all 

of the Church's judicatories from the lowest to the highest were 

16 
"mere executioners of the patron's will". To enlighten these 

uninformed brethren, Oswald reviews the story of the patronage law; 

How it began "early" and was useful and workable until the time 

"When the ecclesiastic constitution was subverted", and "the 

patron's power was made a obtruding wean con- 

gregations multitudes of clergymen not only highly unacceptable 

to them, but ignorant also, and scandalously immoral". But when 

liberty returned to the island, the law was for a time put aside. 

Soon, however, a wise law was enacted "which' wrote Oswald, "still 

stands unrepealed, vesting heritors and elders with thepower 

electing ministers.in all parishes; a right of judgment_being at 

the same time left entirely tg- PecleeiaeticalJuaicatories,--1- and 

7 
the final decision to the General Assembly".1. eeThe ,final BAJcr 

move in reference tO the patr°nage law came there seemed to 

be a prospect of the return of the abdicated family,. A. law was 

passed restoring the patron' s right* However, the important 

15"The Overtùr . éandOpiniOnwas called for and read, and after 
a very long debate, &c..., cf. Records of the General Assembl 
(aoth May 1766), Session 8, p.13 . 

- Oswald, Letters on Patronage, p.10. 

',170a4ald Letters on -Patronage, p.11. 
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thing to notice here, Oswald emphasized, was that 

They (party in control of government) wanted either 
judgment or power to rescind the act 1690,-or to give 
the patron's right the force they intended, by adding 
all the sanctions and civil penalties wherewith it is 
armed in England. So that, after all, we are just 
where we were; we cannot be hurt by the law, though we 

18 are, and often have been, by its abuse and perversion. 

The above account has been given in detail not only to reveal 

Oswald's resort to church history to support his defence of the 

Church's ecclesiastical rights, but also to see how closely this fl 

historical survey parallels that whicheactUallyeWasIttrOdlided'ee' 

into the Assembly debate on the rOverture e ..Theeeaméereporter for 

theeapILEal:LiziEewhoeinformed us that D*WaId'OPenedetheedebateee 

telisettealso "that the history given of .patrOnage and its 

dia:::::not pass unnoticed".19 The account is much more 

brief, bUt'the treatment is very similar to Oswald's. 
ee, e e 

eee- eee 

Oswald's position on probationers, as expressed in his eeeee, 
Letters, is also that of----.-theet4perters of the Schism OViStture.29 

He anticipated the argument of the opponents of the Overture - H 

that since the church qualified people for the ministry, it had 

only itself to blame if they were unfit, and not the patron; or 

In words closely resembling those spoken in the debate 

In the first place, take care whom you licens e; then 
after they are licensed, keep a watchful eve over their 
behaviour; if this isedone 'it wilI'beiMpossible for 
patrons to make a wrong choice. And as for the oppo- 
sition of the people arising' from mere whim and caprice, 
or from groundless prejudice, no regard ought to be 
paid to it all; or rather, It Is your duty to discourage 
and suppress it 21 

V 

19 "The Debate on the Schism Overture", Scots Magazine, vol. 
xxViii p.337 ; as quoted in N.Morren, Annals of the Assemblyep.343, 

PO Annals of the General Assembly, (1766.) PP.344 -345. 

21 Ibid p.335. 



ainly would have o``ended both Os aid' philosophy 

of Co on Sense, and his spirit of moderation. In his fourth 

Letter, Oswald showed that he had made ready to answer this 

argument of the opposition were i come up in the g 

Assembly, as it did, in fact, The trials a probationer went 

under for the., Presbytery were al , agreed Oswald, so far 

they went. 

1 right 

They tested the com 

ledge, and the inoffensiveness of h. 

of the man's knot 

our thus far,, 

rtainly. Yet Oswald questioned whether that was enough f,or 

people to base a judgment on who were to commit the care of 

their souls to a young man. Oswald came to the negative con.- 

elusion. Further testing was needed, actual contact with the 

public, 

By taking a student from the schools, or, from an 
obscure retreat among his friends, and placing him 
in the eye of the world, and introducing him. into 
a variety of company, he undergoes a new trial 
more "useful, more necessary, an.d'ïnöre severe than 
that by which he procured his licence: a trial not 
only of his aptness to teach, and' "power_ s of per- 
suasion, but of his piety, prudence, affability, 
gravity of deportment, and solidity of temper: 
qualifications no less essential-to a man fit to be 
intrusted with the care of souls, tfiàn the? knowledge 
of logic, ethics, and scholastic theologyl how 
necessary soever that knowledge may be. 

Oswald was in favor of an arrangement whereby the young 

licencee might serve an apprenticeship in preaching. 

he had heard that in a number of foreign Protestant Churches 

He said 

they permitted ministers to authorize students of divinity to 

preach/ 

22 os ald, Le 



preach 'i'n thei 

to 
wcìrth 

p 

tudents being 

dopting in 

ensed® 

he Church of 

1 

This was done previous 

Such 'a policy would be well 

Scotland, Oswald believed. 

And were it to be In force it would relieve presbyteries f 

vesting mere scholars w 

des, ' he added, he felt the chars 

student attained ̀ in his work in the wcrld`was' far more trustg 
worthy than the opinion of a few selected judges. "At least` 

preach is 

forced upon a parish before those who are principally concerned, 

and the most capable judges in the congregation, have access to 

be satisfied as ̀ to those qualifications which 'always sre the 

result of the before-named probationary "trials ". 

The view taken bythe supporters of the Overture aa4.;, 

.'on's suggestion for more eareful3.y ,wally answered the Oppos 

regulated measures for i ensing, by demonstrating its in 

effectualness, saying "it proceeded upont a,. supnosit., on..which 

the present state; of human;. nature plainly shows to be mpae*,x 

Ile, viz. , that the majority: of not one Presbytery in 50±ótland 

should ever be deceived, or unfaithful in granting a license 

to a young manp25 This, as can be readily seen, e ven jn ee 

cursory comparison harmony with Oswald's position. 

23 
Ibid., p Á 15 

24 Ibid. 
, pp.15 -l6 

25 Annals of the Genera 



Thus we have tried to cover to brief compass Oswald's 

attitude toward the policy of the Church, with special refer- 

ence to the problem of patronage. These- a are subjects which 

call forth the practic al. application of his Common Sense 

sophy, and also the spirit of moder_ at ism. he first caught 

Principal Hamilton. His championi of civil 

174 

from 

ecclesiasm 

ai constitutional right 

of, his ale Certainly i 

those who we 

ere we abreas not in advance 

the Assembly had listened to him and 

e one with him in their suggested reform in the 

matter of patrons and presentations, much of the bitterness, 

and many of the divisions, might have been averted; and the 

Church spared many storms and much wrangling for the ensuing 

eighty years. One brought up in the American tradition with 

its love of its history, cannot help seeing the striking 

resemblance between the spirit of the framers of the Amer. 

Declaration of Independence and that of Oswald. One of thee 

Americans had once been a colleague and fellow member ̀ 
of ,the 

Churçh of Scotland with Oswald - he was John Witherspoon. her.spoon... 

And ;lastly, Oswald's thinking on the qualifying of ministers 

is as ::sound today as it was the. n.. However, these observa- 

tions are being made from the perspective of the twentieth 

century, and should, perhaps, for fair appraisal be postponed'" 

until the criticism of Oswald's -contemporaries is heard. This 

will be the subject of the next chapter. 
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OSNALD'S CRITI 

When Oswald's luall appeared in 1766, it was not hailedwith 

great enthusiasm, hut it did receive a moderate welcome. Phil- 

osophical works, of course, were notably not among the best 

sellers. Years before, Hume's efforts had "fallen dead-born 

from the press". This certainly was not to be, however, indic- 

:ative of the influence these writings were to have. The leaven. 

had far reaching effect, and, at the time Oswald wrote, the 

public was seeking some answer to the rapidly spreading scepti- 

cism. The effects, both of scepticism's threat and its checks, 

were first apparent in England. It seemed that she provided 

the speculative laboratory, while Scotland supplied the scien- 

tists who outlined the experiments. 

In a fifteen page article, a writer, in the hl Review, 

published at London, gave a summary of Oswald's thesis, and 

illustrated it with copious reference to the text. He intro- 

duced his account by saying that any sincere attempt to answer 

infidels and sceptics would certainly meet with .faVor from the 

friends-of virtue and patriotism. In commenting,on the latter 

part ofyiswaldIsnsecond book, the writer said: "The Reader will 

meet with many.just observations upon some of our most eminent 

modern philosophers and divines, such as Mr. Hume, the late 

Bishop of Oloyne, the Author of the Essays upon the principles 

1 of morality and religion , 0 Dr Clarke 
9 4, 
&e" When Oswald enters 

ItAai'Appeal to Common Sense in. Behalf of Rellg1on4,, 
onthli Review, (1767)f vol.XXXVI p.126. 



the 

al astinguishing feature between 

d on- rational beings, as found in his fourth book, 

rer dtates, "What he (Oswald) says upon this subject 

deserves the attention of the phi.losophioal reader ".2 Several 

peges` more are devoted to excerpts from Oswald's work, and then 

the reviewer expresses the following conclusions: 

As to the merit of the work, we shall only say'' that it 
contains many pertinent and judicious remarks in regard 
to the conduct of modern philosophers and divines, which 
all who are conversant with moral and religious subjects 
will read with pleasure; and that' many of the author's 
observations upon the faculties and operations of the 
human mind are worthy of particular attention. Most 
readers will probably think that the same ideas recur 
too often`, and that the whole' of what the Doctor advances 
might have been reduced to much narrower compass; 
the subject, however, ̀ `must'' be allowed to be important, 
and, consequently, to deserve a full and particular 
illustration. As the author struck. into a new path 
he was, in some measure, under a necessity of inlarging, 
in order to do justice to his subject. ° We shall be 
the better able to judge of his'whole plan when the 
second part of his work appears, which we shall be 
extremely glad to see, and which we hope he will soon 
favour us with. Scepticism' and infidelity have made 
an uncommon progress amongst us, and nothing, in our 
opinion, seems to bid so far to bring them into dis- 
credit, as firmly establishing the principles of 
common sense. 3 

True to his promise, the same author welcomes the publica- 

tion of the second volume of "An Appeal to Common Sense in 

Behalf of Religion ", six years later. "ate gave an account of 

the first volume of this ingenious and useful performanee ", he 

wrote, "and we are glad to see the continuation of It ".4 He 

goss/ 

2 
Ib id . , ; p 126 

3 Ibid. , p. 129. 

4 Ibid. 



goes on ̀ to point out the probable ree eption i 
the` public 

The Author appears in the agreeable light of ̀ a serious 
and candid enquirer after truth, and seems extremely 
desirous öf. promoting the interests of religion and 
virtue. The design and the plan of his work are ex- 
cellent; and though many of his Readers will undoubted- 
ly differ from him in the application of his general 
principles to some particular points,-yet, we are 
persuaded, . thatevery competent judge 'of the subject 
will look upon :the APPEAL TO:.CO!MON SENSE as a work 
well calculate&t:o bring scepticism and infidelity into 
discredit with the sober and thinking part of mankind, 
and will be glad to see the Author's plan completed.5 

eceive P 

Oswald's approach to the subject of the existence of God meets 

with the approval of the reviewer who felt it to be "very 

judicious and pertinent" 
6 

But one section calls forth negative 

s where Oswald accuses the "learned." of the error Pomment. 

of making "happiness " the "ultimate end and ,object of ̀ the divine 

government ", and where he unleashes some of'his` most caustic' 

vituperation: "Upon the whole, this hypothesis, Oswald raged 

"which, through the faulty negligence of the learned, has 

obtained universal currency, is fit to be adopted by none but 

pirates, and robbers, and corrupted statesmen, who show no regard 

to the difference betwixt right and wrong, beyond what suits the 
7 

purpose` of them' and their associates'. Exercising some of that 

restraint which Professor N Kemp Smith spoke of Hume as having, 

5 "An Appeal to Common Senses, Volume Two; onthl:v Review 
Vol.XLVII (1772) p.47. 

6 Ibid. p.50 

7 Oswald, Appeal, vo 
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and which was not too plentiful in the eighteenth centu 

writer dealt with Oswald's remarks as follows:- 

We cannot help obeerving, on this occasion, that our 
Author has treated those whom he calls the learned o 
our da , with an unbecoming sever ty, am a s gu lty of the s e rashness which he says 
unpardonable in them. He allows that common sen 
will hardly authorise weak mortals to fix the ult En;,te 
end and object of divine government, and yetr!.he scruples 
not to affi , with a sufficient degree of confidence, 
that all know of the su .re ne excellence of moral worth, 

r murmurs a 

elf 

pros o a," rm w a o 
end of divine government, it 
once between the - learned of our 
very inoons iderab e 
end and object of the divine government, the all-wise 
Author of our frame has established so intimate" a' 
connection between moral excellence and happiness, that 
we cannot ke improvements in one without promoting 
the other. The dispute, therefore, whether moral worth 
or happiness be the ultimate..:end of the divine government 
seems to be a little more, if anything, than a dispute 
about words. 
But be the difference between-out-Author and those whom 
he censures with so much severity, greater or less, it 
surely becomes every writer on- such subjects to express 
himself with great caution, modesty, and diffidence, and 
consider seriously whether it is "not rashness and 
presumption in the most exalted of the human species to 
pronounce positively what is the ultimate end of the 
divine government. We shall make no apology for these 
observations, as we have too high an opinion of our 
Author's candour to suppose that he can possibly be 
offended with them, 9 

or, ou 
is not, the ultimate 

obvious that the differ - 
da. and our Author is 
rorth be the ultimate 

ii 

When Priestley came across this same passaxre of Oswald's writing 

he was not so temperate. In dealing with the Springs. of Deity 

Oswald/ 

8 N. Kemp Smith, David Hume, p.530, Victor Cousin also 
makep Mention of Reidi.s res ra n., 

a"La 

malice et l'ironie y 
araitra:ie.nt davanta°e si elles n'eta en Qon mment tem , ré 

d s. r 
cossa se , 

9 Review 

, p. 

1772) vol 



Oswald, according to P eat :ev, ',,co tr ry to his custom, 

condescended to overturn by reason a scheme that was founded 

on reason "; and thus established, Priestley felt, "a scheme 

intirely his own, which cannot fail` to recommend it to my`reader, 

on the foundation' of coiamon sense 
10 

To return to the reviewer, h 

one of commendation. "We can on 

his final sentence is 

he said with tribute 

"that it will give us pleasure to gee e . r Author's Vindication 

will, soon favour the the Christian Religion, and hope 

public with it". 

Again it was 

he 

and that we' note that the Scottish 

Common Sense answer to scepticism was given a royal and popular 

welcome. eattie's work met with the King's approval, and, as 

12 
we saw above Oswald's ALEml was commended to the King and 

Queen by Bishop Ma jendie a Perhaps the answer to why the English 

were initially interested, lay in the fact that their literati 

a distaste for the speculation going .on with regard to the 

problems raised by Hume. Leslie Stephen tells us that 

"Johnson, for example, represents the most thoroughly national 

rame m e of mind. Johnson's love of truth in the ordinary 

affairs of life was combined with an indifference, - or, we may 

almost say, an aversion to speculative truth", 13 Further 

vom 

lOpriestle.y, An Examination, p4300,. 

Monthly Review (1772 ), vol.XLVIi, p.: 57 

2 l .a , p. 

13Stephn, En h Thou ht in the Fi hteenth Ce ( 1876 ) 

P.59e 



"if you once ask the ultimate question., he seems to have though 

you will g no conclusive answer, and he left 

pass in the actual conduct of life' 

Common Sense school at this time can be further substantiated 

by some introductory remarks made by one unfriendly to its 

tenets, and about to attack its authors arguments. I am. 

hout a com- 

The popularity of the 

d 

fully aware", wrote Priestley, "how exceedingly unpopular some 

of the opinions advanced in this work will be, not only-with 

the vulgar, but also with many ingenious and excellent persons 

for whom I have the .highest ,,'esteem " m 15 Priestley feels sure, 

however, that though they may not be able to concur with his 

opinions, thy will believe his search for truth is sincere. 

Priestley states in his Preface that one of the primary 

reasons for his book examining the work of Reid, Beattie, and 

Oswald, was to justify the publication of. his (Priestley's ) 

third volume of Institutes of Natural and Revealed Religion. 

"Because ", he said, "if this new scheme of an immediate appeal 

to common sense upon .every important question in religion (and 

which superseded almost all reasoning on the subject) should 

take .place, the plan of my work, with which I had taken some 

pains and which ; 

I had hoped ,:would be of some use to young 

"16 
persons, was absurd from the very beginning® 

14 
Ibid. 

15 Priestley, 

16 
Priestley Examination, p,x. 



terns Pries 

ks of Oswald's 2122t12,1 would 

never have heard of, had it not 'been for t.h'e publication of a 

ab1.ication pamphlet entitled Remarks on Sever 

to the Dissenters ".17 

As to Dr. Oswald, whom I have treated with the least 
ceremony, the disgust his writings gave me was So great 
that I could not possibly chew "him more respect.` 
Indeed I think him in general not intitled to a-grave 
answer; and accordingly have for the most part °'con- 
tented myself with exhibitin., his sentiments, without 
replying to them at all. This will probably confirm 
.1rtn in the opinion which he has already expressed, 
viz. that he sees I have not studied the s bJect of 
this controversy. rb 

Pri est le; 's remarks on ̀ Oswald, as contained in the 

Instates' are fully as strong, and were the precedent for the 

criticism in his. Examination, and cited above. The fallowing 

passages may be quoted to allow him to speak for himself: 

I had intended to have prefixed to this part (PartIIl> of 
his Institutes) a particular examination of what has 
been advanced - concerning the doctrines and evidences o: 
religion by Dr.Beattie, and especially "Dr.Oswald, who 
represent common sense as superseding almost' all 
reasoning about ré gron.. I am truly sorry to complain 
o e conduct of any of the sincere friends of revela- 
tion, as I believe Dr.Beattie and Dr.Oswald to be, but 
it appears to me that their writings must necessarily 
give a great and a very plausible advantage to un- 
believers; who, finding that it is not now pretended 
that religion in general, or Christianity in particular, 
is founded on argument, will make no difficu tt of 
rejecting them on the principles of "common sense also, 
and will not be displeased to find that Christian writers 

will argue the matter with them no longer. 19 

Nlritt n :anonymously by William Enfield, (b.1741, d.1797), 
He was ordained to Dissenting Parish at Benn's Garden, Liver 
pool. Later a tutor in belles-lettres ' and rector of the ; Academy 
at Warrington (1770-84). Cf. D. N. B. , p. 787. and A a Holt , _ ap. cit 
p.l.l2. 
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After 

suppo: 

vaguene 

152=; 

arspersing his arguments with a number of examples to 

Priestley goes on to quote and comment on the 

of Reid ie, and Os°wal;dls;expositien of Common. 

Sense, concluding h the follaWing crushing paragraph on 

Oswald: 

I would not be severe upon Dr. Oswald, though he observes 
no hound in his censures of'the most resse ta_blo writers 
of the last and present age,. without distinction; " but 
I cannot help saying that, in this loose and rhetorical 
manner, and with such airs 'of self-sufficiency, Arid '` 

rrogance, is the greatest part of his- two volumes:" 
ritten: consisting of mere declamation,,the gróssest 
isrepresentation of the nature of reasoning; and 

exaggerations of the abuses of it imputing to, ßhristian 
divines a conduct that they are not chargeable with, and 
where argument fails, having.ireeourse ̀ to dogmatical 
assertions, and abuse; at the same time that his 
tautology is inexpressibly tiresome. I really do not 
remember that I ever read a work'so large as this of Dr 
Oswald, that contained so little; I do-not mean of truth, 
but of ny thing. That any good should come of ".this 

manner of writing is to me incomprehensible. It may 
indeed, give piessure' to some to see insolences'an.swered 
by.insolence, and sophistry by sophistry; but, $las: 
truth is no <gainer :by .such a mode of defence:.as .this.2ß 

One night wonder what Priestley would have written if-he really 

e severe. It is necessary to allude to one further passage 

from his writings before leaving the opinions of this eighteenth 

century minister -scientist, whom a modern biographer derogates 

21 as not always pleasant to read as a critic. It takes the fnrm 

of a regret that : duty must' needs differ at tintes with 

ship, and borders on sarcasm: 

It was not till after the publication of the tIts) 

preceding parts of this work (his Institutes ) that 
I/ 

friend - 



lad an opportunity of reading Oswald's 
ca.tise; for though T had promised the author of 
carks on m,' Publications to procure it immediately, .. . 

upon gis rscommen at on, ava.riety of pursuits 
Prevented ny any attention to it. I am "sorry 
that my opinion of this performance should differ so . 

much from that of this ingenious .;writ,er, and i.ndeed' 
from that 'of many other persons vhQm. much respect .62 

Violent as the criticleMSOf. Priestley were, the translator 

of Pierre' fier's First Trths, far outdid him, A Roman 

Catholic, bitter at the treatment accorded members of his 

communion in 'Scotland, he unleashes ,a piercing shower of 

invective; accusing ;Reid, Beattie, and Oswald of "plagiarism, 

concealment, and ingratitude" with respect to their debt to 

Btffier. The first volley consists of an attack on literary- 
, 

inclined Scots in ;general :. 

Of later years the.'Transtweedian regions have swarmed 
with .,à :new, species..of men, different from their 
itinerant pedlars iz the wares they self but similar 
inthe manner äf packing them together from the labours 
of others, ,'these are Writers, :.,or rather Book -makers, 
'who obtab but a Mediocrity of knowledge between 
learning and ignorance';...Bv the ambition Of being 
ranked among the learned of Europe, they are urged to 
search after subjects on which to employ their pens;,., 
By the mediocrity of their talents and ao uiremënts, 
they are incapacitated from penetrating to the genuine 
conceptions of the authors which they read; at the same 
time being conversant, in their own country only, with 
men ;oaf less, or not of Igreater, intellects and learning 

'than themselves, they are not encountered by those 
checks which result from the conversation of such men 
of superior powers and attainments as are to be found 
in the more enlightened regions of Europe...,23 
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Now 'Reid is put in direct line of 

erward/ 

22Priestley, 

23Pere Huffier, 
French (1780); Citation 

Truths 
om. tran 

Trans., (. 

ator's Par 

on.) frOn the 
pp,vi:-v%.1. 



erward Oswald gets 

of abuse: 

share of the ator's cano ade 

The next in order, `of the three writers who are in- 
debted to Pere Buffier for all that is contained 
of common sense in tpeir productions, is Dr. 'Oswald: 
in his Appeal to Common Sense in behalf . 6T-771771771. 
Dr, Reid has made free with Buffier by taking his 
sense only, by conveying it in other terms than those 
of a regular translation, and by concealing the 
person whom he has plundered; but Oswald has not only 
adopted the sense of the French author, but rendered:;. 
his ideas in a mere translation, and given them as 
his own, without acknowledging the obligation. In 
like manner, although he treats of First Truths, 
through his whole Appeal, in the sentiments of 
Buffier, in order to conceal the writer to whom he is 
obliged, he has not only Riven a title inexpressive 
of the idea of those first truths; but, by an unpardon- 
able' act of injustice to Buffier, of dishonour to 
himself; and of insult to his readers, he has given, 
a passage from Mr. Locke, as it is adduced and 
answered by the learned Frenchman, and even quoted 
the latter as the author of it, under the title 
Remarks on Locke's Essa.,. by F.Buffier; whereas no 
suc essay ever had ex stence. The passage alluded 
to is contained in the treatise which I have trans- 
lated; and the world cannot produce a more signal 
act of consciousness in theft; than his thus addubing 
a quotation from a work that never had a being, and 
changing the title of that on which he hath committed 
this literary felony, in order to escape the ignominy 
of detection. 2,4 
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The translator believes that it-is very ' obvious how 

Oswald put together his Appeal, and for doing so, the writer 

feels that Oswald is open to the indignation and severest 

-scorn that thinking men can utter against any author; and 

expresses 

Like 

fasfolïlows:` 



Like Reid, 'Oswald has composed his Appeal by:attempt- 
ing to pull own the ' edíficee of Des Cartes, Locke; 
Berkle Bolin broke, Hume, and of ens; at least to 
emo sh ` aft ñ some particular parts, and then to 

erect 'afabr.ié` of his own with materials pirated from 
Huffier, and' other authors, composed. without Order Or 
arc eeture. In fact, his production is manifest19' 
a compilation of transcripts from a commonerlace book, 
incongruous and desultory; like Harlequin's ,jacket, 
made of scraps of. various colours, sewed together to 
form a garment, which does not cover the nakedness of 
the maker. It ought to be acknowledged-that Dr.Reid 
is by much the least culpable of the two, end in 
various places path given proofs of his ability to 
think for himself, although there appeal`bt few 25 
passages which merit the distinction of originality. 
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This, however, does not suffice. The translator go 

to discuss Oswald's exposition of Common Sense in order to show 

haw the minister p'either did not understand, or.. ntent .c na 1y 

rejected, the idea of it which Father; Buffier .... adopted' 

Oswald's definition of Common Sense is the first cause of 

complaint. Whereas the meaning of Common Sense as expounded 

by Buffier, the translator tells us, "is that ,judgment, which 

the generality of mankind are capable of obtaining by age, and 

the use of reason "...0swald seems to conceive Common Sense to 

be e faculty distinct from reason, and not that degree of it 

which men of co on capacities, by the exercise of reasoning, 

may easily acquire" 26 The chief difference, as the translator 

,es it, i,s that reality for Oswald is discerned intuitively, 

and for Bu er by inference through t'ratiocination". :.:.Be 

cannot agre for example, that if the idea: of virtue must be 

gdthered by abstraction it need necessarily be precarious,ry 

25 Huffier, First T ths, Translator's Preface, p.xv 

6 
Ibid. , p.xix,. 

27 Oswald Appeal ola.1, p.71. 



On the contrary, he holds that just as in the ease of the ideas 

of just c e and faithfulness, .it is acquired by "abstractions 

186 

drawn from our observations on the conduct of individuals, and 

then forming a complex idea of virtue absolutely detached from 

all particulars and personalities, and then acquiesced 

degree of understanding *which the learned ned esuit 

distinguishes by the ellation of Common Sense" 28 app naCommon His con 
eluding thought under this head is that "the objects of faith 

are no more the objects of common sense than they are of the 

sense of seeing 

The next bone of, contention is the source of .ideas;. The 

translator agrees that from our perceptions :come our ideas, but 

that they.. should be different from them he will; not admit 

The mind, indeed, in all these instances (perception: of 
hot, cold, rough and smooth) from a multiplicity of 
experience on feeling objects possessed of the preceding 
properties, does, by abstraction, form an idea of hot, 
cold, hard, smooth, &c. independent of any specific 
Object; but this is not an immediate perception by a 
faculty denominated Common Sense, but. one arising from 
the reflection of reason. 29 

;Fin,al.ly, ©swald'..;s.- treatment of the perception of otion, 

and of the two classes of perception (rational,-and animal), come 

und:e.r the translator ts castigating _ surveillance. The> Appe:al is 

4uoted, and then the writer explains that Oswald has done little 

more than ascribe to Commop. Sense what men all . along have 

credited to the ideas resulting from reasoning. 

In 'fact, this .Writer (Oswald) seems to have 
that/ 

er, 

J9Tbidm , p.xxi. 



that new n.m.es, applied to old ideas, bequeath 
manner" of thinking, although he has not added -a 

perception to the list which has been known for ages, 
nor a new mode of thinking to that which has been 
long exercised: at the same time it is evident that 
his instances are either self -contradictory, or in- 
consistent with his notion of common sense; that be 
errs egregiously if he supposes that'he has held out 
new lights and new truths to mankind; and is tin-: 

pardonable in his endeavours to conceal the name of 
that Author to whom he is so signally oblige for' all 
the approaches to the merit of common sense. © 

new 

The prejudice of this critic that has just been considered 

is obvious, and borders on humour when read in the twentieth 

century. The passages mostly speak for themselves. Certain y 

if Oswald wanted to plagiarize Buffier . he would not have been so 

foolish as to even mention his name. The fact th t there was 
no translation at hand at the time would account for ma_kinap; 

reference to a specific section rather than the entire work. 

The French edition has the passage Oswald takes note of in 

regard to Locke, under the division, 'QC >in3ulémè Partie en forme 

lLusndice °', and the further sub -heading, "Remarques sur la 

Metaphysicue du Locke °'.31 The translator alluded to above, 

also renders it in English "Remarks on the Philosophical 

Writings of Des Cartes, Locke, Malbranehe, Le Clerc, Crouzas, 
32 

and Regis "; and places this article after the main body of the 

text. rent that Oswald had no intention of cone 

30 IbidB x iii xxi . 

:31 Claude Buffier, Traite des Premières Vérités, Nouvelle 
Eck.( 1843). The professor. writing the notes for'this edition is 
ready to accept Reid's estimonv (Works, p.468),, and quotes Reid 
in his introduetóry "Notice Sur_ La Vii Et Les Écrits de Pere 
Buffier", cf. pp.xxiv -A.ay. 

ry 

32Buffier, First Truths, p.379. 



and 

libe 

t is c lear that his esui 

lously and unjustly. 

188'' 

ontemporary treated him . 

e now pass on to one whose testimony .s also negative, b ,t 

whose reputation and influence have continued down to the 

erens a `:. to Oswald, 

and then only to link his name with two others of the Scottish 

and the 'critic of the three 

present day. Immanuel Kant made only one re 

School Reid and Beatti 

Priestley: 

Man kann n: ewisse Pe 
anse en w;e so anz und ar sei né 
swal Beattie un zuletzt noch 

s! ner Au ga #e ver eh en un in 
zu esta ti en annahmen was er eben 

z 

erbesserun 

n zu em de ntcht 
ume. s n+er e 

es le de r Punkt.. 
em 
bezwe P ITé, degsze 

t grosser t . eft ke t uns mehrent e is 
n.esß e . en ei as en , e'' ewiesen eals 
uezwe fé` n n den nn ; e, ommen war sezne: .' zu 

so v r.kann en ass a les n a'ten 
us an en bli eb a s o ne s ges are. 

The translation `es mede by Professor Mahaffy, ollcws; 
We cannot without a certain" sense of rain. consider "how 
utterly his opponents, Reid, Oswald, Beattie, and even 
Priestley, missed the point of the problem. For while 
they were ever assuming as conceded what he doubted, 
and demonstrating with eagerness and. often with arrogance 
what he never thought of disputing, they so Overlooked, 
his 'indication towards a better state of things, that- 
everything remained undisturbed in its old condition... 

It was this paragraph that led Professor 'Sidgwlck to d 

if Kant really examined :the work of the "triumvirate'; 

suggests several reasons for his contention. Firstly, Kan 

would not have just lumped the three together indi,scriminat 

33Txrmanue nt, Prole omen 
h s k, ssensc a ° , 

`34Jvhn Mahaffy and John H.Bern.ard, Kants 
,Phi.iosoph.y for lish Readers, (1889 vol. 

d n Meta- 
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if he had read their work In ̀ S3d, 
. 

ick' s opinion, Reid was 

"a' thinker of indubitable originality't; Beattie man of : real 

but` chiefly literary ability, a poet by choice, and a philos- 

opher from a sense of duty"; and Oswald, 'a theological 

parnphleteerr,. 
35 

The probable reason for putting them 

Side ° lck thought, was that Priestley had written 

three, and would have given an equally significant p 

more so to Oswald because he (Priestley) wrote "prima 

a theological point of view. 

Secondly 

Reid's Inuir 

to extend his 

by Kant, "is 

3 

Sidgwick maintained hat if Kant had studied 

nto the Human Mind, "he could hardly have failed 

udies to. Hume ". .Furthermore, Hume as portrayed 

a sceptic who ventures modestly to point out, the 

absence of a rational ground for his expectation, the future 

will resemble the past, while in .the same breath hastens to 

assure the reader that his expectation remains unshaken by his 
37 

arguments ". On the other hand, Reid's Hume is "a sceptic who 

boldly denies the infinite divisibility of space, who professes 

to have in his intellectual laboratory, ..a solvent powerful 

enough to destroy the force of the most cogent demonstration, 

es to tell his fellow men plainly that they are each 

1 nothing but bundles of d nt neraeptions,.succeeding 

enry Sidgwi.ck, ".The Philosophy of Common Sense" 
(April, 1895 }, New Series, vol.IV, nv.14, p.147. 

36Tbid, , p® 149 m 

3 ( 
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each other with inconceivable rapidity",38 is in this 

Reid-Hume-Kant relationship that a: modern study 
39has 

'some fr e;,h 
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insights, and posits a 'number of contrasting views. Professor 

Norman Kemp Smith's Hume is a perspicacious philosopher whose 

position was misunderstood not only by contemporary critics, but 

those in the ̀ `19th century as well. Ironically the 'called -Hume 

"clear-sighted" and "thoroughgoing ", observed Professor Smith, 

t merely credited him with having delivered "his successors 

from a bondage to which ' he himself remained sub ject ".4 Reid, 

Dr. Smith goes on, was naive in assuming'Hume's principles as 

common "; and that they could end only in making man a t of 

"fleeting ``ideas ". Hume was interested in'proving.the 

limitations of the theory of ideas, not abandoning 'it ÿ and could 

have replied to Reid that was all he was allowing'.- Simply 

because 

suffi 

serve i` only supplemented. That was why Hume did not take the 

course Reid and his followers pursued, and not because he had a 

quarrel with such 'co on sense' beliefs as "belief in the 
.....,..,... 

independent existence of bodies, belief in causes...belief in 
4`2 

the existence of the self and of other- selves ". Rather, 

a theory is limited, contended Dr. Smith, is not a 

t reason for scrapping it entirely.41 It might be er 

Professor Smith explains 

He/ 

39Jhe Ph 
hereafter c e 

dgwick, op.cit., p, 148. 

a 

"N. K. Smith, 

411bid., p.9. 

42N. K. Smith, David Hume, .p.8. 



He (Hume) was no less ready than Reid or Beattie to 
agree that a philosophy stand self- condembed if it 
forbids us to indulge in them. Any attempt to dis- 
place them either by other beliefs or by sheerly 
sceptical refusal to entertain any beliefs whatsoever 
is, Hume has insisted, bound to be self- defeating. 
If the choice be only between them and a philosophy 
which ̀

 denies them, it is common sense that must be 
held to. 43 

Another modern writ so subscribes to the same thesis 

i.e., that Hume i,s not anti common senses' 

He (Hume) does not in the least wish to impugn the 
common-sense belief in the existence of an external 
order - indeed, no one believed in it more firmly 
than he. He merely denies that this belief is ̀ `föunded 
upon reason, and that reason alone can account for it. 
'Belief', he says, ' is more properly an a .t of the 
sensitive than the cogitative part of our natures', 
and ou belief in the order of Nature, though not . 

capablof rational demonstration, is practically 
valid because it arises from 'the principles" of human 
nature' But the criterion between 'true' and 'false' 
ideas remains subjective: it consists, he tells us in 
the 'superior force, or vivacity, or firmness, or 
steadiness' of -true 

Already , above, the reaction of Reid and Oswald. to Hume's 

position on belief has been discussed.45 How can one account 

for the discrepancy between their view: and that of the two 

writers quoted latterly? Possibly the answer.mav lie in the 

perspective as well as the acute penetrative insight of these 

modern thinkers Reid .and .Oswald were contemporaries, whereas 

Professor. Smith, and Prof.essor. Willey a much longer range 

view. But the definition of "common sense" seems to be at the 

heart of the difference. Oswald considered the work of Hume 

of/ 

43 ltJ.id 

4.4 Will 
4 

eenth Centur Backg.r. o nd, p.115. 

Supra, 92 ff. 
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of no mean Importance, but did not feel Hume went far enough. 

Hume, it is correct to say, did have a place for a "common sense" 

outlook, and, as Professor Smith pointed outs drew a great deal 

upon Hutcheson - the same man, incidentally, that Reid and 

Oswald were indebted to. Hume's common sense" view of belief 

was dependent upon the "sensative" rather than the "cogitative" 

part of human nature. Oswald held that "common sense" was 

dependent upon neither. The sensitive side of human nature 

4 
acted as an aid, but was not the foundation for "common sense',. 

There was a third reason that Professor Sidgwick posited 

for,hinking that Kant really did not study the Scottish trium- 

virate carefully. Hume himself paid tribute to Reid's excep- 

tional ability. When at first he received one of Reid's manu- 

script, Hume wrote his friend, "I wish that the parsons would 

confine themselves to their old occupation of worrying one 

another, and leave philosophers to argue with moderation, temper 
, 

. . - - - - 

and good manners". After he read the work, however, he was 

enthusiastic, commenting, "It is certainly very rare that a 

piece so deeply philosophical is wrote with so much spirit, and 

affords so much entertainment for the reader"47 . That he did 

not regard the three on an equal level ean also be seen fromna 

line appearing in the note forwarding the Advertisement prefacing 

47 As quoted in Sidgwick, op.cit., p.148. 



his . ss 

48 
Bea ttie 

o his publisher % Hume ̀ wrote : 

Dr. Reid and o that bigotted 

But if, as Professor Sidgwick would have us believe, Kant 

did not really examine the works of Reid, Oswald and Beattie'; 

contemporary and fellow countryman Johann Buhle49- did. is 

reviews reveal a first hand knowledge of the main works of the 

Scottish, Common Sense School. Twenty-two pages are devoted by 

this learned writer to the nhilos©phy of the triumvirate. Six 

pages are assigned to Oswald, two for Beattie, and the remainder 

for Reid. The.'following summarize 

C?Swald 4 s work: 

The 

Baas Reid und Beattie 
gems nen Mensa 

briefly Buh1è's opinion of 

nur beiläufi . ratan hatten den 
enve an also chu zwe re ur 

el on zu ;Kbrauc:en: as machte sich 
e 

ames swa d, 
e n se o t se - er e stl c er n e nem beson erri. 'erke 
zum Hauptzwecke. Er schränke sich nicht bloss auf die 

eli» ion ein sondern wurde auch A.olo et 
es r en ums, un se s mane er egener positiver 

Religionsdogmen. Far diese Absicht entwickelte er die 
Theorie seiner Vor er noch von manchen Seiten mehr 
o 

48As quoted in N.Kemp Smith, o .cit., p.531. Prof.Smith 
observes that for nublished writing of u e , "t his was unusually 
strong language". 

49 
Johann Gottlieb Buhle was Professor of Philosophy at the 

University sity of Göttingen. During the French Revolution he.;spent 
some time in Russia, filling several important posts. Later he 
returned. to Germany, and was a professor at Brunswick.`' 'He was 
born in 1783, and died in 1821. CT.' Library Catalogue Number One 
National Library of Scotland, p.757. 

50 Johann Gottlieb Buhie, Geschichte der neuere Philosophie,`. 

vo1. 5 pp.;26.3»264. 



'The 'main principles 'o Oswa d.' es App al are the dealt 3.th in 

five .,p$ges.® 
` The najor asis is placed on. 

eommwn; Sense philosophy to serve as an apologeti 

Christian Religion. 

s e the 

e 
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no mention is made of Oswald by Victor Cousin in his Phi 

Ecossaise, published early in the 19th century. Ma 

a minor chapter devoted to Beat 

had a great admiration for the Scottish 

School, especially in regard to Reid, and the Edinburgh Professor 

allotted to Reid, and 

gus on. Cousin 

Sir Wi 

u?omme de nie: c'est une vraies une puissante originalité 

çue d'avoir élevé si haut le bon sens et mie a son service 
52 

de péntr,ti_on de finesse de rofoundeur ". 

est a nos yeux 

because Oswald's vehemenç..e <0aused irritation to 

Perhaps it was 

Cousin' s' French, 

sense of the cecorous,:. that led him to OThit-ssny .notice of 

Scottish Philosophy, for he eulogizes Reid again',;: sin these words: 

" a malice et l'ironie v sa.ra ±traient lavante. esi elles 

aient constamment: tem.érées ar la sér.énité. et la bien-` 

veillance", 55 

Toward the close of the 19th century, and beginning ;ears o 

the 20th a number of writers resurvey the contribution of the 

:. 
. 

.: 

Sed'ttish / 

51This veneration of Cousin for Hamilton may account for 
the omission by the French Professor of reference to Oswald in 
his lectures. Hamilton had little admiration for Oswald's 
Ai e (cf. infra, p. 190. Cousin may.:have just. taken his cue 
?ro amilto.n. 

2Causin, 

53lbid, p.22 
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Scottish School of Philosophy of the 18th Century. One of the 

was James McCosh, a native of Scotland, who emigrated to America, 

and who became President of Princeton 'University there. In the 

facé.of.hls work, which he deemed'a "labor of love", he ex- 

plained a number of the aims he had tn mind in doing it. One 

was to testify to his continuing regard for his country; another 

to suggest that the "sober philosophy of Scotland" might offer 

possible satisfaction that current philosophies of theotite' 

seemed unable to supply; and finally, thatthe'work'might beret. 

"contribution to what may be regarded as a new department of -" 

Science, the history of thought, which is quite as important as 

the hittory of wars, of co uerce of literature, or of civiliza 

tion"- 4 In his two page summation of Oswald's work, McCosh 

drawsthefealowing conclusions: ee 

(Oswald) takes substantially the samé line of 'defense 
as Reid; but the "Appeal" 'is less pointed, and is vastly 
looser than Reid's 'Inquiry'; and'efte.feels it a dreary 
task to go through its platitudes...ft wald cannot be 
represented.as grappling with the deeper'probleke..Of 
metaphyties, as, for etample, the queStibt whether the 
common sense is subjective or objective in another sense, 
as the mind in many cases - not all, however, - looks to 
external objects. Be seems to me to be right when he 
combines two elements in moritl'apprehensiOnwe have,g 
feeling, as well as perception, of moral excellence 

-a Another Soot, Henry Laurie, also a professor and teaching at 

a Untversity in a distant land (Melbourne), regarded Scottish 

philosophy as worthy of a fresh ,handling in the'light of the 

recent thought of his time "A:' phtlosoPhY"i he 'wrote, "often 

discloses/ 
A.W6041.1,70,0615.....ne 

54 
MeC°sh, Se2a121LIILLalatlE, P. 

55 Ibid., p.230. 



dis. loses its atur more d 
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netly as we are borne away from 

it; and its history may require fresm.time to time to be .re- 

writtenn.5g To Laurie, Oswald-WAS one of those who never 

doubted, end, thus welcomed Common . ?ense. as {a...short, and ,e .,ey way 

of putting an end... to controversy". "Th r :had, only. to label the 

beliefs whichappeal°ed to.them. as truths Of common sense." Laurie 

' yP , ' thing was done" wrote of men of Oswald's to e and the, thin 

Oswa1d,,along with Beattie were, according to Laurie, represent- 

The Melbourne 

k cons 

57 

ative of the "popular aspect of Scottish thought ". 

University professo 

eludes with these line 

hree page analysis of Oswald 

Oswald thinks, in fine, that his views are`'th:ose of 
common sense, and that every man of sound understanding 
must agree with him. Thus, in his hands, the theory 
of common sense degenerates into a series óf weIl- meaning, 
but dogmatic statements; and even these are'loose and:in-' 
exact. The difficulties which all ages have perplexed.. 
the minds of men' are not thus lightly to be swept - Sway; 
and it has been 'justly objected that pswald's mode- o f ' 58 
treatment does not simplify, but destroys, "philosophy. 

In Scotland itself, the publicat.ions both contemporary and 

of the century. after Oswald's death make little notice of him. 

The Scots Magazine devoted _a column in its JuIy:, 1767, issue to a 

brief outline of the main points of the first volume of the 

521211, but with no critical comment. Likewise, the same pro- 

cedure was followed when the second volume was published in 1772. 

Oswald had ̀ received his Doctor of Divinity degree from Glasgow 

University in December., 1765. In May of. the ..same year,., he had 

bt.i n/ 

rsp cit, 

., pm1.F'90 



been elected to the Moderator_ ship of the General Assembly. Both 

of these honors, therefore, preceded the publication Of his book, 

and would not have been recognition of his work as an author. 

His successor at Methven, writing towards the close of the 

century, mentioned that Oswald was ell known in the literary 

world". 
59 

But the general opinion of his own countrymen of 

more recent times seems to be that he tended toward shallowness 

f thought. 

The two other members of the triumvirate (Reid and Beattie) 

kindly disposed toward Oswald., but give us only slight 

mention of what they thought of his philosophical work. In the 

Preface of one of the later editions of his Essay on Truth, 

Beattie stated that he had not read Oswald's Appeal before the 

publication of his own work.60 In the same edition, in a Post- 

script, dated November, l ?70, he gives answer to his critics, and, 

as an aid to his justification of using strong language condemn 

ing the ̀ work' of sceptics, he quotes in' -a footnote, a passage from 

Oswald 

"There is no satisfying the demands of false delicacy', 
says an elegant and pious author, 'because they are not 
regulated by'any fixed standard. But a man of candour 
and judgement will allow that the bashful timidity 
practised by those who put themselves on a level with 
the adversaries of religion, would ill become one, who, 
declining all disputes, asserts primary truths on the 
authority of the common sense...tribunal to which he 
appeals ".61 

59 Sinclair, Statistical Account, vol. X, p.613. 

60 Beattie, Essay on Truth, 8th ed., p.xix. 

61 Beattie, Essay on Truth, 8th ed., pp.468 -469. The quo- 
tation is found on pages 13 and 14 of Oswald's Appeal. 



The adective "e.egant" was the stimula ion which csl.Ted forth 

Pri.estl,ey'e comment (in his oduetion to at Exam.iraati_on of 

dswalds 

For whatever reader may think of him (0sw$lái as 'á 

reasoner, my` quotations cannot fail to verify the 
charac er that Dr. Beattie (livh.ose judgment in' this'°ease 
no Perscin will call in qu.estion gives of him, viz., 
that `he is an elegant 'writer. 
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But if Beattie 's reference to Oswald consisted in rnOre 

than saying he was an "elegant and pious author , the r her 

member of the triumvirate - Thomas Reid - gives us even less 

light on his opinion of the author o the ßnpee. Reid pre- 

ferred to make no comment, sa,ying, 

The three writers above mentioned (Oswald, 
; 
and Campbell) have my high esteem and affection as 
men:; but I intend-to say nothing of them, as Writers 
upon this subject, that I may nOt incur the census 
Of pa.rtiality,. of them have been. loined" 's4' ' 

closely with ::Re in the animadVersions of a ce3ebratted. 
wx°iter, 63 ' tha:t' we may be "thought ,too near of -kin' to 
give our. testimony of one another. 64 

An admirer of Reid, and one of the great 

Moral Philosophy in Edinburgh University 'in the Ni:ne 

tury, Sir-William Hamilton:,'' made no pretence asi to .which of the 

triumvirate he considered the most''butstanding. The following 

lines frhm one of 
.. 

his paragraphs 
:;a 

Senso' show how he 

placed the throe: 

When rightly und..:erstO6d, there**ore`, 40 100,id objection. 
ce.n be taken to the argument oi coiïmman.'sense, consider- 
ed ir: itself. But it must beallc*ied that the way in 

h/ 

( Ha 
of 

- . riestlef, 

63 Priestley. 

64 Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers 
iton's Ed.., 468 I am ebtee tß 
*Andrew's n irersity for s re# e°rene 

.vii; 
on 



which it has been sometimes applied was calculated to 
bring it into not unreasonable disfavour with the 
learned... In this country in particular, some of those 
who opposed it to the sceptical conclusions of Hume did 
not sufficiently counteract the notion which the name 
might naturally suggest; they did not emphatically 
proclaim that it was no appeal to the undeveloped be- 
liefs of the unreflective many; and they did not ',in- 
culcate that it presupposed a critical analysis of these 
beliefs by the philosophers themselves. On the contrary 
their language and procedure might even, sometimes, 
warrant an opposite conclusion. This must be admitted 
without reserve of the writings of Beattie, and more 
especially, Oswald. But even Reid, in his earlier 
work, was not so explicit as to prevent his being occa- 

a: Tonally classed in the 'same category. 65 

There may have been others in Scotland who. read Oswald 4 s 

work, but they have left no written record of what help or.hin 

..rance he. wa.s to them. Perhaps 'it.'was because they preferred, 

as Reid, did, to make no comment, or because they agreed in 

substance :with the description -given by a Scottish historian of 

the twentieth century - Henry Graham - that Oswald was "common 
6'6 

place";- : and., therefore, it was a dull task 'to read his work. 

Or they may have felt that he was not precise encùgh. Another 

twentieth-century writer classifies Oswald as b'elongingto t'he 

revival of "Intuitionalism" which was occasioned by the Scottish 

school of Common Sense in the eighteenth century; 

Reid, the founder of the School of Philosophy, did no 
himself, however, include knowledge of the existence 
of the Deity among...First Principles, but'regarded it 
as an inference arrived at by their means..,.;', but Oswald 
and Beattie included Religious Knowledge .. within their 
sphere of Intuitions. These two writers, however, 
confused" 

Wi:lliam Hamilto 

6 6 Henry Graham, 
Oentur)T, p.253. 



confused true In tultionalism with ,tMe ppea1. to 
Consensus. 67 

Whatever other on may be put forward, including the national 

temperament of Scots to take a deeper approach to-thought, the 

fact remains that físv ld s work ' was most favorably received: in 

England. It was William Enfield who made the following common 

on the first volume of the áApreal:` (from a letter addressed to 

Joseph Priestley) 

If you (meaning Priestley) had read a late valuable 
publication,entitled, F°An Appeal to Common Sense in 
behalf of religion ", you would not have so far mis... 

construed what I have said concerning the uncertainty 
of human knowledge, as to conclude that it lays the 
foundation of universal scepticism. You would then 
have seen, that by self -evident and primary truths 
I meant, not merely such as are strictly speaking 
axioms, but such as are obvious to the common sense 
and understanding of mankind, without any long 
deductions of reasoning. And the - author of-this 
publication has undertaken to shew, and will, I doubt 
not, in the sequence of his work, make it fully appear 
that in this class" all the "`fundamental truths of 
religion And christianity may be comprized' sic . It 
was my having just read this -which' led me to express 
myself in this manner. But the general °sentiment is 
such as wise men in all ages have avowed 68 

Such was the view of an English Dissenting minister; ibut 

divines and philosophers in France seemed to take little °notiee. 

of ̀ the work; in Germany they were frankly negative; and in 
,.. 

Scotland, only faintly 'impressed. 

67Alfred Caldecott, `fhe Phi1osophe of Religion in England 
and America, 1901, .93. 

: P ` . 

68 William Enfield , A Second Letter- to the Rev. Dr.:Priestl, 
(1770), PA.3-4® 



AN ESTIMATE OF 

onsidered the l 

leng 

contribution to the field of thought° 

various impressions which the study has made so 

whether the removal of the cloak of obscurity has bee 

S OSWALD 

nd work o a.es Oswald 

now our object to try to form some 

some 

estimate o 

ether together 

or not 

s 

judge' 

,just 'f,ed 

the negative side will be considered, 

what were the most devastating charges made of his work by con- 

temporaries and critics; and, secondly, the more positive side, 

or what were the best things that could be said by contemporary 

and later commentators. 

Buffier's tran ator was p rhaps the most negative of the 

writers who were of the first group. He thought that Oswald 

was little more han a plagiarist and a thief; but the prejudice 

of the man is so apparent after just a few of his pages are read 

tirely. Priestley's 

study, on the other hand, deserves more attention, though he too 

bears a grudge against orthodoxy. He accused Oswald of loose - 

ness of thought, of confusion of terms, and of poor. organization. 

He held that Oswald should be, of the triumvirate; the one to be 

taken least seriously. 

that his remarks can be discounted 

Kant indiscriminately linked together Reid, Beattie, Oswald, 

and. Priestley, and described their work in philosophy "painful" 

to read. Sir William Hamilton believed that Reid was the clos- 

est to the philosophical view of Common Sense of the entire 

triumvirate. He, like Kant, found Oswald and Beattie shallow. 

Coming/ 



Coming closer to our own times, James MoCo 

2 .. 02 

latter part of the nineteenth century, estimated Oswald's con- 

tribution to be of minor value, and allowed Priestley's criti 

clam to summarize, to a certain extent, his own view. Professor 

Laurie, in his work on the development of the Scottish Philosophy 

held that Oswald's interpretation of Common Sense destroyed 

philosophy, rather than made any contribution to it. 

Thus we seem to have a very strong case for relegating 

Oswald's work to the shelves of the great libraries where it has 

been gathering dust for over a century and a half. There is 

the positive side, however, vet to be considered. The malor 

amount of criticism favoring Oswald's application of Common Sense 

to Religion came from England. It was appreciated by Bishop 

Majendie of the Church of England, and by William Enfield of the 

Dissenters. The former found it worthy of recommendation to the 

King and ueen, and the latter used it to support him in argu 

ment with Joseph Priestley. It was also received with commenda- 

tion by a writer in the literary periodical, The Monthly Review. 

In Scotland, the other two members of the "triumvirate" (Reid 

and Beattie), though not extensive in their appraisal, neverthe- 

less were in accord with Oswald's position. Reid said that he 

liked Oswald and Beattie as men, but refused to comment on their 

philosophy because the three were so closely linked together by 

the name which their philosophy bore. Beattie considered 

Oswald an "elegant writer". It was in England, however, as has 

already been mentioned, that Oswald's work received its widest 
' -- ' , .. 

reading. It was welcomed both within and without the fold of 

Establishment,/ 



Establishment, and managed to achieve: the approbation of the 

literary critic as well. 

PO3 

But this leaves the main weight of the criticism with the 

negative side, unless some more points may be put forward to 

substantiate a higher regard for Oswald and his work. Obviously, 

Oswald does not belong among the immortals of philosophy. He 

himself never would have tolerated even the thought of such an 

idea. However, it is our opinion that he made a definite COfl - 

tribution to the philosophical movement that is identified with 

his native land, and also contributed to the polity of the 

Church of Scotland, 

In regard to the philosophical side, Oswald appropriated 
Common Sense to a practical problem of the day. '...eeThere was eci, 

large amount of infidelity and immorality exietihgein his century. 

He was no less aware.. or concerned about M.his than was Wesley; 

but approach to it was different., Oswald analyzed-the ,cause oe 

qt.., the.. laxness of,thetimeseto beethe result of sceplee: 

tiaal and freeethinleing*spee4,10ioneee,Hesought to recapture ImIth 

PAP.Osophical weapons, the groundwhickehadbeen4ost to infi01.7 

ity anddeisM. It was hiseppinion that if men could be madee 
see that the key truths byewhich they lived were not shrouded 

behind curtains of deductive reasonings, but were selfevident 

and readily apprehended, they would not be at the mercy of seep-- 

tical argument. In other words, he wished to make men aware of 

the fat that they were capable of having a direct grasp of out- 

-ward realities. By means of their Common sense this was possible. 

Likewise, this same Common Sense would support th e first truths 

of/ 



eligion.. No resort to Revelation (though Oswald was 

believer in i was necessary. Therefore, mankind need hay no 

more dealings with sceptics or others who would try to destroy 

belief in the time -honored moral and religious truths. Oswald's 

contribution, then, lay in making a practical 

tical problem., 

If the mnernbers of the Scottish 

as this; that 

twisted and 

experience of the "plain" man. Oswald went 

philosophy was 

e to à 'prao 

torted if it failed to consider 

danger of becoming 

and said that it was necessary also for the philosophy to be able 

to square with the plain man's primary religious truths or else 

be justly accounted as nonsense. Much of he theism implied in 

Reid, Oswald brought out in the open, in a clear, unders.anä`ab:le 

way. And what some critics have used as condOmetory in <or ti- 

cizing Oswald's work, viz. that he wrote a popular version -8 

Common Sense, -we..declare to be worthy of approbation. It is 
true that often our philosophers have gone so far up into the. 

ether that they have never come near the man in the street, and 

hav'e,.m.erited the adjective of a modern writer -'firresporisiblesn. 

an of vision in the church. Like 

Wood 

1 Archibald Iiac.Leish, librarian of the Library of Congress, 
wrote a.short monograph called The Irresponsibles, in the early 
1.940'. s. He attacked as one of is chief targets the Professors, 
philosophers, and thinkers who were content to retire to their 
studies and not take a vital interest in the problems at hand. 
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Woodrow ls n, World War I President of the United States, how- 

ever as born several generations "too soon'. The Church 

was not ready for his forward moving plan to heal the wounds 

made by strife over patronage. 

With an appreciation of the sacrifices involved for the 

opposers of the Schism Overture, and with a genuine respect for 

the landed gentrys, Oswald still championed the cause of civil 

rights and the rightful power of the Church's judicatories. 

The cause he was fighting for received a defeat when the Schism 

Overture was voted down; but his was a prophetic voice. Years 

afterward the Church would regret that it had not listened. 

In our opinion his action on this and other matters are outstand- 

ing exceptions to the generalization that under "Vroderat sm, the 

church and its ministers were cold and lifeless. 

Finally, it falls to consider Oswald as a men. Certainly 

it is refreshing to become acquainted with a man in the Eighteenth 

Century with such high ideals and such integrity and sincerity. 

In an age noted for its laxity and promiscuity, Oswald stood for 

right at the risk of sneering abuse. He attacked hypocrisy 

among the nobility, and with measured words criticised them for 

impurity in sexual conduct and intemperateness in drink. He had 

a happy balance, of an appreciation for purely academical interests, 

as well as a love of the very down-to-earth concerns of every day 

life. Hewes dignified without being pompous. He was a credit 

both to the Scottish Philosophy and to the Scottish ministry. 

Truly/ 



k7Y laqry r kW ,Msygt 

Truly enough he does not rank among "the g eat P° 

Scotland, but he is serving of an honored place amo the 

_2.rL.Y22._--...... .°=' =. . . , ,xe,ix 

triumvirs d no study of Scottish Moder t ism should be 
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made without considering his life and work. It is our con - 

tention that history makes one of its most valuable and 

balanced contributions when it gives space to the lesser great, 

who, though they are not found among the headlines, are quietly 

at work strengthening man's faith in his God, his neighbour, 

and himself. 
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APPENDIX 

A letter of the Rev. James Oswald accepting ,h s charg 

at Methuen as it appears in the minutes of the Presbytery 

for the 2nd of February, 1749, received by Walter Miller, 

the Methven Session Clerk; and addressed to the Moderator 

of the Presbytery to be communicated 

Rev. 

Having been informed that David S of Methven 

has given me a presentation to the Church of 

Methven dated at Methven Castle, the 3rd of 

December, 1748, and as the same makes my acceptance 

necessary to be entitled to the benefice of the 

said Parish, I hereby accept of the said Presen 

Cation heartily praying you may be directed to take 

such steps as may most conducive to the interest 

of Religion and I. am Reverend Sir 

Your affectionate brother and humble 
servant, 

(signed) James Oswald, 
Dunnet, 
December 26, 1748, 



The second letter, of a.ccepta.nc 

one. It was produced at Presb 

writer for Smyth, and recorded in 'th 

of December 26, 1748, 9th March, 1749, 

upple nting the first 

by William Mercer 

Perth Presbyte_ nutes 

Sir 

I find I was mistaken in thinking that I could quali- 

fy myself to the government before a justice of the 

sher- peace, and have therefore qualified before the 

substitute, the certificate of which I send you 

losed with a letter of acceptance bearing date 

after my being qualified and impower you to offer 

is certificate to the Presbytery of Perth, and 

hdrawing my former acceptance, f you find am 

objection made to it, or otherwise see cause for so 

doing and am Sir 

Your most humble servant, 

games Oswald 
Methven Castle 
April 19th, 1749. 



"Reasons of Appeal given to the Clerk, Walter Miller, 

Presbytery- of 
Perth, by William Mercer, Writer in Perth, 

appointed by the heritors and heads of families of the Parish 

of Methven, callers of James Oswald to be minister". 

the General AssEballtner2 1749): 

(From 

Perth, 30 October, 1749. 

The Reverend Presbytery refused to comply with 

sentence of the General Assembly of May 1749. They 

have violated the respect due the General Assembly 

by them...The Presbytery's conduct tends evidently 

to strengthen and rivet the spirit of opposition to 

Mr. Oswald. And as the same is founded on no per 
-- - 

sonal objection to him, but merely leveled against 

Mr. Smyth of Methven,, Patron, there is great reason 

to believe that the same would have subsided long 

ago had the Presbytery discovered the least inelit 

nation to proceed to settlement...The Presbytery 

have strongly evidenced their partiality in founding 
--e 

their sentence on the smallness of the congregation 
e 

in so so large a parish, consisting as they are pleased 

of about 400 heads of families. When there is no 

judicial evidence to support this fact. Have they 

thought proper to take notice how many of that num- 

ber were indifferent who was their minister?... 



A letter from the Rev. James Brodie, moderator of the 

Presbytery of Caithness, inclosed with the transportation 

papers, dated April 25, 1750, and quoted in the Perth pres- 

b e Records as follows: 

"Though it appears from the papers relating to the 

settlement of Methven transmitted to us by the 

Patron and callers of Nr. Oswald that we have 

transported him from Dunnet to Methven, not from 

any inclination that we have to part with a brother 

whom we justly love and esteem with all the sincer- 

ity that men can love a brother; but because the 

supreme judicatories of the Church have sustained 

the call and appointed his transportation to be 

prosecuted before us. By this maxim of obeying 

our superiours - even in cases when we could not 

approve of their judgment, we have always conducted 

ourselves being persuaded that there is an indis- 

pensable obligation upon us to reverence their 

authority as long as we have the honour to continue 

ministers of this Church. We do not say these 

things with any other view but to account for the 

motives of our own conduct We have sent you an 

Lesct of the process of Mr. Oswald's transpor- 

tation, and because it would require sometime before 

your Presbytery can take the regular steps for his 

iv. 



admission to. Methveno the transportation is to 

take place on the 28th day of ;Tune next and no 

sooner. We heartily regret the oppoPition that. 

Mr. Oswald has met with from your people which 

can have no other foundation but their not knowing 

him sufficiently. If you have any regard for our 

testimonie we do assure you that he is 4 brother 

of excellent piety, is a fine preacher and is well 

qualified as most men are to gain the affections 
, 

and esteem of any people who will give him a fair 

hearing. We hope you can do much to soften them, 

and thereby render him both easie and useful in 

his ministry. This is inthePana and by appoint- 

ment of Presbytery signified to you from Relterend 

. - _ 
dear sir, ,y. 

.Your most affectionate humble servant, 

James Brodie, 
1Pdera.tgr. 

V. 



Copy of a letter appearing in the Perth Presbytery 

Records - from Dr. James Oswald to David Smyth, Patron of 

Methven. It has to do with a request Smyth made some years 

before, that Oswald be given permission by the Presbytery in 

order to enter into a contract of escambion so that he could 

sell the piece of glebe land which divided two properties 

belonging to Smyth: 

28 February, 1775. 

Sir: 

am sorry I cannot attend you to the Presbytery, 

and introduce you to my brethren, but it is not 

safe for me to go abroad in my present state of 

health, and in such unseasonable weather. My 

brethren will not trust my judgment in the affair 

they are to judge but I am, positive that the acres 

of meadow are scarse of half value, and that the 

terms you offer will be advantageous to me and all 

my successors, with best compliments to Mrs. Smyth 

and Miss Bell, 

am sir 

Your most humble servant 

Tames Oswald. 



God for His ble 

I am respectfully Re° 

sing on their. labours 

Dear Brother, 

Your affectionate brother and 

humble servant, 

James Oswald. 


